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SINGAPORE'S ENviRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:




A. Nature and Scope of the Study
In the words of Rachel Carson from her classic book Silent Spring:
The most alarming of all man's assaults upon the
environment is the contamination of air, earth, rivers, and
sea with dangerous and even lethal materials. This
pollution is for the most part irrecoverable; the chain of evil
it initiates not only in the world that must support life but in
the living tissues is for the most part irreversible. In this
now universal contamination of the environment, chemicals
are the sinister and little-recognized partners of radiation in
changing the very nature of the world-the very nature of
its life.'
Some thirty years later, Rachel Carson's words provide an equally chilling
harbinger for people in countries all over the world. The unmistakable
message is to care for the environment while we still can and to safeguard
our natural resources for the coming generations.
Ms. Carson would be pleased to know that environmental
awareness has increased around the world these past thirty years. This
new awareness is exemplified by the country, Singapore, discussed in this
article. Professor Tommy Koh, a leading advocate of environmental
causes in Singapore, recently advised that "[w]e should inculcate a love of
nature in young Singaporeans. We should strive to achieve, in the next lap
of our development, a proper balance between development and the
° Environmental Law Liaison, American Bar Association, Central and East European
Law Initiative. This article was a result of research funded in Singapore by the United
States Fulbright Commission, and subsequently by the National University of Singapore,
and was part of a thesis at the Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore. Special
thanks to Lye Lin Heng and Koh Kheng Lian of the Faculty of Law, National University
of Singapore, for their invaluable comments and help with the preparation of this article.
1 RACHEL CARSON, SILENT SPRING 6 (1962).
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conservation of nature."2 Singapore has made significant steps towards its
goal of controlling environmental pollution.
B. Singapore
Singapore is a city-island-nation that is made up of one main island
and some sixty small ones situated 137 kilometers north of the equator and
whose total land area equals 646 square kilometers.3 The country has a
population of approximately three million. Since becoming a fully
independent country upon its separation from Malaysia in 1965, Singapore
has become a cosmopolitan nation with millions of tourist arrivals each
year, boasting a gross domestic product of S$105,313.2 million,' foreign
reserves of S$85.2 billion,6 a low employment rate of two percent,7 an
average life expectancy of seventy-six years,8 an average of ten years
formal education for all children,9 a public housing program that houses
more than eighty percent of all Singaporeans,"° and a large national library
and archives." The streets of Singapore are clean, inland waters sustain
aquatic life, and the tap water is safe to drink.
Singapore also has a modem environmental infrastructure that
efficiently deals with its sewage," and efficiently disposes of its solid
2 Tommy T.B. Koh, Foreword to TAN WEE KIAT, NATURALLY YOURS, SINGAPORE 5
(1992) (providing an excellent overview of Singapore's national parks and nature
reserves). Professor Koh served as Ambassador at Large for Singapore as well as the
Chairman of the Preparatory Committee for the U.N. Conference on Environment and
Development, Rio de Janeiro, 1992).
3 See MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & THE ARTS, SINGAPORE 1995 22 (1995) [hereinafter
SINGAPORE 1995]. See generally H.F. PEARSON, SINGAPORE: A POPULAR HISTORY
(1985) (detailing Singapore's history from 1819 through the 1980's).
4 See FEDERAL RESEARCH Div., LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, SINGAPORE-A COUNTRY STUDY
xiv (Barbara Leitch LePoer ed., 2d ed. 1991) (referring to the population as 2,674,362 in
July 1989).
5 See MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & THE ARTS, SINGAPORE FACTS AND PICTURES 19
1995) (S$1.72=US$1.00 approximate as of May 1999).
See id.
7 See id. at 33.
8 See id. at 47.
9 See id. at 39.
'
0 See id. at 52. .
" See id. at 66.
12 See MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, THE SINGAPORE GREEN PLAN-TOWARDS A MODEL
GREEN CITY 8 (1992) [hereinafter MODEL GREEN CITY]. Singapore's infrastructure
includes six modem sewage treatment facilities and over 2,250 kilometers of sewers. See
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waste.'3 An efficient and comprehensive planning system utilizing the
concepts of zoning and plot ratio density ensures that sufficient areas are
set aside for "green lungs" and that polluting industries are sited away
from residential and commercial areas.'4 Singapore's Ministry of the
Environment monitors air quality through fifteen remote air monitoring
stations linked to a central control system,'" and inland and coastal waters
at over fifty water monitoring points.'6 Singapore's air quality is usually
within the standards for good air quality established by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency and the World Health Organization."
Singapore is separated from peninsular Malaysia by the Straits of
Johor and from the islands of Indonesia by the Straits of Singapore. This
equatorial country has a relatively constant temperature, accompanied by
abundant rainfall and high humidity. 8 Singapore is made up of three
geographical regions: a central hilly region of igneous rock, a western
region of sedimentary rock which forms a succession of northwest-
trending hills and valleys, and a flat eastern region of sand and gravel
deposits. 9
When Stamford Raffles landed in Singapore in 1819, the country
was largely uninhabited and covered with lush tropical rainforests and
coastal mangrove swamps.2° Much of this fecund tropical rain forest has
been altered or destroyed by the growth of the city, but several patches of
natural or semi-natural vegetation still remain.2' Many of Singapore's
endemic plant species have disappeared, as has endemic fauna including
' See id. at 6-7. Solid waste is collected daily from homes and offices and disposed of
by incineration or in landfills. See id.
'4 See id. at 12-13. See also MINISTRY OF NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, THE MND
NETWORK-SHAPING THE FUTURE 49 (1995) (explaining that "green lungs" are parks
and open spaces).
15 See MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, SINGAPORE, 1995 ANNUAL REPORT 17 (1996)
[hereinafter 1995 ANNUAL REPORT].
6 See MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, SINGAPORE, 1995 POLLUTION CONTROL REPORT 29
(1995) [hereinafter 1995 POLLUTION CONTROL REPORT].
17 See id. at 2.
18 See SINGAPORE FACTS AND PICTURES, supra note 5, at 1.
'9 See id. at 1. See generally LEE SING KONG & CHUA SIAN ENG, MORE THAN A GARDEN
CITY (1992) (giving an overview of different parks in Singapore).
20 See CHUA E.E. KIAM, NATURE IN SINGAPORE-OURS To PROTECT 14 (1993)
(providing an excellent overview of the flora and fauna in Singapore, while arguing for
the conservation of Singapore's natural heritage).
21 In fact, the remaining forests make up only 4.5% of the island's land area. See id. at
14. See generally D.S. JOHNSON, NATURAL HISTORY OF SINGAPORE 1 (1992). Ms.
Johnson has written an admirable guide to plant life and vegetation, land animals,
freshwater fife, and the marine life of Singapore.
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tigers, the sambar, the barking deer and the pig-tailed macaque."
Today a variety of environmental groups, such as the Singapore
Environment Council and The Nature Society of Singapore, work to
protect environmental interests in Singapore.' In addition, stories about
environmental issues regularly appear in the country's newspapers,24 a
television channel regularly shows programs dealing with the
environment,25 and various environmental conferences, exhibits, and
activities occur regularly.26
In Singapore, the Ministry of the Environment is the primary
governmental agency that deals with environmental matters.27  The
Ministry published its green plan, which states that its goal is to evolve the
city-nation into a "Model Green City," with "high standards of public
health and a quality environment."28  Singapore's environmental
22 See SINGAPORE 1995, supra note 3, at 24-25.
23 See SINGAPORE ENv'T COUNCIL, GREEN GROUPS DIRECTORY (2d. ed. 1996) (giving a
listing of these "green" groups in Singapore). The Singapore Environment Council
published this directory to provide interested parties with a guide to green groups in
Singapore.
24 See, e.g., Factories Will Need Only Single License To Start Operating, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Nov. 13, 1994, at 24 (discussing a variety of environmental issues including haze
and waste); Dawn Tan, Call to Reduce Waste or Pay Higher Disposal Fees, THE STRAITS
TIMES, July 13, 1995, at 40 (discussing proposed payment scheme for disposal of
household waste); Dominic Nathan, ENV to Review Laws on Industrial Site Pollution,
THE STRAITS TIMES, Feb. 19, 1996, at 21 (noting the Ministry of Environment review of
laws relating to pollution at industrial sites).
25 One of the channels, Premier 12, of the Television Corporation of Singapore (TCS)
regularly broadcasts programs on the environment. In addition, Singaporeans can receive
TV Malaysia which also offers excellent shows on the environment, such as National
Geographic Specials.
26 For example, the Institute of Policy Studies at the National University of Singapore
hosted a conference on "Environment and the City" during which various environmental
issues were discussed. See Conference, Environment and the City-Sharing Singapore's
Experience and Future Challenges, Sept. 8, 1994 (The Regent Hotel, Singapore). A
children's art exhibition dealing with environmental themes was held at the Singapore
Science Centre in conjunction with the April 1995 Earth Day; the Jurong Bird Park
organized an exhibition of heliconia plants for the public in August 1995; and the
Singapore Reef Conservation Committee organized a beach and sea clean-up at
Singapore's East Coast for World Environment Day on June 2, 1996.27 See 1995 POLLUTION CONTROL REPORT, supra note 16, at 2.28 See MODEL GREEN CITY, supra note 12, at 2 (Singapore's first green plan, setting fot 1h
the country's environmental goals and targets, was developed in preparation for the June
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development); see also MINISTRY
OF THE ENV'T, THE SINGAPORE GREEN PLAN-ACTION PROGRAMMES (1993)
[hereinafter GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES] (summarizing action programs in the
areas of environmental education, environmental technology, resource conservation,
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consciousness, however, is not a recent phenomenon. In 1968, at the
opening of the Keep Singapore Clean Campaign, Prime Minister Lee
Kuan Yew emphasized the need to keep Singapore pollution free.29
Singapore subsequently enacted its Clean Air Act in 1971, and its Water
Pollution Control and Drainage Act in 1975. In an addendum to President
Dr. B.H. Sheares' 1981 address at the opening of the First Session of the
Fifth Parliament on February 3, 1981, Mr. Ong Pang Boon, the Minister
for the Environment, set forth environmental goals dealing with water
pollution control, air pollution control, and energy conservation.30
Such attention to environmental issues was inevitable in
Singapore, given that Singapore experienced rapid economic growth in the
1970s and the 1980s, which was accompanied by increased air and water
pollution and by increasingly effective government efforts to limit
environmental damage.3' The government set up aft Anti-Pollution Unit
under the Prime Minister's Office in 1970, and subsequently established
the Ministry of the Environment in 1972.32 Eleven years later in 1983, the
clean technologies, nature conservation, and environmental noise).
29 See Lee Kuan Yew, The Keep Singapore Clean Campaign, Speech at the Singapore
Conference Hall, Oct. 1, 1968, in EXCERPTS OF SPEECHES BY LEE KUAN YEW ON
SINGAPORE 1959-1973 208-210 (Douglas Koh ed., 1976).
30 See INFORMATION Div., MINISTRY OF CULTURE, THE VITAL TASKS AHEAD 17-18
(Singapore, 1981); see also PSYCHOLOGICAL DEFENSE & PUBLICITY Div., MINISTRY OF
COMMUNICATIONS & INFO., TOWARDS 21 sT CENTURY SINGAPORE 14-15 (Singapore,
1990) (including an addendum to the President's Address by Dr. Ahmad Mattar, Minister
for the Environment, stating that the Ministry will continue to strive to make Singapore a
model environmental city, with a high standard of environmental cleanliness and with
citizens who are mindful of their social responsibilities).
31 See FEDERAL RESEARCH Div., supra note 4, at 69 (providing a comprehensive
overview of Singapore, including its society, economy, government and politics, and
national security). See also MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, SINGAPORE, 1994 ANNUAL REPORT
11 (1995) [hereinafter 1994 ANNUAL REPORT] (noting that the Ministry of the
Environment, established in 1972, has succeeded in putting in place the basic
environmental management infrastructure, control, and legal framework.).
32 See FEDERAL RESEARCH Div., supra note 4, at 69. In 1972 when the Ministry of
Environment was established, it appended the following to the address of Singapore's
President, Dr. Benjamin H. Sheares, to the Singaporean Parliament:
The Ministry of the Environment will tackle the problems of pollution,
to protect and enhance our environment, to increase our water
resources, and to maintain high standards of public health. We need
never face the high degree of danger to public health that is threatening
some of the polluted cities of the industrial countries. But we must
deal, now, firmly and rationally with pollution. National development
and pollution control must go hand in hand.
Dr. Benjamin H. Sheares, Addendum to the Address of the President of the Republic of
Singapore in 32 PARL. DEB. SINGAPORE 41 (First Session of the Third Parliament, Oct.
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Anti-Pollution Unit was merged with the Ministry to ensure unified
direction of environmental protection.33 This unit has been renamed the
Pollution Control Department, and has responsibility for air and water
pollution, hazardous materials, and toxic wastes.34
When this article mentions the environmental system of Singapore,
it means the entire network of mechanisms that is employed to effectuate
environmental protection. It refers to the statutes, subsidiary legislation
and the ministries that deal with environmental issues. Policy is also
included within this definition.
C. Organization of the Article
This article is divided into five parts. Part one sets forth
background information about the environmental laws of Singapore, and
provides an introduction to the article by discussing the nature and scope
of the study, as well as the organization of this article.
Part two sets forth a review of the environmental pollution laws of
Singapore in order to provide a framework for the later discussion of
pollution issues. Part two discusses the environmental laws of Singapore,
focusing on laws dealing with pollution. This part includes discussion of
laws dealing with inland and marine water, air, solid waste, and hazardous
waste. Although noise pollution is a significant issue in Singapore, it has
been excluded from this article. This part is not meant to be exhaustive,
but to provide an overview of Singapore's pollution laws.
Part three discusses the strengths and weaknesses of Singapore's
efforts to deal with pollution. This part discusses the strengths of
Singapore's approach to environmental pollution. These strengths include
the fact that Singapore was an early pioneer in the ASEAN environmental
movement, and that the government has made a public commitment to
green issues and has a high level of "pollution consciousness." The part
also includes a discussion of significant weaknesses in Singapore's
approach, including the lack of a coordinating agency to administer
environmental laws, that no environmental impact assessment is required
12, 1972).
33 See SINGAPORE-A COUNTRY STUDY, supra note 4, at 69.
34 See id; Ooi Giok-Ling, Environment & The City: The Singapore Experience with
Environmental Management, 10 NAT'L ENVTL. ENFORCEMENT J. 28, 29-30 (1995); Chia
Lin Sien, Planning and Environmental Management in Singapore, in DEVELOPING
ECONOMIES AND THE ENVIRONMENT: THE SOUTHEAST ASIAN EXPErdENCE 201, 222-25
(Colin MacAndrew & Chia Lin Sien eds., 1979) (detailing the history of Singapore's
environmental control agencies).
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by law, the lack of recycling, and the need for increased environmental
education efforts.
Part four builds on the earlier discussion of the environmental laws
by offering specific recommendations for Singapore to eradicate these
weaknesses, and where relevant, looks to the United States for these
recommendations. Recommendations for Singapore include passing
environmental impact assessment (EIA) legislation, enhancing recycling
efforts, establishing an umbrella environmental agency, increasing
environmental education for the public, and strengthening relations with
other countries regarding environmental issues. The United States' EIA
legislation, its well-organized recycling efforts, and its many non-
governmental environmental organizations can provide useful models for
Singapore.
Part five provides conclusions about pollution law and policy in
Singapore.
II. REVIEW OF SINGAPOREAN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND
SUBSIDIARY LEGISLATION
Singapore is a small country in which the government exercises
legislative and economic control. 5  Exerting this legislative power,
Singapore's parliament has passed various legislative acts and enacted
subsidiary legislation under these acts, to safeguard the environment. In
the past twenty-five years or so, parliament has enacted laws concerning
inland and marine water, air, solid wastes, and hazardous wastes.
A. Water
Singapore is located in the Straits of Malacca which join the
Andaman Sea and the South China Sea. It also possesses inland waters,
including the Singapore River and the Kallang River, and various lakes
and streams.36 Accordingly, the country has legislation to regulate both
inland and marine waters.
1. Inland Waters
The Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act37 (Water Act) is
35 See FEDERAL RESEARCH Div., supra note 4, at 177-85.36 See id. at 68-70.
37 Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act, Cap. 348, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
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the primary statute that regulates inland water in Singapore. Its stated
purpose is to provide for the drainage of inland areas, to maintain and
restore the cleanliness of rivers and watercourses, and to control the
collection, treatment and disposal of sewage.38 It is divided into six parts,
including parts which focus on drainage, water pollution control, and
sewerage.
Drainage is covered in Part III of the Water Act. Part III, section 4
gives the Director of Water Pollution Control and Drainage (Director) the
authority to construct and maintain drains across any property provided he
makes full compensation for any damage. 9 The Director may also take
control of any private drain for the government.4" Section 8 states that if
premises are not properly drained, the Director may require the owner or
occupier of the premises to remedy the defect.4'
Part IV deals with water pollution control. Section 13 states that
no person shall construct any works for taking or intercepting water from
any place or sea within Singapore's territorial limits without the
permission of the Director.42 Section 15 states that if a person discharges a
toxic substance into any inland water so as to give rise to an
environmental hazard, a first offense carries a fine not exceeding
S$ 10,000, imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, or both.43 A
second offense mandates a fine not exceeding S$20,000 and a term of
imprisonment not less than one month or more than one year." If a third
offense occurs, the Director may issue an order directing that the person
cease carrying on the process causing pollution.45
Pursuant to Part V, the Director is charged with constructing and
maintaining sewerage systems. Section 17 gives the Director broad
powers to maintain and repair all the public sewerage systems.46  The
Director may take over the control, supervision, maintenance, and repair
of any private sewerage system to the extent that he thinks fit.47
Furthermore, if the Director thinks that a building does not have adequate
sanitary facilities, he may give notice and require the owner, occupier or
38 See id. pmbl.
39 See id. § 4(1).40 See id. § 5(1).
41 See id. § 8(1)-(2).42 See id. § 13(1).
43 See id. § 15(1)(a).
44 See id. § 15(1)(b).
41 See id. § 15(2).
46 See id. § 17.
47 See id. § 21(1).
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developer to install such facilities.48
Part VI, specifically sections 37, 38, and 39, sets forth other broad-
based provisions which give the Director broad powers to act in cases of
emergency, to prohibit work in certain circumstances, and to enter onto
land to carry out the Water Act's purposes and ensure public safety.4 9 Part
VI also includes section 67, establishing liability for corporate bodies and
officers who have committed offenses under the Water Act."
Five different pieces of subsidiary legislation have been passed to
effectuate the purposes of the Water Act." For example, the Surface
Water Drainage Regulations state that where drainage works are to be
carried out by a person other than the government, the professional
engineer or architect who prepares the drainage plans shall submit the
plans to the Director for his approval. 2 If a person does something to
make a drain inadequate to carry out its discharge capacity, the Director
may require the person to make improvements on the drain within a
reasonable time. 3 Furthermore, the Director also has power to give notice
requiring people to construct drains and perform other drainage works. 4
The fourth piece of subsidiary legislation, the Trade Effluent
Regulations,55 controls the discharge of trade effluents into public sewers,
watercourses, land and the sea. The regulations set forth the maximum
concentrations of substances such as chloride, sulphate, cyanide, and
detergents that are allowed in a given trade effluent. 6 If a person fails to
comply with these regulations, he is liable for a fine not exceeding
S$5,000, and in the case of a continuing offense, to a further fine of S$100
for every day the offense continues after conviction. 7 The Trade Effluent
Tariff Scheme allows companies to discharge trade effluent whose
41 See id. § 26.
41 See id. §§ 37-39.
'o See id. § 67.
51 These regulations are: (1) Sanitary Appliances and Water Charges Regulations, Cap.
348, Reg. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (2) Sanitary Plumbing and
Drainage Systems Regulations, Cap. 348, Reg. 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation; (3) Surface Water Drainage Regulations, Cap. 348, Reg. 3 of the 1990 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation; (4) Trade Effluent Regulations, Cap. 348, Reg. 4 of the 1990 Ed.
of Subsidiary Legislation; (5) Sewage Treatment Plants Regulations, Cap. 348, Reg. 5 of
the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
52 See Surface Water Drainage Regulations, Cap. 348, Reg. 3 of the 1990 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation.
13 See id. § 10.
54 See id. § 11.
55 Trade Effluent Regulations, Cap. 348, 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.56 See id. § 12.
" See id. § 13.
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biochemical oxygen demand and total suspended solids are greater than
those specified in the schedules if the companies pay a fee, thus
incorporating the "polluter pays" principle.58
2. Marine Waters
The Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act 9 (Sea Act) was passed
to give effect to the 1973 International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships as well as to make provisions to prevent the pollution
of Singapore waters.6" The Act is divided into six parts.6'
Part II of the Sea Act, dealing with pollution from land, provides a
prohibition against discharging oil into Singapore waters from any place
on land or from any apparatus used to transfer oil to or from any ship. 2
Conviction of an offense results in a fine of not less than S$500 and not
more than S$500,000, or imprisonment for a term not exceeding two
years, or both. 3 There are several broad defenses to a charge of this
offense, including proof that the discharge of oil or oily mixture was not
due to any lack of reasonable care or that once the discharge was
discovered, all reasonable steps were taken to stop or reduce the
discharge.6 Another defense is that the discharge was the act of a third
party who was on the land without the occupier's permission.65 The final
defense involves discharge of an oily mixture from a place on land, and
states it is a defense to prove: (a) the oil was contained in an effluent
produced by oil refining operations; (b) it was not reasonably practicable
to dispose of the effluent other than discharging it into Singapore waters;
and (c) all reasonably practicable steps were taken to eliminate oil from
the effluent.66 This section also provides that any person who puts oil, oily
mixtures, refuse, garbage, plastics, waste matters or noxious liquid
58 See id. § 14 (Second Schedule).
59 Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act, Cap. 243, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1991 Rev. Ed.
60 See id. mission statement.
61 See id. The Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act is divided as follows: Part I deals
with preliminary matters; Part II deals with prevention of pollution from land and
apparatus; Part III deals with prevention of pollution from ships; Part IV deals with
preventive measures against pollution of the sea; Part V deals with recovery of costs; and
Part VI deals with miscellaneous provisions.62 See id. § 3.
63 See id.
64 See id. § 4(1).
65 See id. § 4(2).
66 See id. § 4(3).
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substances into Singapore waters is liable upon conviction for a fine not
exceeding S$ 10,000, a prison term not exceeding two years, or both.67
Part III of the Sea Act, which deals with pollution from ships,
prohibits the disposal or discharge of refuse, garbage, waste matter, trade
effluent or plastics from a ship into Singapore waters. 8 If this occurs, the
master, or the owner, or the agent of the owner of the ship is liable for a
fine not exceeding S$10,000, a prison term not exceeding two years, or
both. 9 The Sea Act exempts those instances when the discharge was
necessary for the purpose of securing the safety of the ship or saving a life
at sea, or when the refuse escaped after all reasonable precautions had
been taken."0 Section 7 of the Sea Act states that if oil or an oily mixture
is discharged into Singapore waters, the master, or the owner or an agent
of the owner is liable to a fine not less than S$500 and not exceeding
S$500,000, imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years, or both.7
Section 7 defenses include that the discharge was necessary to secure the
safety of the ship, that the oil escaped after all reasonable precautions were
taken, and the discharge was necessary to combat specific pollution
incidents in order to minimize the damage from pollution.72 Section 9
requires that a person who proposes to carry noxious liquid substances
notify the Port Master.73 Finally, section 10 prohibits the discharge of
noxious liquid substances into Singapore waters, and provides defenses
similar to those outlined in section 7.74
Part IV sets forth preventive measures to combat pollution of the
sea. These measures include providing reception facilities for ships which
are using the port or any terminal in Singapore, and requiring that all
Singapore ships keep oil- record books which detail the loading of oil
cargo, the internal transfer of oil cargo, the unloading of oil cargo, the
ballasting of oil tanks, and the cleaning of oil tanks.75 Other preventive
measures include regulations regarding cargo record books,76 as well as
the imposition of a fine, not exceeding S$5,000, for the failure to carry oil
record books or cargo record books.77
67 See id. § 4(5).
61 See id. § 6(1).
69 See id.
70 See id. § 6(2)(a)-(b).
71 See id. § 7(1).
72 See id. § 7(2)(a)-(c).
73 See id. § 9.74 See id. § 10.7
1 See id. §§ 11-12.76 See id. § 13.
77 See id. § 14(1).
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Part V of the Sea Act sets forth broad provisions for the recovery
of costs of cleanups. Section 17 of the Sea Act provides that costs may be
recovered from the owner of a ship for the removal of refuse, garbage,
wastes, plastics, effluents, and dangerous pollutants discharged from
ships.7" This section provides for joint and several liability among owners
when the discharge occurs from two or more ships.79 Section 18 of the
Sea Act sets forth liability provisions for the recovery of costs for
removing oil, an oily mixture or noxious liquids that are discharged from
ships.8 " Section 19 of the Sea Act provides for the recovery of costs for
removing oil and other substances discharged from land."'
Part VI of the Sea Act contains various provisions including
section 22 that grants inspectors broad powers to board ships and inspect
them for compliance with the Sea Act. 2 Section 23 gives the Port Master
power to deny entry of a ship to the port of Singapore when he has
reasonable cause to believe that the ship does not comply with the
requirements of the Sea Act, 3 or that a ship has incurred a liability under
section 17 or 18, or that the ship presents an unreasonable threat of harm
to the marine environment.84 Furthermore, pursuant to section 24, if a ship
proceeds out to sea after it has been detained under section 23(2) and
before it is released by the Port Master, the ship's master is liable for a
fine not exceeding S$10,000, imprisonment for a term not exceeding two
years, or both. 5 Under section 28, the Port Master also has the power to
arrest any person he reasonably believes to have committed an offense
under the Sea Act.86
Furthermore, six different pieces of subsidiary legislation have
been passed to effectuate the goals of the Sea Act. 7 The first regulation
78 See id. § 17(1).
79 See id. § 17(2)(a)-(b).
'o See id. § 18.
81 See id. § 19.
12 See id. § 22.
83 See id. § 23(1).
84 See id. § 23(2)(a)-(b).
85 See id. § 24(1).
86 See id. § 28(1).
87 These are: (1) Prevention of Pollution of the Sea (Oil) Regulations, Cap. 243, Reg. 1 of
the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (2) Prevention of Pollution of the Sea (Noxious
Liquid Substances in Bulk) Regulations, Cap. 243, Reg. 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation; (3) Prevention of Pollution of the Sea (Reporting of Pollution Incidents)
Regulations, Cap. 243, Reg. 3 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (4) Prevention
of Pollution of the Sea (Reception Facilities) Regulations, Cap. 243, Reg. 4 of the 1990
Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (5) Prevention of the Pollution of the Sea (Detergents and
Equipment) Regulations, Cap. 243, Reg. 5 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (6)
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lists requirements pertaining to oil. The second regulation sets forth
regulations for noxious liquid substances in bulk.88 The third regulation
sets forth requirements for the reporting of pollution accidents, and
contains two parts.8 9 Part one deals with pollution from ships and part two
deals with pollution from land or an apparatus.' The duty to report
pollution from ships is activated by an actual or probable discharge of oil
or a noxious liquid substance resulting from ship damage, when an actual
or probable discharge of a marine pollutant in packaged form occurs, or
when an actual discharge of oil or a noxious liquid substance occurs
during the ship's operation. 9' The report should be made without delay,
and include the identity of the ship(s) involved, the time, type and location
of the incident, the quantity and type of oil or substance involved, and the
assistance or salvage measures undertaken." Similar requirements apply
for reporting pollution from land or an apparatus.93
The Port of Singapore Authority Act94 establishes the Port of
Singapore Authority and delineates its duties and powers to regulate the
port. A large amount of subsidiary legislation has been passed to
implement the Port of Singapore Authority Act including ten regulations,"
Prevention of Pollution of the Sea (Composition of Offenses) Regulations, Cap. 243,
Reg. 6 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
88 See Prevention of Pollution of the Sea (Oil) Regulations, Cap. 243, Reg. 1 of the 1990
Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; Prevention of Pollution of the Sea (Noxious Liquid
Substances in Bulk) Regulations, Cap. 243, Reg. 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation.
89 See Prevention of Pollution of the Sea (Reporting of Pollution Incidents) Regulations,
Cap. 243, Reg. 3 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
90 See id.
9
' See id. § 2.92 See id. § 3-4.93 See id. § 7-11.94 Port of Singapore Authority Act, Cap. 236, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1985
Rev. Ed. On January 30, 1996, Singapore's President assented to The Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore Act 1996, which repealed or amended certain portions of the Port
of Singapore Authority Act, and reorganized the National Maritime Board, the Port of
Singapore Authority, and the Marine Department into the Maritime and Port Authority of
Singapore. See The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore Act 1996, G.N. No. 7/96.
Subsidiary legislation adopted under repealed provisions of the Port of Singapore
Authority Act will continue in force until revoked or repealed by subsidiary legislation
made under the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore Act. See id. § 121(2).
95 The ten regulations are: (1) Harbour Board Superannuation Scheme Regulations, Cap.
236, Reg. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (2) Port of Singapore Authority
(Parking Places) Regulations, Cap. 236, Reg. 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation;
(3) Port of Singapore Authority (Harbour Craft) Regulations, Cap. 236, Reg. 3 of the
1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (4) Port of Singapore Authority (e'ilotage)
Regulations, Cap. 236, Reg. 4 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (5) Port of
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two rules,96 four orders,97 and twelve notifications.98
Finally, the Merchant Shipping Act99 regulates the liability of
shipowners, safety, wreck and salvage, and the delivery of goods. The
Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act"0 establishes provisions for civil
Singapore Authority (Dangerous Goods, Petroleum and Explosives) Regulations, Cap.
236, Reg. 5 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (6) Singapore Port Regulations,
Cap. 236, Reg. 6 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (7) Port of Singapore
Authority (Coupon Parking Places) Regulations, Cap. 236, Reg. 7 of the 1990 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation; (8) Port of Singapore Authority (Pleasure Craft) Regulations,
Cap. 236, Reg. 8 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (9) Port of Singapore
Authority (Harbour Craft Manning License Examination) Regulations, Cap. 236, Reg. 9
of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; and (10) Port of Singapore Authority
(Composition of Offenses) Regulations, Cap. 236, Reg. 10 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation.
96 The two rules are: (1) Port of Singapore Authority (Staff Transfer) Rules, Cap. 236,
Rule 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; and (2) Port of Singapore Authority
(Pension Scheme) Rules, Cap. 236, Rule 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
97 The four orders are: (1) Port of Singapore Authority (Transfer of Functions) Order,
Cap. 236, Ord. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (2) Port of Singapore
Authority (Dockyard Transfer) Order, Cap. 236, Ord. 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation; (3) Port of Singapore Authority (Dockyard Staff) (Pensions) Order, Cap.
236, Ord. 3 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; and (4) Port of Singapore
Authority (Property Tax) Order, Cap. 236, Ord. 4 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation.
98 The twelve notifications are: (1) Prohibited Anchorage (Rochor River), Cap. 236,
Notif. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (2) Landing Places for Dangerous
Goods (Consolidation) Notification, Cap. 236, Notif. 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation; (3) Prohibited Anchorage (Single Buoy Mooring), Cap. 236, Notif. 3 of the
1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (4) Landing Place for Dangerous Goods (S.P.C. Pte.
Ltd.), Cap. 236, Notif. 4 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (5) Port of Singapore
Authority (Port Limits) Notification, Cap. 236, Notif. 5 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation; (6) Port of Singapore Authority (Pilotage District) Notification, Cap. 236,
Notif. 6 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (7) Port of Singapore Authority
(Parking Places) (Scale of Rates) Notification, Cap. 236, Notif. 7 of the 1990 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation; (8) Prohibited Area (Selat Sengkir Channel), Cap. 236, Notif. 8 of
the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; (9) Port of Singapore Authority (Scale of Dues
and Rates) Notification, Cap. 236, Notif. 9 of the 1995 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation;
(10) Prohibition on Anchoring and Mooring, Cap. 236, Notif. 10 of the 1994 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation; (11) Prohibition on Vessels at Lighter Mooring Site, Cap. 236,
Notif. 11 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; and (12) Anchorages and Fairways,
Cap. 236, Notif. 12 of the 1994 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
99 The Merchant Shipping Act, Cap. 179, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1996
Rev. Ed. The Merchant Shipping Act of 1995, G.N. No. 19/95, repealed and re-enacted
with amendments The Merchant Shipping Act, Cap. 179, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
100 Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act, Cap. 180, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed. In Ventura Navigation Inc v. Port of Singapore Auth. & Ors
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liability for oil pollution by merchant ships.
B. Air
Air pollution in Singapore is controlled by acts and regulations
covering both industrial premises and motor vehicles. This article
discusses the Clean Air Act, the Clean Air Regulations of 1972, the Road
Traffic Act, and the Motor Vehicles Rules of 1974.
1. Industrial Premises
Industrial premises are regulated under the Clean Air Act.' °' The
Clean Air Act has two primary parts. Part II of the Clean Air Act
regulates air pollution from highly polluting industrial premises
(scheduled premises). Part III of the Clean Air Act regulates industrial
and trade premises in general. The Clean Air Act adopts two standards to
meet its goals: (1) reasonably practicable with regard to local conditions,
circumstances, and the current state of technical knowledge, and (2) the
best practicable means for the provision and use of plants. 10 2
Part H of the Clean Air Act deals specifically with scheduled
premises.' °3 To use such premises, an application must be made to the
Director of Air Pollution Control (Director) giving the details of the trade,
[1989] 3 MLJ 349, the court held that this Act applies to bulk oil tankers, and not to non-
oil tankers (oil escaping from ships not carrying oil in bulk).
'o' Clean Air Act, Cap. 45, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
102 See id. § 2(1) (defining "practicable" as "reasonably practicable having regard ... to
local conditions and circumstances and to the current state of technical knowledge" and
defining "best practicable means" as those that "include[] the provision and the efficient
maintenance of plant and the proper use thereof and the suoervision by or on behalf of the
occupier of any process or operation.... .") Id.
103 Scheduled premises are listed in a Schedule at the end of the Clean Air Act, and are
divided into three categories. The first category relates to industrial works (cement
works, concrete works, asphalt works, ceramic works, chemical works, coke or charcoal
works, ferrous and non-ferrous metal works, gas works, crushing, grinding and milling
works, petroleum works, scrap metal recovery works, primary metallurgical works,
pulping works, and abrasive blasting works). The second category relates to premises on
which is erected any boiler of steam generating capacity of 2,300 kilograms or more per
hour, or an incinerator or furnace burning 500 kilograms or more of solid combustible
material per hour (or 200 kilograms or more of liquid material per hour). The third
category relates to premises used for the storage of: (1) more than 100 tons of chemicals,
chemical products, hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon products which are toxic or produce
toxic gases on burning or on contact with air or water; or (2) more than 1,000 tons of
chemicals, chemical products, hydrocarbons or hydrocarbon products with a flash point
lower than 55 0 C. See id. sched.
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industry or process which will be carried out on the premises, so that the
air pollution may be controlled.'4 Under section 5 of the Clean Air Act,
the Director may require that the occupier repair any industrial plant, fuel
burning or control equipment; install new equipment; erect or alter the
height or dimension of a chimney through which air impurities may be
discharged on the scheduled premises; alter the method of operation to
prevent air pollution; install and operate instruments and carry out tests
and keep records of the tests; and require the use of a specified type of fuel
to prevent or reduce air pollution.' 5 The Director also may prohibit the
occupier from altering or replacing any control equipment that has been
installed in or on the scheduled premises, or he may prohibit the occupier
from operating any newly installed or altered fuel burning equipment. 6
To keep the scheduled premises from changing in a manner that
would adversely affect air quality, the Clean Air Act mandates that the
Director give his permission for certain work on the premises.' 7 The
occupier of scheduled premises cannot alter the method of operation of
any trade, industry, process, fuel burning equipment or control equipment,
or install, alter or replace this equipment without the Director's
permission.' In addition, the owner may not erect or alter the height or
dimension of any chimney through which air impurities may be emitted
from the scheduled premises or use any fuel other than the type of fuel
specified by the Director.0 9
Industrial and Trade Premises are regulated under Part III of the
Clean Air Act."0 Under Section 8 of the Clean Air Act, the occupier of
industrial or trade premises shall maintain and operate fuel burning control
equipment in an efficient manner."'
Section 9 of the Clean Air Act mandates that the owner of
industrial or trade premises may not allow a chimney to emit dark
smoke."2
104 See id. § 4(2).
'o
5 See id. § 5(a).
106 See id. § 5(b)-(c).
'
07 See id. § 6.
'os See id. § 6(l)(a)-(b).
'o9 See id. § 6(l)(c)-(d).
"o Industrial premises are defined broadly, as any premises "used for any industrial or
trade purposes or premises on which matter is burnt in connection with any industrial or
trade process, and includes all scheduled premises and construction sites." Id. § 2(1).
Thus, all scheduled premises are industrial premises and subject to the requirements of
Part III.
1 See id. § 8.
112See id..§ 9. "Dark Smoke" is defined in Regulation 1 to include smoke of any color
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The occupier of industrial and trade premises cannot conduct any
trade, industry or process, or operate any fuel burning equipment or
industrial plant so that the emission of air impurities exceeds the standard
of concentration or rate of emission prescribed for that industry, process or
fuel burning equipment."' If no standard has been prescribed, the
occupier shall use the best practicable means necessary to prevent or
minimize air pollution."4
If the Director believes that air impurities are being, or are likely to
be, emitted from any industrial or trade premises, he may require the
occupier of the premises to install and operate additional control
equipment on the premises."' The Director also may require the operator
to repair, alter or replace any industrial plant, fuel burning or control
equipment installed on the premises."6 The Director may require that the
occupier of the premises erect or alter the height or dimension of any
chimney through which air impurities may be discharged from the
premises; alter the method of operation or process used to reduce air
pollution; use a specified type of fuel to prevent air pollution; dismantle or
disconnect any industrial plant, fuel burning equipment, control
equipment, or install and operate such instruments as may be required." 7
The Clean Air (Standards) Regulations of 1972 implement the
Clean Air Act."' The regulations set forth standards of concentration of
air impurities that apply to trade, industry, process or operation of any fuel
burning equipment."9 The list of standards of concentration of air
which appears to the Director or any authorized officer: (1) to be as dark or darker than
shade No. 2 on the Ringelmann Chart; (2) when observed or recorded with such
instrument or device as the Director may approve is as dark or darker than shade No. 2 on
the Ringelmann Chart; or (3) is of such opacity as to cause obscuration to a degree
equivalent to smoke as dark or darker than shade No. 2. See Clean Air (Standards)
Regulations, Cap. 45, Reg. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
113 See Clean Air Act, Cap. 45, § 10(I), Statutes of the Republic of Singapore. The
standards of concentration are found in the Clean Air (Standards) Regulations. See Clean
Air (Standards) Regulations, Cap. 45, Reg. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
"14 See Clean Air Act, Cap. 45, § 10(2), Statutes of the Republic of Singapore.
".
5 See id. § 11(1)(a)-(b).
116 See id.
"
7 See id. § l1(1)(c)-(g).
I"8 Clean Air (Standards) Regulations, Cap. 45, Reg. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation. Other subsidiary legislation also exists under the Clean Air Act. See Clean
Air (Prohibition on the Use of Open Fires) Order, Cap. 45, Ord. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation, and Appointment of Authorized Officers, Cap. 45, Notif. 1 of the
1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
119 See Clean Air (Standards) Regulations, Cap. 45, Reg. 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation.
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impurities includes such substances as sulphur trioxide, hydrofluoric acid,
hydrogen chloride, and chlorine gas.'20 The regulations also set forth
testing procedures for measuring the concentration of air impurities .' 2 '
2. Motor Vehicles
Singapore is a small island city with many motor vehicles, thereby
making air pollution from trucks, automobiles, and motorcycles a genuine
cause of concern. Space in Singapore is extremely limited, and thus the
number of people who may drive cars must also be finite for a number of
reasons, including air pollution.
Singapore's Road Traffic Act 22 contains seven parts and 144
sections. The act covers registration and licensing of vehicles, licensing of
drivers, licensing of driving instructors, general provisions relating to road
traffic, public service vehicles, the use of highways, and miscellaneous
provisions.' The act prohibits driving motor vehicles which emit smoke
or visible vapor that causes annoyance, injury or damage to persons or
properties. 2 1 Sections 92 and 93 of the Road Traffic Act give the police
the power to inspect premises and examine vehicles that may be in
violation of the Road Traffic Act's provisions,"' and section 95 gives
police the power to seize vehicles in violation of the Road Traffic Act. 2'
The Road Traffic (Motor Vehicles, Construction and Use) Rules'
contain four main parts, addressing the construction and equipment of
motor vehicles and trailers, the equipment of public service vehicles, the
use on roads of motor vehicles and trailers, and the use of public service
vehicles. Regarding the emission of smoke or vapor, rule 34 states that
every "motor vehicle shall be so constructed that no avoidable smoke or
visible vapor" is emitted.' Rule 35 sets a standard for exhaust emission
for petrol-driven motor vehicles,'29 and rule 36 sets standards for noise
120 See id.
121 See id. § 5.
122 Road Traffic Act, Cap. 276, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1994 Rev. Ed.
2 See id.
12 4 See id. § 72.
125 See id. § 92-93.
126 See id. § 95.
12 7 The Road Traffic (Motor Vehicles, Construction and Use) Rules, Cap. 276, Rule 9 of
the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation (setting forth rules governing the construction and
equipment of motor vehicles and trailers, as well as rules relating to the equipment of
public service vehicles, and the use on roads of motor vehicles and trailers).
'
28 Id. rule 34.
129 See id. rule 35.
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emission, setting forth types of vehicles and allowable noise levels in
decibels.' In addition, rule 112 states that no person shall use a motor
vehicle from which "any smoke, visible vapor, grit, sparks, ashes, cinders
or oily substance is emitted" if the emission causes or is likely to cause
damage to any person who is on the road at the time.'
In addition, Singapore has implemented an innovative program
under which a Certificate of Entitlement (COE), which lasts for ten years,
must be bought for a new car.'32 The Certificates are bought from the
government in a bidding process, with a limited number available.'33 The
price of the certificate can equal the price of the car, thereby making
buying a car expensive. Upon the expiration of ten years, car owners who
wish to keep their car must re-bid for another COE, failing which the car
has to be sold for scrap or re-exported to another country. Thus, the
regulation limits car ownership and helps to curtail air pollution.'
Singapore also imposes hefty import taxes on vehicles, as the Customs and
Excise Department levies a forty-one percent duty on imported cars, based
on the car's open market value, in addition to the initial registration fee of
150% percent of the car's open market value.'35 Vehicle owners also pay a
half-yearly registration fee. For the small car category, this fee is thirty-
'
30 See id. rule 36.
131 Id. rule 112.
132 Road Traffic (Motor Vehicles, Quota System) Rules, Cap. 276, rule 31 of the 1996
Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
133 COEs exist for various types of cars, depending on the car's cylinder capacity. For
example, the small car category includes those cars whose cylinder capacity does not
exceed 1,000 cubic centimeters, and the medium-sized category is made up of those
whose engine capacity exceeds 1,000 but does not exceed 1,600 cubic centimeters. See
id. at § 3 (a)-(b). In August 1996, the small cars category COE cost S$19,116, and the
medium-sized category COE cost S$45,000. Duiring August, "6,449 applications [were]
received for September's COEs, [and] 3,390 were successful." Luxury and Small-Car
COE Prices Drop, THE STRAITS TIMES, Aug. 11, 1996, at 20.
134 Another rule sets up a restricted zone in the Central Business District, requiring a
license for entry into this area during certain times. See Road Traffic (Restricted Zone
and Area Licenses) Rules, Cap. 276, Rule 12 of the 1996 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
See also infra notes 299 through 306 and accompanying text.
131 See LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY, PROCEDURES ON IMPORTATION AND
REGISTRATION OF A CAR IN SINGAPORE (1996). The car's open market value is assessed
by "taking into account purchase price, freight, insurance, handling and all other charges
incidental to the sale and delivery of the car in Singapore." See id. A used vehicle may
be imported into Singapore only if it is less than three years old, and for such cars an
additional surcharge of S$10,000 is payable. See id. See also First Schedule, Road
Traffic (Motor Vehicles, Registration and Licensing) Rules, Cap. 276, Rule 5 of the 1996
Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation (setting forth 150% registration fee); The Schedule, The
Customs Duties Order 1996, G.N. No. 1/96 (listing 41% customs duty).
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five cents per cubic centimeter of cylinder capacity, and for the medium-
sized car category it is forty-five cents per cubic centimeter of cylinder
capacity. 36
3. Miscellaneous Provisions
The Singaporean Penal Code' s3 includes a provision which relates
to air pollution. Section 278 states that one who voluntarily contaminates
the atmosphere and makes it noxious to persons in a dwelling, in a
business or passing along a public way shall be punished with a fine up to
S$500.138
In addition, the Miscellaneous Offences Act'" states that any
person who sets fire or bums any material in such a way as to annoy,
inconvenience or endanger the public shall be guilty of an offense and a
fine not exceeding S$1,000 upon conviction. 4 '
Finally, under the Environmental Public Health Act (Health
Act), 4' air pollution is addressed in the form of nuisance. Part V sets forth
a list of public nuisances and gives the Commissioner of Public Health
(Commissioner) power to abate such nuisances.'42 Section 44 of the
Health Act provides a list of nuisances, which include dust and fumes,
vapors, gases, heat, radiation or smells which are injurious or dangerous to
public health.'43 The Commissioner has broad powers to abate the
nuisance. The Commissioner may issue a nuisance order, requiring work
to be accomplished to abate the nuisance or prevent its recurrence. 4 4 The
Commissioner may also require work to be stopped until steps have been
taken to prevent the recurrence of the nuisance. "' If the person causing
the nuisance cannot be found, then the Commissioner may have the
nuisance abated by doing what is necessary to prevent the recurrence of
136 See Second Schedule, Road Traffic (Motor Vehicles, Registration and Licensing)
Rules, Cap. 276, Rule 5 of the 1996 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation. See also infra notes
299 through 306 and accompanying text.
137 Penal Code, Cap. 224, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
'
3 See id. § 278.
139 Miscellaneous Offences (Public Order and Nuisance) Act, Cap. 184, Statutes of the
Republic of Singapore, 1990 Rev. Ed.
140 See id. § 6.
141 Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1988 Rev. Ed.
142 See id. § 43.
143 See id. § 44(d)-(e).
'44See id. § 45(l)-(2).
145 See id.
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the nuisance.'46
C. Solid and Liquid Wastes
The Environmental Public Health Act'47 regulates solid waste in
Singapore. Waste is defined broadly to include scrap material or an
effluent or other unwanted surplus substance arising from the application
of any process, any substance or article which is required to be disposed of
as being broken, worn out, contaminated or otherwise spoiled, or anything
which is discarded or treated as if it were waste.'
48
Solid waste is addressed in Part III of the Health Act. Part III of
the Health Act deals with the cleaning of public streets, the removal of
refuse, operation of disposal facilities, and the disposal and treatment of
industrial waste. The Commissioner has the power to set up systems for
the collection and removal of refuse and other waste, 49 and he may require
any person carrying on a trade or business to periodically remove
industrial waste or stable refuse to a disposal facility. 5
One important piece of subsidiary legislation passed under the
Health Act is Regulation 12, General Waste Collection. Regulation 12
sets forth requirements for collection of general waste.' Regulation 12
states that a person needs a license to act as a general waste collector,'52
and defines three types of general waste.'53 Part III of Regulation 12 states
146 See id. § 45(4).
147 Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1988 Rev. Ed.
.48 See id. § 2. In addition, industrial waste is "any waste whether solid, liquid or gaseous
produced in the course of or is the waste product of any trade, business, manufacture or
building construction, and includes toxic industrial waste." See id. This definition was
amended in February 1996 to include "any dangerous substance." See Environmental
Public Health (Amendment) Act 1995, G.N. No. 2/96.
149 See Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1988 Rev. Ed.
'
50 See id. § 9.
151 General waste is defined as refuse or industrial waste, excluding any toxic industrial
waste, waste from grease interceptors, waste from sewerage systems, and waste from
sanitary conveniences not part of a sewerage system. See The Environmental Public
Health (General Waste Collection) (Amendment) Regulations 1995, Reg. 2, G.N.
S105/95.
152 See Environmental Public Health (General Waste Collection) Regulations, Cap. 95,
Reg. 12 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
153 See The Environmental Public Health (General Waste Collection) (Amendment)
Regulations 1995, sched., G.N. S105/95. Class A general wastes are bulky wastes, such
as unwanted furniture and electrical appliances, construction and renovation debris, cut
tree trunks and branches, and non-putrefiable industrial wastes. Other general wastes,
189
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that Class A wastes shall be transported by skip container trucks, open
lorries with crane or tipper, and Class B wastes shall be transported by
compaction vehicles, roll-off compactors or any other vehicles permitted
by the Commissioner.'54 Class C wastes are to be transported by tanker
trucks or other approved vehicles.' In addition, Part IV of Regulation 12
states that the disposal of general wastes must be at an authorized disposal
facility.'56  All incinerable waste must be transported to a refuse
incineration plan for disposal, and all non-incinerable waste must go to a
refuse dumping ground for final disposal.'57
D. Toxic and Hazardous Wastes/Dangerous Substances
Several Singapore statutes regulate toxic and hazardous waste, as
well as dangerous substances. These statutes include the Environmental
Public Health Act, the Petroleum Act, the Poisons Act, and the Radiation
Protection Act.
1. Environmental Public Health Act
Part III of the Environmental Public Health Act (Health Act)'58
partially regulates toxic wastes.'59 Section 29 of the Health Act states that
toxic industrial waste or dangerous substances shall not be brought to any
disposal facility without written permission of the Commissioner of Public
Health (Commissioner). 6 ° If the Commissioner believes that the quality
categorized as Class B, are domestic refuse, food waste, market waste, and other
industrial wastes with a high organic content and which are putrefiable. Class C wastes
are defined as sludge and other wastes from grease interceptors, sewage, sludge and other
wastes from water-seal latrines, and waste from sanitary conveniences not part of a
sewerage system. See id.
'54 See Environmental Public Health (General Waste Collection) Regulations, Cap. 95,
Reg. 12 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
155 See The Environmental Public Health (General Waste Collection) (Amendment)
Regulations 1995, Reg. 8A G.N. S105/95.
156 Environmental Public Health (General Waste Collection) Regulations, Cap. 95, Reg.
12 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
'17 See id. Reg. 13(1)-(2).
158 Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1988 Rev. Ed.
159 Toxic industrial waste is defined as any industrial waste which owing to its nature,
composition or quantity constitutes a danger to human health or the environment or
which contains or may produce pathogens of transmissible diseases. See id. § 2.
160 See Environmental Public Health (Amendment) Act 1995, G.N. No. 2/96, § 12
(amending § 29 to include a fine up to 810,000 and/or imprisonment up to 12 months
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of toxic industrial waste is likely to be excessive or unduly toxic, then
pursuant to section 30 he may require the occupier of the work place to:
(1) alter the method of operation or process used in the work place; (2)
alter, install, repair or replace any device or equipment used in the work
place; (3) use other materials or substances other than those used in the
work place; and (4) take such steps as are necessary to reduce the quantity
or toxicity of the waste. 6'
Regulation 11 of the Environmental Public Health Act strengthens
the other provisions of the Health Act by regulating toxic industrial
waste.' 62  Regulation 11 is lengthy and deals with all aspects of toxic
industrial waste. 63  For example, Part II of Regulation 11 deals with
Generators,"6 Part III addresses Toxic Industrial Waste Collectors, 65 Part
for any person who violates this section, or any waste disposal licensee who knowingly
allows a dangerous substance or toxic industrial waste to be disposed of in violation of
this section). Prior to its amendment, § 29 did not include a penalty provision, and thus
the miscellaneous penalty provision of § 108 applied, which provided for a fine up to
S$2,000 for a first conviction.
In response to an increase in illegal dumping of industrial waste, which includes
toxic industrial waste and now dangerous substances, § 24 also was amended to include a
fine not exceeding S$10,000, imprisonment not to exceed 12 months, or both. Repeat
offenders are subject to a fine not exceeding S$20,000 and to imprisonment not less than
one month and not more than 12 months. See id. § 24; see also Dominic Nathan, ENV
Jumps on Illegal Waste Dumpers with Heavy Fines, Jail, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 16,
1995, at 3 (discussing amendments to Environmental Public Health Act).
The Singaporean judicial system also takes such offences seriously, as
evidenced by the case of Toh Teong Seng v. Public Prosecutor [1995] 2 SLR 273. The
defendant was convicted under § 20(1) of the Environmental Public Health Act (prior to
its amendment) for the illegal dumping of refuse, and the vehicle he used was ordered to
be forfeited under § 20(4) of this act. On appeal, the High Court let the fine stand, but set
aside the forfeiture of the vehicle as it was not owned by the defendant. The court made
it clear, however, that in some cases, presumably those where the vehicle's owner knew
of the illegal dumping, forfeiture may be appropriate. See id. at 281 ("the court
nevertheless retains the discretion whether or not to make a forfeiture order.").
161 See Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, § 30, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1988 Rev. Ed. The Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act also authorizes
penalties up to S$10,000, imprisonment or both for conviction of a first offense of
discharging toxic substances into any inland water so as to be likely to give rise to an
environmental hazard. See Water Pollution Control & Drainage Act, Cap. 348, Statutes
of the Republic of Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed, § 15.
162 Environmental Public Health (Toxic Industrial Waste) Regulations, Cap. 95, Reg. 11
of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation. Regulation 11 is divided into sub-regulations.
163 See id.
164 See id. Regs. 4-8. Regulation 11 requires generators to notify the Commissioner of
any change in the type or nature of toxic industrial waste that is generated on their
premises, and requires any person who sells or supplies toxic industrial waste to any toxic
industrial waste collector to give all the necessary information to the toxic industrial
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IV deals with Licenses,'66 Part V discusses the Import of Toxic Industrial
Waste,'67 and Part VI covers the Transport of Toxic Industrial Waste.' 8
2. Petroleum Act
The Petroleum Act 69 regulates the carriage and storage of
petroleum, and is separated into sections that deal with the import and
export of petroleum, transportation, storage and general provisions
including appointment of inspectors, inspectors' powers, and the power to
make an arrest without a warrant."'
The second section, entitled the "Import and Export of Petroleum,"
contains provisions for the regulation of petroleum within Singapore and
its waters, stating that petroleum shall not enter the port without the
permission of the Port Master,"'7 and that particulars about the vessel must
be given upon arrival.7 2  One provision mandates that no dangerous
petroleum may be landed after seven p.m. or before seven a.m." Various
penalties apply to these different sections, ranging from S$500.00 for
failing to give particulars upon a vessel's arrival, or up to S$4000.00 for
loading or carrying petroleum in violation of the Petroleum Act's
waste collector so that the storage, treatment, reprocessing or disposal of the toxic
industrial waste can be carried out properly and safely. See id. Regs. 4-5.
Another important requirement of Regulation 11 is that generators keep a
register which details the following about toxic industrial waste: the type and quantity
generated; the manner of disposal; the date and quantity sold to a toxic industrial waste
collector; the name and address of the toxic industrial waste collector; and the quantity
held in stock. See id. Reg. 6.
165 See id. Regs. 9-12. Regulation 11 requires toxic industrial waste collectors to have a
license, and they must have the written permission of the Commissioner before they
install or alter any works for the reprocessing, treatment, storage or disposal of toxic
industrial waste. The collector may not accept any toxic industrial waste unless he has
verified the information that will enable him to carry out the storage, treatment, and
processing of the industrial waste properly and safely. See id. at regs. 9-11.
166 See id. reg. 13.
167 See id. regs. 14-15.
168 See id. regs. 16-32. Regulation 11 sets forth stringent rules for the safe transport of
toxic industrial waste. These administrative requirements are intended to safely regulate
the flow of toxic industrial waste by way of consignment notes, transport documents, and
hazard warning panels and labels. See id.
169 Petroleum Act, Cap. 229, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
170 See id.
171 See id. § 5.
'
72 See id. § 6(1).
173 See id. § 9(2).
174 See id. § 6(2).
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provisions.'1
The Petroleum Act also includes sections regulating transportation
and storage. The sections relating to transport state that no person shall
transport dangerous petroleum in a quantity greater than eighteen liters
within the limits of a port without the consent of the Port Master, and
prohibit the anchorage of a vessel with dangerous petroleum in any river,
canal or creek except during certain times.'76 Another section provides a
penalty provision which allows a fine not to exceed S$1,000.00."' The
section relating to storage states that the licensing authorities have
discretion in setting the quantities of petroleum that a person can store or
keep.'78 The Petroleum Act's general provisions give inspectors broad
authority to board vessels carrying petroleum or dangerous petroleum and
to examine and test for compliance.' Finally, the inspector may forcibly
enter a place if he does not have free ingress. SO
Subsidiary legislation under the Petroleum Act includes rules
dealing with petroleum transport and storage, storage license fees, and fees
for transport by land. 8' The Petroleum (Transport and Storage) Rules'
are extensive, and deal with packages, transport, storage of petroleum in
various quantities, the storage of dangerous petroleum in small quantities
for private use, as well as storage of other amounts.'83
3. Poisons Act
The Poisons Act84 was passed to regulate the importation,
possession, manufacture, compounding, storage, transport, and sale of
poisons.85 The Poisons Act, administered by the Ministry of the
'
7 See id. § 11.
176 See id. §9 13, 15(1)-(3).
177 See id. § 15(4).
178See id. § 20(3).
79See id. § 22.
180 See id. § 24.
181 See Petroleum (Transport and Storage) Rules, Cap. 229, Rule 1 of the 1993 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation; Petroleum (Storage License Fees) Rules, Cap. 229, Rule 2 of the
1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; Petroleum (Transport by Land-Fees) Rules, Cap.
229, Rule 3 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation; and Inspectors, Cap. 229, Notif. 1
of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
182 Petroleum (Transport and Storage) Rules, Cap. 229, Rule 1 of the 1993 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation.
183 See id.
184 Poisons Act, Cap. 234, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1989 Rev. Ed.
185 See id.
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Environment, attempts to achieve its goals through licensing provisions.,16
For example, section 5 of the Poisons Act contains a general
licensing prohibition with respect to the importation, possession, and sale
of poisons,"8 and section 6 of the Poisons Act makes it unlawful to sell
poison unklss the seller is licensed and the container is labeled with the
name of the poison.'88 The Poisons Act lists various exemptions,
including those poisons which have been supplied by medical practitioners
for medical or dental treatment, as well as poisons which are exported
from Singapore to countries other than Malaysia. 8 9
Section 10 of the Poisons Act, which discusses licensing, states
that the licensing officer may issue licenses to import, possess for sale, sell
or offer for sale any poison. 9 ' The Poisons Act also allows a licensing
officer, police officer or authorized public officer to enter premises at
reasonable times and take possession of any substances found to contain
poison.'9' These officers may also inspect and take extracts from books or
records.'92 Furthermore, if reasonable cause exists to believe that a
concealed substance exists on the premises, a magistrate may issue a
warrant allowing the police to enter and search the premises, either by day
or night, to take possession of the substance.'93 The penalty provisions of
the Poisons Act cover individual persons, agents or employees and
corporate bodies.'94 An individual convicted of an offense under the
Poisons Act is subject to a fine not exceeding S$10,000, a prison term not
exceeding two years, or both.'
An important piece of subsidiary legislation under the Act is the
Poisons (Hazardous Substances) Rules (the Poisons Rules).'9 6  The
Poisons Rules regulate the transport of hazardous substances, the import
186 See id. § 5.
187 See id.
188 See id. § 6(1)-(2).
189 See id. §§ 7-8.
'
90 See id. § 10(1).
91 See id. § 14(1).
192 See § 14(2).
'
93 See id. § 14(3).
194 Seed. § 16(1)-(5).
'
95 See id. § 16(1).
196 Cap. 234, Rule 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation. Other subsidiary
legislation includes the Poisons Rules, Cap. 234, Rule 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation; Authority to Grant Sanctions to Prosecute, Cap. 234, Notif. 1 of the 1990 Ed.
of Subsidiary Legislation; Approved Qualification for Veterinary Surgeons
(Consolidation) Notification, Cap. 234, Notif. 2 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation; Authority to Grant Sanctions to Prosecute, Cap. 234, Notif. 3 of the 1990 Ed.
of Subsidiary Legislation.
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of hazardous substances, and the storage and supply of hazardous
substances. 97 Regarding the transport of hazardous substances, the rules
discuss the consignor's responsibility for safe transport, transport
documents, and hazard warning panels and labels.' 98 The Poisons Rules
also regulate the storage and supply of hazardous substances, and the
regulations cover permission to store and use hazardous substances,
storage records, safe storage and dealing, and the sale and supply of
hazardous substances.'99 The penalty provision mandates that any person
who fails to comply with the provisions shall be liable for a fine not
exceeding S$5,000, imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years, or
both.2°
4. Radiation Protection Act
The Radiation Protection Act20' (the Radiation Act) was passed to
control and regulate the import, manufacture, sale, disposal, transport,
storage, possession, and use of radioactive materials and irradiating
apparatus.2 2 The Radiation Act is divided into seven parts.20 3 Part III of
the Radiation Act discusses the use, manufacture, and sale of radioactive
materials and irradiating apparatus.2 Part IV of the Radiation Act
discusses licenses." 5 Part V of the Radiation Act sets forth general
provisions relating to occupational health and safety.2' Part VI of the
Radiation Act has provisions for the disposal of radioactive waste.201
Finally, Part VII of the Radiation Act includes miscellaneous provisions,
including those relating to penalties.2 '
Similar to the other acts regulating hazardous substances, the
Radiation Protection Act seeks to regulate radioactive materials through
197 See Poisons (Hazardous Substances) Rules, Cap. 234, Rule 2 of the 1990 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation.
198 See id. §§ 3-14.
'99 See id. §§ 17-24.
200 See id. § 26.
201 Radiation Act, Cap. 262, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1992 Rev. Ed. One
piece of subsidiary legislation has been passed under the Radiation Act: Radiation
Protection (Non-Ionising Radiation) Regulations 1991, Cap. 262, No. S. 479/91 of the
1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.202 See id.
203 See id.
204 See id. §§ 5-8.
205 See id. §§ 9-10.
206 See id. §§ 11-12.
207 See id. §§ 13-16.
208 See id. §§ 17-30.
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licensing provisions."9 Part III of the Radiation Act states that a license is
needed to import/export, possess, manufacture, sell, deal in or transport
any radioactive material.2 ° Such licenses are obtained from the Director
of Radiation Protection (the Director) at the Ministry of Health.2 '
Those who have licenses for radioactive material or irradiating
apparati must provide a working environment for employees that is safe
and free of health risks as outlined in Part V.212 The licensee's
responsibilities include protecting employees from exposure to radiation,
training the employees so they may perform their work safely, providing
prescribed monitoring equipment and requiring all employees to wear
monitoring devices, as well as providing employees with prescribed
medical examination by approved registered medical practitioners. 3
Part VI of the Radiation Act states that no person may dispose of
any radioactive waste or gas without the prior written consent of the
Director.214 Similarly, no person may accumulate or transport radioactive
waste without the Director's consent. 5
Part VII of the Radiation Act gives the Director broad powers to
enforce the Act, including entering premises, vehicles, vessels or aircraft,
taking samples for testing of suspected radioactive materials, examining
records and documents, and seizing radioactive substances.216 Finally, any
person who delays or obstructs the Director or any authorized person in
the exercise of their powers, or who fails to facilitate by all reasonable
means the entry and inspection of premises or equipment, shall be guilty
of an offense and liable for conviction of a fine not to exceed S$5,000.217
Other penalties include a fine not to exceed S$2,000 for disclosure of a
trade secret obtained by means of the exercise of powers under the
Radiation Act,21 and a fine up to S$2,000 for obtaining a license by false
means.219 Omissions or neglecting to comply with the provisions of the
Radiation Act for which no penalty is expressly provided carry a fine of
up to S$5,000. If the act or omission amounts to culpable negligence
which endangered or was likely to endanger human life, then the offender
209 See, e.g., § 5.
210 See id.
2 1 1 See id. § 9.2 12 See id. §§ 11-12.213 See id. § 11(2).214 See id. § 13.215 See id. §§ 14, 16.216 See id. § 18-19.
217 See id. § 20.211 See id. § 21.
219 See id. § 22.
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is liable for a fine not to exceed S$10,000, a prison term not to exceed
twelve months, or both.2
III. STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF SINGAPORE'S ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEM
A. Strengths
The environmental system in Singapore has several strengths,
which are discussed below.
1. Early Pioneer of Environmental Movement in Southeast Asia
After it gained independence from the British in the late 1950s, the
Singaporean government focused on economic development as its main
priority." The government sought to attract foreign investment in
industries and to establish the country as a regional financial center."
Singapore's early industries were mainly pollution- and labor-intensive
manufacturing industries resulting in the degradation of the
environment.'
Singapore has pursued a fairly consistent industrial policy, which
has two elements.24 First, the state worked to create an environment
conducive to the growth of private enterprise, among both indigenous and
foreign investors2 5 Second, the state intervened through the market to
guide private sector development and set up government-linked
220 See id. § 23.
221 See C.J. Chen et al., Environmental Law of Singapore, in INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND REGULATION Sing-l, Sing-10 (1991) (J. Andrew Schlickman
et al. eds., 1991) (discussing history of environmental law in Singapore). See also Ooi
Giok Ling, Balancing the Needs of Urbanization, Industrialization and the Environment,
in ENVIRONMENT AND THE CITY 1, 3 (Ooi Giok Ling ed., 1995) (discussing the rapid rate
of urbanization and the movement of people off the farm); Foo Kim Boon, Control of
Pollution in Singapore, 5 SING. ACAD. L. J. 81, 82 (1993) (discussing Singapore's most
urgent problems at the time of its indepedence).
222 See Chen et al., supra note 221, at Sing-10.
223 See id. See also SINGAPORE'S NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE
ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PREPARATORY COMMITTEE 41 (1992) [hereinafter
NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE] (discussing Singapore's lack of
nature conservation during the period of struggle for economic survival in the 1960s and
1970s).
224 See TECK-WONG SOON & C. SUAN TAN, THE LESSONS OF EAST ASIA-SINGAPORE:
PUBLIC POLICY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT xi (World Bank, 1993).
225 See id.
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corporations where private investors had not responded to financial
incentives.226 Through this process, Singaporeans learned that as industry
grows, so does the likelihood of environmental pollution, and for industry
to remain healthy, the environment must remain healthy. 27
To combat the growing problem of environmental pollution,
Singapore began passing environmental laws in the early 1970's, set up an
anti-pollution unit in 1970, and established the Ministry of the
Environment in 1972.28 As one commentator described the situation in
July 1973, "the accelerated rate of industrial expansion, increase of
population and the rapid physical redevelopment of the Island might result
in serious repercussions in terms of air and water pollution."22 9  This
commentator further warned that the "only way to come to grips with this
problem of pollution was to immediately implement measures which
would prevent pollution from spoiling our environment."
Such caution in the early 1970's led to the passage of the
Environmental Public Health Act,13 the Clean Air Act,232 and their
accompanying regulations. 3  Other acts related to environmental
protection were subsequently enacted, such as the Water Pollution Control
and Drainage Act,"3 and the Radiation Protection Act.
Today the Ministry of Environment is a large government
226 See id.
227 The Government's apparent change of consciousness with regard to the
environment in the early 1970s arose from the realization that for
Singapore to maintain a policy of 'increasing business as usual'
required a reassessment of the role of the environment as an economic
factor of importance in the development of the national economy.
See GREG BANKOFF & KYLIE ELSTON, ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION IN MALAYSIA &
SINGAPORE 49 (1994).228 See FEDERAL RESEARCH DIVISION, supra note 4, at 69.
229 Mabel C. Yarrall & Hedwidge Bruyns, The New Ministry of the Environment, 3
INDUS. NEWS & RES. 7 (1973).
230 Id. The authors also noted that the approach to "control or pollution prevention, be it
water, air, noise or solid waste, will be three-pronged--enforcement, education and
equipment." Id. This three-pronged approach has been modified to one of "prevention,
enforcement and monitoring." See MODEL GREEN CITY, supra note 12, at 13.
231 Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1988 Rev. Ed.
232 Clean Air Act, Cap. 45, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
233 See, e.g., Environmental Public Health (Toxic Industrial Waste) Regulations, Cap. 95,
Reg. 11 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
234 Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act, Cap. 348, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
235 Radiation Act, Cap. 262, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1992 Rev. Ed.
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department headed by a Minister.236 The department is divided into four
main groups: (1) Environmental Engineering Division; (2) Corporate
Services Division; (3) Environmental Public Health Division; and (4)
Environmental Policy and Management Division.237
The first of these groups, the Environmental Engineering Division,
is further divided into the sewerage department, the drainage department,
and the engineering services department.23 ' Likewise, the Environmental
Public Health Division is separated into the environmental health
department, the quarantine and epidemiology department, the vector
control and research department, the hawkers department, the food control
department, the public education department, the special duties department
and the staff inspectorate unit. 9 Finally, the Environmental Policy and
Management Division is divided into the pollution control department, the
strategic planning and research department, and the international
environmental policy department.24 The organization of these divisions
into various departments is well planned, as it groups departments with
similar concerns into the same division, thereby facilitating monitoring for
compliance with environmental laws as well as any necessary enforcement
efforts.
Another group of government organizations plays a significant role
in the consideration and resolution of environmental protection issues in
Singapore.24 These agencies include the Housing & Development Board
(HDB), the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), and Jurong Town
Corporation (JTC).242
The HDB is in charge of providing low cost public housing.243
This task is a formidable one, as over sixty percent of Singapore's
population lives in this low-cost public housing.2" Its powers have
included clearing slums and squatters within the central area of the city,
and resettling farms located in areas designated for other development.24
The URA is in charge of developing the central area of





241 See Chia Lin Sien & Chionh Yan Huay, Singapore, in ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: DIRECTIONS AND CURRENT STATUS 109, 122-24
(Chia Lin Sien ed., 1987).
242 See id.
243 See id. at 122.
244 See Chia Lin Sien, supra note 34, at 218.
245 See id. at 217.
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Singapore.246 Land is sold for redevelopment based on the proposed use
and how this use fits into that for which the land is intended, as well as the
quality of the design.247 Finally, the JTC was formed in 1968 to administer
the Jurong Industrial Estate which is located in the southwest of the main
island of Singapore.24
Singapore has made a commitment to maintaining a healthy
environment, and stated a national goal of becoming a "Model Green
City" by the year 2000.249 This goal embodies a smaller subset of goals
which include educating Singaporeans to be environmentally conscious,
promoting clean technology, conserving resources, protecting the local
environment, protecting the global environment and promoting
environmental technology. 20 The government will likely pass additional
acts and subsidiary legislation to achieve this goal, as well as amend
existing laws and regulations.
Singapore may well meet its goal of becoming a "garden city. 25'
One factor which may help Singapore further along the road to becoming
a truly green city is the fact that it is strategically placed in the Southeast
Asian region, both geographically and financially, to take advantage of the
emerging market for environmental technology. As a recent background
paper from the United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment
states, environmental technology vendors are particularly interested in the
middle-income and fast-growing countries in East Asia, which includes
Singapore.2 This background paper notes that the technical capabilities
of Singapore's environmental goods and services industries are expected
to increase."' It is worth noting that environmental goods may often be
246 See id. at 216.
247 The URA was first established as the Urban Renewal Department (URD) within the
HDB. See id. The URA became a full-fledged statutory board in 1968 with the task to
redevelop the Central Area of the Republic. See id. at n.2 1.
248 See id. at 122-23 (noting the land use plan of Jurong is designed to locate the heavy
industries requiring water frontage for loading of raw materials along the coast together
with Jurong port which is designed for handling bulk cargo).
249 See MODEL GREEN CITY, supra note 12, at 2. See also MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T,
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE (A HANDBOOK) Preface (1993) [hereinafter
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE].
250 See MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, SINGAPORE, 1994 ANNUAL REPORT 11 (1995)
[hereinafterl 994 ANNUAL REPORT].
251 See generally Koh Kheng Lian, The Garden City and Beyond: The Legal Framework,
in ENVIRONMENT AND THE CITY 148 (Ooi Giok Ling ed., 1995) (discussing history of
Singapore as a garden city).252 See OFFICE OF TECH. ASSESSMENT, DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE, EXPORT PROMOTION
AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 72 (1993).
253 See id.
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exported from Singapore at prices lower than those offered by firms in the
United States, Europe or Japan." 4 Therefore, while Singapore takes
advantage of environmental technology and goods to minimize
environmental pollution in Singapore, it may also act as a regional center
for the sale of such technology and goods.
215
In a recent prognosis report for the coming years, the Singaporean
government stated that it will "aim for high standards of environmental
quality and public health ... and continue to upgrade standards of
environmental management and instill [sic] in Singaporeans a national
commitment to protect and preserve the local and global environment.
256
It is likely that Singapore has the potential to turn into a true "garden city"
if both the government and public achieve such goals.
2. Government Commitment to Green Issues
The Singaporean government's commitment to environmental
issues has mainly focused on pollution control, and the government has
achieved much in its efforts to curb environmental pollutionY
254 See id.
255 The Singaporean government believes that Singapore has developed expertise in the
field of environmental technology, specifically in the manufacturing sector (design,
fabrication and construction of plants and equipment) and in consultancy services. See
GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 67-68. The private sector also
plays a role in the form of an association, Singapore Association for Environmental
Companies (SAFECO), for environmental companies. Through SAFECO, private
companies are working together to make Singapore a regional base for environmental
technology and services. See PROFILE, SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPANIES (1994). See also Call to Set Up Agency on Environment Technology, THE
STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 19, 1996, at 22 (noting the call in Parliament to establish a national
agency to discuss establishing Singapore as a regional hub for environmental
technology); Dominic Nathan, Environmental Technology Firms Setting Up Shop Here,
THE STRAITS TIMES, June 19, 1996, at 23 ("Singapore's drive to become a regional hub
for environmental technology (ET) is gaining momentum, with more foreign companies
setting up research and marketing divisions here."); Dominic Nathan, New R&D Boost
for Environmental Industry Here, THE STRAITS TIMES, June 24, 1996, at 3 (A new
Singaporean government-funded research facility, the "Environmental Technology
Institute (ETI) will serve as a focal point for Research and Development in environmental
technology here.").
256 GOVERNMENT OF SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE: THE NEXT LAP 91 (1991). Sounding a
similar note, Singapore's Prime Minister, Mr. Goh Chok Tong, has stated, "Whatever
economic efforts we take to increase the standard of living must take into account the
environment." Cherian George, PM: S 'pore Committed to Protecting Environment, THE
STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 8, 1993, at 1.
257 See supra notes 35 through 220 and accompanying text (discussing Singapore's
environmental laws and subsidiary legislation, which provide the foundation for the
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One way the government seeks to prevent environmental pollution
is through the inspections initiated by the Ministry of the Environment.
The focus of the inspections is to assure compliance with environmental
laws. Although recent Ministry of the Environment annual reports do not
list the number of inspectors employed by the Ministry, a 1995 report
states that "the Ministry carried out 36,957 inspections on industrial
premises (e.g., factories, petrol stations, etc.) and 10,137 inspections on
non-industrial premises (e.g., farms, domestic premises, etc.)." '58  This
report also notes that 1,945 samples of trade effluent were analyzed, and
259 of these cases were prosecuted for exceeding the limitations set forth
in the 1976 Trade Effluent Regulations. 9 Finally, thirty-seven source
emission tests, 125 fuel analyses and fifty-nine smoke observations were
carried out, according to the report.2 60 The Ministry of the Environment
also worked with the Registry of Vehicles and the Traffic Police to control
emissions from cars. 6'
The Ministry of Environment also provides statistics on the
number of prosecutions under the various environmental laws. 6  The
Ministry of Environment's 1995 Annual Report notes that a total of
12,977 cases (excluding cases that were compounded in the year) were
taken to court.263 There were 6,567 convictions and the fines collected
totaled about S$5 million .2  The 1995 Pollution Control Report states that
during this year, the Pollution Control Department was responsible for 188
of these prosecutions under the Clean Air Act, and sixty-seven of these
prosecutions under the Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act. 65
These statistics indicate that the number of inspections performed,
government's environmental activities).
258 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 15. In 1994, the Ministry carried out 34,810
inspection on industrial premises, and 11,854 inspections on non-industrial premises. See
1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 19.
259 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 15. In 1994, 1,807 samples of trade
effluent were analyzed, and 230 cases were prosecuted for failure to comply with the
Trade Effluent Regulations. See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 20.
260 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 15. In 1994, 566 source emission tests,
fuel analyses and smoke observations were carried out. See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT,
supra note 31, at 20.
261 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 15.
262 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 27. In 1994, 12,247 cases were taken to
court, there were 5,662 convictions, and total fmes collected were about S$4 million. See
1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 29.
263 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 27.
2 64 See id.
265 See POLLUTION CONTROL DEP'T, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, 1995 POLLUTION
CONTROL REPORT 11-16 (1996).
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which far outnumber the prosecutions, and monitoring help ensure
compliance with the pollution laws and reduce the number of cases that
must be taken to court.266 Such statistics also display the government's
commitment to ensuring that individuals and businesses comply with the
pollution laws.
Another noteworthy aspect of Singapore's approach to dealing
with pollution is the training program headed by the Ministry of
Environment's Centre for Environmental Training (Centre). The program,
offering courses in the areas of environmental engineering and
environmental public health, began in January 1993.267 The Centre taps
into the expertise of the 150 staff of the Ministry of Environment's various
departments to provide training to both private and public organizations.268
While its "main objective is to enhance the professionalism of the
Ministry's staff, it also intends to serve the environmental training needs
of the industries and countries in the region." '269
The Centre for Environmental Training's 1996 calendar of
technical courses included in-house courses to train the Ministry of the
Environment's staff, through such courses as "Toxic Substances
Management" and "Hazardous Waste Management".27 Similarly, a
training calendar for public health courses includes classes on
"Environmental Engineering" and a "Vector Control Course for
Environmental Health Officers.""27 For the technical and public health
classes, an average of three classes are given each month. In addition,
courses available for individuals from industry and other countries in the
region include an "Air Pollution Control Course," a "Water Pollution
Control Course," and a course on "Hazardous Wastes Management."272
These courses are conducted as demand requires.273
These courses are an excellent way to ensure that the staff at the
266 To determine the frequency of inspections, the Ministry of the Environment's
Pollution Control Department categorizes industries based on their likelihood of
polluting. Inspections are unannounced, and if needed, are performed as frequently as
possible until compliance can be ensured. Interview with Enforcement Officer from
Pollution Control Department, Ministry of the Environment, in Singapore (Apr. 4, 1996).
267 See CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, CET
MARKETABLE COURSES Introduction (1995/96).
268 See id.
269 id.
270 See CENTRE FOR ENVTL. TRAINING, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, TRAINING CALENDAR
(Technical Courses) 52 (1996).
271 See CENTRE FOR ENVTL. TRAINING, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, TRAINING CALENDAR
(Public Health Courses) 55 (1996).
272 See MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, CET MARKETABLE COURSES, supra note 267, at 2-7.
273 See id. at 32.
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Ministry of the Environment remain well-trained and up-to-date on the
latest trends in both their fields and related fields. Furthermore, by
offering courses to individuals outside the Ministry, the Centre works to
ensure that these other individuals, who also deal with environmental
issues in Singapore and the region, have access to current know-how.
At the same time, the Ministry of the Environment works to keep
the Singaporean public at large informed and educated about
environmental issues. It launched a series of environmental education
campaigns which started with "Keep Singapore Clean" in 1968, and
recently led to "Clean and Green Week" in 1995.274 The Ministry of the
Environment also offers a number of pamphlets and newsletters to the
public to provide education about environmental issues. One such
pamphlet is Your Personal Guide to the Environment, which discusses
how to safeguard the environment through one's actions in the home, the
community, and the workplace.275 The Singapore Environment Council,
which is associated with the Ministry of the Environment,276 publishes a
monthly newsletter.2" Issues of the newsletter have discussed biodiversity
in Singapore and green labeling27 and illustrate the government's
commitment to educating the public about environmental issues.
274 Republic of Singapore, Singapore Report, in 1 NATIONS OF THE EARTH REPORT:
UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL
REPORT SUMMARIES 206 (UNCED, 1992). See also infra note 439 and accompanying
text (listing environmental campaigns in Singapore).
275 MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, YOUR PERSONAL GUIDE TO THE ENVIRONMENT (1995). See
also MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, IS SINGAPORE REALLY CLEAN? (1995); MINISTRY OF THE
ENV'T, WASTE NOT! HANDY TIPS FOR AN ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY OFFICE (1995).
276 When the Singapore Environment Council's predecessor, the National Council on the
Environment (NCE), was set up by the Ministry of the Environment in November 1990,
NCE's first chairman stated that "the long-term objective of the NCE is to persuade
Singaporeans to adopt an environmentally-conscious lifestyle. In taking a long-term
view, one of the biggest challenges is to educate a whole generation on the concept of
being responsible for the environment." Mattar Sets up 19-member Environment
Council, BUSINESS TIMES (Singapore), Nov. 7, 1990, at 34 (statement of Mr. Robert
Kwan, managing director of McDonalds in Singapore, and first chairman of NCE). The
NCE also was intended to encourage and coordinate public participation in
environmental protection and assist the government in its policy decision-making
process. See Mathew Pereira, New Body Set up to Give Greening a Boost in Singapore,
THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 7, 1990, at 3. The National Council on the Environment was
renamed the Singapore Environment Council (SEC) in November 1995. See SINGAPORE
ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL, PROFILE 3 (1995). Public awareness and concern for the
environment in Singapore is stated as one of SEC's objectives. See id.
277 This newsletter is called ELEMENTS.
278 See Biodiversity, ELEMENTS, Mar. 1995, at 1; Green Foods get the Green Light from
Consumers, ELEMENTS, Dec. 1994, at 4.
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Similarly, the Singaporean government is receptive to working
with other governments to control environmental pollution.279 One
noteworthy example is the United States-Asia Environmental Partnership
in which Singapore and the United States jointly participate. The United
States-Asia Environmental Partnership's stated purposes include fostering
sustainable development and finding solutions to environmental problems
in Asia and the Pacific, addressing environmental issues, and enhancing
the present and future individual well-being of people.28 This group is led
by the United States Agency for International Development, and along
with Singapore it works with thirty-three other Asian and Pacific nations
and territories.28'
The United States-Asia Environmental Partnership works to
strengthen networks of environmental professionals in Asia and the United
States with exchanges, fellowships and training.282 For example, the group
provides short-term training by which public and private sector
environmental professionals are given environmental training
opportunities.283 Business exchanges also occur with the cooperation of
279 For example, Singapore works with the Malaysian government, through the Malaysia-
Singapore Joint Committee on the Environment, and the Indonesian government, through
the Indonesia-Singapore Joint Committee on the Environment, to handle environmental
issues that concern both countries. See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 35. See
also discussion infra Part IV.E regarding Singaporean and ASEAN cooperation on
environmental matters.
Such outreach efforts with other governments are likely to continue. See Rear
Admiral Teo Chee Hean, Minister for the Environment and Second Minister for Defense,
The Government and the Community-Working Together for a Clean and Green
Environment, Address Before the Singapore Environment Council Earth Day Conference
(Apr. 20, 1996) (on file with author) ("Our first goal and top priority should be to attain
the best possible environment for Singaporeans to live, work and play in. Our second
goal is to be an environmentally responsible member of the regional and world
community.").
280 See U.S. AGENCY OF INT'L DEv., 1993 UNITED STATES-ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL
PARTNERSHIP ANNUAL REPORT profile (1994). Another effort resulted in the creation of
the Regional Institute of Environmental Technology (RIET). RIET was created as an
independent, not-for-profit organization by the Commission of the European
Communities and the Singapore Institute of Standards and Industrial Research. See
REGIONAL INST. OF ENVTL. TECH., 1994 ANNUAL REPORT 4 (1995) [hereinafter REIT
1994 ANNUAL REPORT]. RIET became fully operational in October 1993, and its goal is
to serve as a regional center in Asia to support industry and businesses in tackling the
variety of environmental challenges facing them. See id.
281 See 1993 UNITED STATES-ASIA ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERSHIP ANNUAL REPORT,
supra note 280, profile.282 See id.
283 See id. at 8.
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the World Environment Center.284 In these exchanges, United States
industry experts travel to Asia to share technologies with their Asian
counterparts, and Asian professionals "travel to the United States to
participate in site visits, workshops and other activities." '285 Finally, the
environmental fellowship program provides senior-level Asian, Pacific
Island and American professionals with practical work experiences to
expand their understanding of contemporary environmental problems and
solutions.286
Another manner in which the Singaporean government shows its
commitment to environmental pollution issues is in its urban planning for
the country.2"7 As noted in its publication Living the Next Lap-Towards a
Tropical City of Excellence,28 the Urban Redevelopment Authority of the
Republic of Singapore, whose responsibilities include long-range planning
for Singapore in regard to housing, industry and infrastructure, considers
environmental issues in its "Concept Plan." '289 Part of the Concept Plan is
concerned with ensuring that economic growth is balanced against the
need for a quality environment.2"
Two examples illustrate the government's reflection upon
environmental issues. The first example where the government balanced
economic growth against environmental concerns was in the construction
of the Bukit Timah expressway.29 ' Traffic congestion along Woodlands
Road created the need for another link to Johor, Malaysia, so part of the
Bukit Timah Nature Reserve was turned into the Bukit Timah
Expressway. The new expressway divides the nature reserve into two
parts, so a 500 meter stretch path was created under the road so that
animals in the reserve could safely pass from one side to another.292
The second example involves refuse dumping grounds. Domestic
284 See id. at 7.
285 See id.
286 See id. at 6.
287 The URA's mission is to conserve and preserve the country's neighborhoods as
development continues. See, e.g., URBAN REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, REPUBLIC OF
SINGAPORE, A FUTURE WITH A PAST: SAVING OUR HERITIAGE (1991) (detailing URA
efforts to preserve Singapore's historic buildings and monuments); URBAN
REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, OBJECTIVES, PRINCIPLES & STANDARDS FOR
PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATION (1993).
288 URBAN REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, LIVING THE NEXT LAP: TOWARDS A TROPICAL
CITY OF EXCELLENCE (1991).
289 The Concept Plan sets forth a three-stage development strategy: (1) up to the year
2000; (2) up to the year 2010; and (3) up to Year X. See id. at 4.29
' See id. at 28-32.
291 See Stephanie Yeo, Living: The Big Picture, THE STRAITS TIMES, May 20, 1995, at 4.
292 See id.
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waste has grown at three percent a year and the Lorong Halus landfill
closed in 1999.293 Pulau Semakau, an island off Singapore's southwest
end could accommodate a landfill until 2030, but the island was originally
intended to be a nature conservation area.2 94 The new landfill on Pulau
Semakau will open in April 1999, but to preserve some of the island's
original habitat and meet Singapore's landfill needs, the landfill will be
sited on the island away from its coral reefs.295
Although the outcomes of these two situations may not be ideal in
the eyes of some environmentalists and conservationists, the resolutions to
these two difficult situations indicate that the Singaporean government
seriously considers environmental factors in its urban planning
considerations, and works to balance the two.
3. Wide Variety of Pollution Laws and Policies/Governmental "Pollution
Consciousness"
An equally strong component of the environmental system in
Singapore is the government's consistent efforts to deal effectively with
both contemporary and future pollution issues. Indeed, such long-term
thinking is crucial if Singapore is to confront such issues in the future.
This long-term thinking about protecting the environment began in
Singapore when, in 1968, the Environmental Public Health Act (EPHA)
was passed.296 The passage of the EPHA heralded the beginning of
environmental awareness in Singapore, as well as the government's
commitment to resolve issues of environmental pollution. Since then
there have been numerous acts and corresponding subsidiary legislation
passed under these acts, such as the Clean Air Act297 and the Water
293 See End of the Line for Dump, THE STRAITS TIMES, April 1, 1999 at 35. See also,
Dominic Nathan, 40 Percent of Waste is Now Recycled, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 4,
1997, at 2.
294 See Chang Ai-Lien, Watery Garbage Dump Ready Soon, THE STRAITS TIMES, Oct. 28,
1998.
295 See id. See also GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 42 (discussing
measures to protect the marine ecosystem.); Dominic Nathan, New Offshore Sites for
Dumping Earth Being Identified, THE SUNDAY TIMES, July 7, 1996, at 28 (noting
construction around Singapore's first offshore landfill at Pulau Semakau, as well as
noting that new offshore sites for dumping earth spoils from dredging/reclamation will be
set up and that Singapore's first Marine Nature Area has been declared in the Southern
Islands to safeguard marine life).
296 See The Environmental Public Health Act, 1968, G.N. No. 32/68 (Republic of
Singapore). The Environmental Public Health Act repealed certain portions of the Local
Government Integration Ordinance (No. 18 of 1963) that were in effect in 1968.
297 Clean Air Act, Cap. 45, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
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Pollution Control and Drainage Act.298 Such long-term thinking is crucial
if Singapore is to confront such issues in the future.
One example of this thinking is the government's efforts to control
the number of vehicles on Singapore's roads and highways. Under the
Restricted Zone and Area License Rules, promulgated under the Road
Traffic Act,299 the center of the city, which is subject to large amounts of
traffic, is turned into a restricted zone during certain business hours. 3' To
enter the zone, a driver must purchase a special license called an "area
license. '3°' If the driver does not possess this special license, he is not
allowed to enter the restricted zone.30 2 This area pricing scheme is
complemented by another scheme based on passage pricing. Currently
passage pricing is in effect along Singapore's East Coast Parkway, where,
from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. drivers of motor vehicles must pay one dollar
per day to use this road.303
Another indirect measure relating to vehicles is the certificate of
entitlement (COE) system which' regulates the ownership of new
vehicles. 3' The Singapore government limits the number of COEs
available each month.35 Thus, individuals wishing to buy new cars must
bid for the COEs thereby limiting the number of new cars purchased.
Regardless of whether the motivation for these measures is fiscal or
environmental, air pollution from cars is limited as a result of the rules.3"
298 Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act, Cap. 348, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
299 Road Traffic Act, Cap. 276, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1994 Rev. Ed.
300 See Road Traffic (Restricted Zone & Area Licenses) Rules, Cap. 276, Rule 12 of the
1996 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
301 See id. This area license represents an enhanced price paid by a driver to allow him to
drive in the restricted zone during peak hours. See id. §§ 2-5. Restricted hours are from
7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, and from 7:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Saturday, with
peak periods from 7:30 a.m. to 10:15 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. During peak
periods the area license fee for cars other than motorcycles and business service
passenger vehicles is S$3.00. During off-peak periods the fee is S$2.00. See id.
302 See Kuan Kwee Jee, Environmental Improvement in Singapore, 17 AMBIO J. ENV'T
233, 234 (1988) (discussing the reduced overall rush-hour traffic). See also supra notes
122 through 136 and accompanying text (discussing various government mechanisms to
control vehicle ownership in Singapore).
303 See Road Traffic (Road Pricing) Rules, Cap. 276, Rule 35 of the 1996 Ed. of
Subsidiary Legislation.
304 See Road Traffic (Motor Vehicles, Quota System) Rules, Cap. 276, Rule 31 of the
1996 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation. Certificate of Entitlements are regulated under the
Road Traffic (Motor Vehicles, Quota System) Rules, which were passed under the Road
Traffic Act.
305 See id.
306 See Koh Kheng Lian, Singapore, in LEGISLATION FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
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Another innovative, albeit somewhat draconian, measure to control
pollution can be found in Singapore's Environmental Public Health
(Corrective Work Order "CWO") Regulations, passed in 1992.307 The
CWO supplements other anti-littering provisions under the Environmental
Public Health Act.308 Singapore's anti-littering laws are enforced by the
public health auxiliaries of the Environmental Health Department of the
Ministry of the Environment, or by police, park rangers, authorized
officers of the Jurong Town Corporation and Port of Singapore Authority,
and members of Town Councils.3"9 A person convicted of littering in a
public place is liable for a fine not exceeding S$1,000 for a first offense.3t
CWOs apply to repeat offenders and those who commit serious littering
offenses. A court may require these individuals to carry out cleansing
work in public areas for up to three hours if they are sixteen years of age
and above.3 t ' If an offender does not comply with the CWO, a court can
impose a fine up to S$5,000 or an imprisonment term of up to two
months.3"2 Given that pictures of those on CWO detail may appear in the
local newspaper,3"3 and based on the fact that a that a casual stroll around
ASEAN AGREEMENT ON THE CONSERVATION OF NATURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
133, 165 (1994).307 Environmental Public Health (Corrective Work Order) Regulations, Cap. 95, Reg. 15
of the 1993 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation. See also § 21A-E, Environmental Public
Health Act, Cap. 95, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1992 Supp.308 See Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, §§ 18-20, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1988 Rev. Ed.; Environmental Public Health (Amendment) Act 1995, G.N.
No. 2/96. The 1995 Amendments prohibit dumping refuse in public places.
Another innovative program involves cleanup campaigns in the Town Council,
under which litter is "bagged and displayed" around each of the blocks over a period of
time and kept track of on a chart, so residents may see how much litter people are
dumping in their neighborhood. See Tan Hsuen Yun, Litter Bugs Bedok Litterbugs into
Cleaning up Their.Act, THE STRAITS TIMES, July 27, 1995, at 24; Yeow Peilin, Display of
Trash 'Trophies'Helps Cut Down Litter, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 28, 1996, at 43.
Another novel approach to litter control involves rewarding individuals who do
not litter. In Bedok Town Council, a photographer takes pictures of people who throw
litter into bins, and then the pictures are put in the town council's monthly newsletter.
Residents who see their pictures can collect a S$20.00 shopping voucher. Thus, the
scheme is meant to "reinforce positive behavior." Tan Hsueh Yun, Voucher Rewards for
Bedok Residents Who Pick up Litter, THE STRAITS TIMES, June 7, 1996, at 2.309 See ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE, supra note 249, at 53-54.
310 See Environmental Public Health (Amendment) Act 1995, § 21(1), G.N. No. 2/96.
311 See Environmental Public Health Act. Cap. 95, § 21A, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1988 Rev. Ed.
312 See id. § 21C(2).
313 See, e.g., Litterbugs Doing CWO: Once Bitten, Twice Shy, THE STRAITS TIMES, Feb.
28, 1995, at 23; Litter Bugs Pay Dues at Seven Housing Estates, THE STRAITS TIMES,
Jan. 15, 1996, at 26. The CWO scheme appears to be working, as "the number of
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the city reveals little litter, the CWOs appear to have deterred littering."s 4
Singapore's modem sewage treatment works, started in 1972, to
keep pace with the new industrial, housing and commercial developments
in Singapore provides another example of long-term thinking by the
Singaporean government in regard to environmental pollution.1 5 In 1971,
about half of the population was connected to modem sewage treatment
works, while today ninety-seven percent of the population is linked to a
modem sewer network. 316 The sewerage system is made up of a network
of underground sewers, pumping stations and sewage treatment works to
ensure that all wastewater is discharged into sewers, conveyed to a sewage
treatment works for treatment and finally discharged into the sea or river
estuaries.317 Singapore's modem sewer network consists of approximately
2,300 kilometers of sewers leading to six major sewage treatment works."s 8
This network covers the whole city, new towns and the industrial
estates.3 9 The daily sewage treated by the six sewage treatment works is
about 1,074,000 cubic meters s.32  The government has carefully planned
Singapore's growth in terms of industry, housing and commercial
developments, understanding that if such growth is to be successful, one
small but important part of this success depends upon a modem sewer
network.
As with any developed country, an important aspect of achieving
environmental health is the pragmatic acknowledgment that industry is
part of the country's economic life. Thus the government must work with
business to ensure that when industrial activities are performed, these
activities do not harm the country's environment. Industry clearly is an
Singaporeans caught littering went down by 6 per cent, from 3,947 in 1993 to 3,702 in1994. The number of CWOs issued went up from 296 in 1993 to 316 [in 1994]." Susan
Sin, Foreign Workers not Served CWOs but are Fined Instead, THE STRAITS TIMES, July9, 1995, at 25. As of March 31, 1996 "1,192 litterbugs have been made to clean public
areas after they were caught littering." Recalcitrant Litterbug Gets Second CWO, THE
STRAITS TIMES, May 19, 1996, at 3.
314 See Humiliation, Embarrassment are Strong Deterrents, THE STRAITS TIMES, May 27,
1996, at 3. Two Singaporean Members of Parliament, however, have questioned thedeterrent effect of CWOs, stating that those issued CWOs did not seem ashamed, turning
up with friends and loved ones to do the cleaning up and that it was "important to
reinforce the sense of shame in offenders." See Review Effectiveness of CWOs, Two MPs
Urge Government, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 19, 1996, at 21.
315 See ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE, supra note 249, at 14.
316 See NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE, supra note 223, at 23-24.
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important part of Singapore's economy. Although the manufacturing
sector grew by only ten percent in 1995, a bit slower than the thirteen
percent of 1994,321 long-term growth is obvious when one considers that in
1960 the gross domestic product of the manufacturing industry was
S$839.3 million dollars, an amount that grew to S$24,518.7 million in
1995.322
Singapore's entire economy continues to grow as well. During the
period from 1965 to 1989, the average annual growth rate of the economy
was seven percent.3' Furthermore, Singapore's economy is projected to
grow at a rate of four to six percent to the year 2030.324 So as Singapore's
economy's continues to grow with new businesses and industry,3' an
important challenge is to ensure the vitality of the environment and to
curtail environmental pollution.
The Green Pledge presages that this challenge may be met.
326
Several groups, including the Singapore Federation of Chambers of
Commerce & Industry, the Singapore Hotel Association, and the
Singapore International Chamber of Commerce have adopted the ideals of
the government's Green Plan.327 They have incorporated these goals into
the Singapore Business Charter for Sustainable Development which
recognizes that economic growth must be considered in the context of
sustainable development through identifiable corporate environmental
responsibilities and policies that integrate the twin goals of profitability
and environmental improvement.328 The more than 1,000 companies out
32! See MINISTRY OF TRADE AND INDUS., 1995 ECONOMIC SURVEY OF SINGAPORE 9
(1996). The fabricated metal products industry grew by 16%, the machinery industry
grew by 12%, and the plastic products industry grew by 9.9%. See id. at 49.See ECONOMIC DEV. BOARD, 1995/96 EDB 35TH YEARBOOK 40 (1996). By 1998, this
amount has been estimated to be S$25,996.7. See GRAHAM RICHARDSON, SINGAPORE TO
2003 - ASPIRING TO THEFIRST WORLD 97(1994).
323 See Linda Low, From Entrepot to a Newly Industrializing Economy, in CHALLENGE
AND RESPONSE-THIRTY YEARS OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD 27, 55
(1993). Between 1989 and 1993, the economy expanded by more than 70%. See 1995
POLITICAL RISK YEARBOOK, A-3 (William D. Coplin & Michael K. O'Leary eds., 1995).
The yearbook contains a chapter discussing the social, economic, and political situation
in Singapore. See id.3 24 See NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE, supra note 223, at 45.
325 For a discussion of Singapores recent economic resilience see, HIROSHI KAKAZU,
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL ISLAND ECONOMIES 181-86 (1994).
326 See THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE FOR THE SINGAPORE BUSINESS CHARTER FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, THE GREEN PLEDGE-DIRECTORY OF SIGNATORIES OF
THE SINGAPORE BUSINESS CHARTER FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (1994).327 See id.
328 See id. at 5 (statement of Mr. Robert Chua, President of Singapore Federation of
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of a total of 5,000 in Singapore who have signed this green pledge have
agreed to work towards the goals of the government's Green Plan as they
carry out their day to day activities in their respective businesses and
industries. 29
The Green Pledge represents an important step towards the
recognition by industrial and business circles that they are undeniably
linked to problems of environmental pollution and that they must work
with one another, the government and private citizens to control
environmental damage. Only with such public declarations as those
represented in The Green Pledge will Singapore be able to ensure the
continued viability of its natural environment and control environmental
pollution.
Finally, from the point of view of urban planning, the Singaporean
government has initiated additional efforts to protect the environment. In
1959, Singapore created the Ministry of National Development (MND),
which is responsible for the physical development of Singapore through
rational far-sighted planning.33 MIND has stated that the greening of
Singapore is "of paramount importance in city planning." "3 Towards this
end, MIND is responsible for constructing new parks and gardens,
providing refuges and sanctuaries for birds and other types of wildlife, and
planting shade and flowering trees and shrubs to improve existing
landscapes.332 Similar to the Ministry of the Environment's Singapore
Green Plan goals,333 the goals announced by the Ministry of National
Development symbolize an effort to protect Singapore's natural
environment from further environmental degradation and pollution by
considering development and infrastructure needs alongside pollution and
conservation issues. 3 4
Chambers of Commerce & Industry, and President of the Singapore Manufacturers
Association).
329 See Over 1,000 Companies Endorse Green Pledge, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 10,
1994, at 24.
330 See MINISTRY OF NAT'L DEv., THE MND NETWORK-SHAPING THE FUTURE 5
(1994).
331 Id. at 10.
332 See id. at 48-59. The Parks and Recreation Department, as part of the MND, is given
responsibility to develop and manage parks, open spaces and greenery in public areas,
and the National Parks Board is charged with preserving the natural flora and fauna
within the nature reserves. See id. at 3. See also MINISTRY OF NAT'L DEV., PARKS AND
RECREATION DEP'T 1995/96 ANNUAL REPORT 6 (1996) (stating that the Parks and
Recreation's mission is to improve the quality of life by enhancing and maintaining with
excellence the parks and greenery of the Garden City).333 See MODEL GREEN CITY, supra note 12, at 2-3.334 See MINISTRY OF NAT'L DEV., supra note 330, at 4-5.
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B. Weaknesses
The current approach to environmental pollution issues in
Singapore also exhibits some weaknesses. A discussion of these
weaknesses follows.
1. Lack of Coordinating Environmental Agency/Law
Singapore lacks an approach to environmental issues that is
coordinated, systematic, and unified. The Ministry of Environment is not
the only agency involved in the consideration of environmental matters.
Instead, several other ministries and bodies also have jurisdiction over
various environmental matters.335
The Ministry of the Environment's jurisdiction primarily covers
the pollution laws. The Environmental Policy and Management Division
includes the Pollution Control Department, which has overall
responsibility for air and water pollution control, hazardous substances
and toxic waste control.336 Yet, in addition to the Ministry of the
Environment, other governmental agencies have jurisdiction over
protecting the environment. The Different regulatory bodies possess
different and overlapping enforcement powers, which may be exercised
unevenly creating uncertainty.337  This may result in ineffective
enforcement.338
For example, at the Ministry of National Development, distinct
335 See supra notes 35 through 220 and accompanying text. By comparison, at the federal
level in the United States, no single department or agency deals with pollution and
conservation matters. Such a single department would likely have trouble functioning
effectively, given the country's mammoth size and the myriad pollution and conservation
issues that come about as a result of the country's size. In addition to the Environmental
Protection Agency which focuses on pollution, various departments and agencies deal
with environmental issues. For example, the Department of the Interior deals with
natural resources, the Department of Agriculture includes the U.S. Forest Service which
manages the nation's forests and grasslands, and the Department of Energy and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration also deal with environmental issues.
See NANCY K. KUBASEK & GARY S. SILVERMAN, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 82-87 (1994)
(listing various federal agencies that deal with environmental matters).
336 See generally MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, 1994 POLLUTION CONTROL REPORT
(Singapore, 1995).
337 See Foo Kim Boon, Pollution Control in Singapore: Towards and Integrated
Approach, in ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION 29, 37
(Clive Briffet & Sim Loo Lee eds., 1993).
338 See id.
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departments and statutory boards deal with various environmental matters
including both urban planning and nature conservation.339 Examples of
these divisions include the Parks and Recreation Department, which
manages and develops parks and green space,3 40 and the National Parks
Board which is charged with the preservation of natural flora and fauna.34,
The National Parks Board has jurisdiction under the National Parks Act
for the national parks and nature reserves, which are dedicated for the
propagation and protection of the plants and animals of Singapore.3 42 The
Ministry of National Development's Primary Production Department has
responsibility for animal health and production services,343 including
administering the Endangered Species (Import and Export) Act,3"4 the
Wild Animals and Birds Act,345 as well as the Fisheries Act.346 Finally, its
Urban Redevelopment Authority plans, guides, and implements
comprehensive urban redevelopment in Singapore. 347
In addition, the Public Utilities Board, a statutory board that is part
of the Ministry of Trade and Industry, is responsible for reservoir and
catchment areas.3 48 The Ministry of Communications 349 manages maritime
safety and marine pollution from ships through the Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore.35 A statutory board under the Ministry of
Communications administers the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act35'
and the Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act.352
139 See MINISTRY OF NAT'L DEV., supra note 330, at 2-3, 6.
340 See Parks and Trees Act, Cap. 216, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1996 Rev.
Ed.
341 See id.342 See National Parks Act, Cap. 198A, § 23, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1997
Rev. Ed.
143 See MINISTRY OF NAT'L DEV., supra note 330, at 3.
344 See Endangered Species (Import and Export) Act, Cap. 92A, Statutes of the Republic
of Singapore, 1990 Rev. Ed.
345 See Wild Animals and Birds Act, Cap. 351, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1985 Rev. Ed.346 See Fisheries Act, Cap. 111, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.347 See MINISTRY OF NAT'L DEv., supra note 330, at 2.
348 See Public Utilities (Central Water Catchment Area & Catchment Area Parks)
Regulations, Cap. 261, Reg. 11 of the 1993 Ed. of Subsidiary Legislation.
349 See Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore Act Cap., 170A, §§ 4-7, Statutes of the
Republic of Singapore, 1997 Rev. Ed.
350 Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore Act, Cap. 170A, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1997 Rev. Ed.
351 See Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act, Cap. 243, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1991 Rev. Ed.
352 See Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act, Cap. 180, Statutes of the Republic of
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The Urban Redevelopment Authority also plays a vital role in the
consideration of environmental issues in Singapore through its job of
urban planning for Singapore,353 as does the Economic Development
Board which works to promote economic growth through industry and
manufacturing.354
With so many ministries and boards involved in the consideration
of environmental issues, it can be difficult to achieve a coordinated and
unified approach to environmental matters. A holistic approach to
environmental planning is necessary to create successful environmental
programs. Because Singapore is small, it might avoid such sectoral
problems by having a single government body to coordinate its pollution
and conservation programs.
Professor Koh Kheng Lian, who teaches environmental law at the
National University of Singapore, has noted that although "consultations
among the various ministries and agencies are conducted, there may be
occasions when communications may break down or where sectoral
interests may prevail." '355 As Professor Koh cautions, however, because
Singapore is small, it may not be necessary to have all environmental
matters dealt with under one roof.356
A few examples will illustrate the weakness of the present
administrative situation and how a single umbrella organization could
improve the administration of environmental laws in Singapore. Consider
a local corporation that owns a small plastic factory in the Jurong
industrial complex which is located west of Singapore's central business
district. Suppose the company is in violation of air quality standards
because it is releasing hazardous air pollutants in violation of national
emission standards. Inspectors from the Ministry of the Environment
become aware of the violations and notify the company and tell its
officials to comply with the Clean Air Act. At the same time, the
hazardous air pollutants have affected some of the birds that live in the
Sungei Buloh Bird Sanctuary, which is under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of National Development's National Parks Board. Promptly
Singapore, 1985 Rev. Ed.
353 See Liu Thai Ker, Improving The Living Environment of Singapore, 19 ENVT'L
MONITORING & AsSESSMENT 251-59 (1991).
354 See CHALLENGE & RESPONSE-THIRTY YEARS OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
BOARD 16-22 (1987).
355 Koh Kheng Lian, supra note 306, at 193. See also Chia Lin Sien, supra note 34, at
223-25 (discussing the various regulatory bodies in Singapore charged with
environmental monitoring).
356 See Koh Kheng Lian, supra note 306, at 193
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remedying the air pollution so that it does not irreparably harm the birds
might be a problem if different government bodies are in charge of
enforcing the Clean Air Act and protecting wildlife.357
Also, consider the case of an oil tanker off the southern coast of
Singapore. Suppose that an environmental accident occurs when the oil
tanker spills a large amount of oil into the coastal waters. The Maritime
and Port Authority of Singapore has a fleet of fully equipped tugs, oil
booms and oil spill recovery equipment so that it is able to combat most
oil spills.358 In such a scenario, the Maritime and Port Authority initiates
the Marine Emergency Action procedure which is a "contingency plan for
combating oil pollution incidents."359 The Maritime and Port Authority
oversees and coordinates the mobilization of manpower and resources of
private oil companies and national agencies in response to such an oil
spill.3"
But what about damage to marine life, including coral, fish and
birds? The Primary Production Department has jurisdiction over wild
animals and birds, and marine fish, while the Land Office has jurisdiction
over corals.36' Although the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore
appears to be well-prepared to handle an oil spill and guarantee that the
spill is cleaned up promptly, it does not appear that the governmental
agencies in charge of corals, fish and birds are equally well prepared to
ensure their safety in the event of such a tragic oil spill, as these agencies
are not part of the Marine Emergency Action procedure.362 Therefore, the
357 Singapore's Wild Animals and Birds Act, and its National Parks Act, do not protect
wild animals and birds from environmental pollution, nor have they been interpreted to
do so. See Wild Animals and Birds Act, Cap. 351, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1985 Rev. Ed; National Parks Act, Cap. 198A, Statutes of the Republic of Singapore,
1991 Rev. Ed. Thus this hypothetical is pertinent, as it highlights the possible need for
such legal protection, and identifies a weak area of Singapore's current environmental
system. This weakness could be evident if a crisis like that of this hypothetical actually
occurred, and could possibly impede an effective and integrated response.
3
. See ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE, supra note 249, at 44.359 See id.
360 See id. The national agencies that are called upon to assist in an oil spill are: (1) The
Ministry of Defense; (2) The Ministry of Environment; (3) The Singapore Civil Defense
Force; (4) The major oil companies (Esso, Shell, Mobil, Caltex & BP); and (5) The
Airport Fire & Rescue Service. See id.
361 See Umbrella Environmental Law Drafted, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 19, 1994, at 25.
Singapore's Southern Islands will soon be developed. These islands have been
designated as Singapore's first "Marine Nature Area," which means that the National
Parks Board will seek "to keep the coral and marine life safe from reclamation work or
other land-based operations." New Water Wing's Tasks-Keeping Marine Life Safe, THE
STRAITS TIMES, June 5, 1996, at 20.362 See ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE, supra note 249, at 44. Consider the
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agencies would not be part of the effort to battle the oil spill and their
jurisdictional areas would not be represented, or the interests would be
represented belatedly. 63
These hypotheticals pose significant problems. Because the
regulatory agencies possess different and sometimes overlapping
discretionary powers which may be exercised unevenly, causing confusion
for the public and resulting in ineffective enforcement, the public may be
at a loss regarding to whom to turn for help and information.3" A country
that lacks an integrated approach to pollution control minimizes its
likelihood of preventing the release of pollutive substances, or
approaching pollution issues in a manner that ensures optimal protection
of the environment.365
2. Lack of EIA Legislation
No formal legislation exists in Singapore requiring that an
environmental impact assessment (EIA) be performed before a major
development or other major action affecting the environment is carried
out.366  In addition, no official published guidelines exist for the
preparation of EIAs.367 Official published guidelines exist, however, for
August 1996 oil spill in Singapore, which impacted marine life with the death of fish
living close to shore, as well as creatures in the tidal region. There is no report that the
Primary Production Department or the Land Office was involved in efforts to save this
marine life during cleanup operations. See Dominic Nathan; Sentosa Activities Hit Badly
by Oil Spill: Marine Life Around Shores May Also Have Been Destroyed, THE STRAITS
TIMEs, Aug. 23, 1996, at 40.
363 Some inter-ministerial coordination and cooperation is evident in Singapore. This
point is illustrated by the Ministry of Communication's Land Transport Authority, the
Traffic Police, and the Ministry of the Environment who carry out regular joint
enforcement exercises against smoky vehicles. See Lye Lin Heng, Environmental Law &
Enforcement in Singapore 39 (1996).
364 See Foo Kim Boon, supra note 337, at 37.
365 See id. (discussing two-fold objective of integrated pollution control approach). See
also Peter S. J. Chen, Development and Environmental Planning in Singapore, in
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY IN THE PACIFIC BASIN AREA 23, 31-34 (Ichiro Kato et
al. eds., 1981) (listing the many government bodies involved in environmental control in
Singapore).
366 See Dominic Nathan, Eight Environment Impact Studies in '95, THE STRAITS TIMES,
Mar. 11, 1996, at 31. In 1995, eight environmental impact studies were carried out in
Singapore and approved by the Environment Ministry. Seven of the eight studies were
for proposals to set up chemical, petroleum and petrochemical industries; the remaining
study was done for reclamation works. See id.
367 See id.
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professionals, such as architects and engineers, and the public on pollution
control requirements and procedures for planning and building plan
submissions.368
a. The Current "Informal" EIA Scheme
Mr. Joseph Hui, the chief engineer in the Ministry of the
Environment's Strategic Planning and Research Unit, has stated that
provisions in existing laws require EIAs to be carried out, and require the
planning authorities to obtain any information on a project from a
developer that they needed.369 Mr. Hui also stated that although no
legislation exists, "in practice, the requirement is already there."37
According to Environmental Protection in Singapore (A
Handbook) prepared by the Ministry of the Environment, the Pollution
Control Department (PCD) of the Ministry of the Environment requires an
EIA to be carried out for "major developments including industries
involving the use or storage or large quantities of hazardous substances,
port development, landfill sites, ete, which are likely to have impact on the
surrounding environment."37' The EIA is meant to include an assessment
368 See POLLUTION CONTROL DEP'T, MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, 1993 POLLUTION
CONTROL REPORT 22 (1994). The Code of Practice on Pollution Control is in three parts:
(1) Part 1 contains environmental planning requirements; (2) Part 2 contains building
plan requirements for water and air pollution, as well as procedures to obtain building
plan approval and certificates of statutory completion; and (3) Part 3 contains guidelines
on the application for written permission, licenses and permits. See POLLUTION CONTROL
DEP'T, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, CODE OF PRACTICE ON POLLUTION CONTROL (1994).369 See Umbrella Environment Law Drafted, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 9, 1994, at 25.
370 Id. Mr. Hui was responding to comments that Singapore should adopt EIA legislation.
See id. See also Cherian George, Forum Discusses Need for Law on Environmental
Study, THE STRAITS TIMES, Aug. 16, 1992, at 16. The director of the Environmental
Policy and Management division at the Ministry of the Environment, Mr. Khoo Chin
Hean stated that before approval is given for a development project the Environment
Ministry is consulted if any development will have major impacts, then the Ministry
would require that an EIA be done. See Billy Chew, No Need for Laws on Environmental
Impact Checks, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 27, 1996, at 29.
3" ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE, supra note 249, at 9. The handbook
also states:
All land-use proposals are referred to the Pollution Control Dept (PCD)
of ENV for their comments on the likely environmental impacts that
the proposal may have on surrounding land. PCD is also represented in
the Master Plan Committee (MPC) which is set up to deliberate on
land-use and development proposals submitted by the various
government agencies for planning approval. Through the participation
in the MPC, PCD is able to have a comprehensive picture of the land-
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of all adverse impacts, as well as recommended measures to mitigate the
impact.372 Upon submission of an EIA, the PCD issues "clearance to the
TIRA to approve the development if its evaluation of the EIA report
confirms that adverse impact could be mitigated to acceptable levels."373
Once LRA grants approval to a proposed development, the developer
submits building plans to the Building Control Division (BCD) of the
Public Works Department for approval. The developer also submits
building plans to technical departments, including PCD, for review of
technical requirements.374 PCD evaluates the building plans to determine
if the plans comply with environmental health, drainage, sewerage and
pollution control requirements.375 After the development is completed, the
PCD inspects the premises for compliance with these requirements before
giving BCD clearance to issue a Temporary Occupation Permit
and Certificate of Statutory Completion.376 Although the government has
studied the possibility of EIA legislation it appears that these current
administrative arrangements are deemed adequate by the government.377
b. The Present Scheme 's Problems Highlighted
An inevitable result of the lack of EIA legislation in Singapore is that
EIAs are performed on an ad hoc basis, as no clear standards exist to
determine when an EIA should or should not be performed.378 In addition,
use distribution in the country and to introduce appropriate
environmental controls wherever necessary long before the proposal is
implemented.
Id. at3.372 See id. at 9.
373 Id.
374 See id.
375 See id. Planning development in Singapore must also meet the zoning requirements
under the Master Plan for residential, recreational, commercial and other uses. See Foo
Kim Boon, Pollution Control in Singapore: Towards An Integrated Approach, in
ENVIRONMENTAL IsSUES IN DEVELOPMENT & CONSERVATION 29, 40 (Clive Briffett &
Sim Loo Lee, eds., National University of Singapore 1993). The Master Plan is reviewed
every five years. See id. n.16.
Section 12(1) of the Planning Act states that to develop land is "to carry out any
building, engineering, mining or other operations in, on, over or under land or the making
of any material change in the use of any building or land." Id., citing The Planning Act,
Cap. 232, § 12(1) Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1990 Rev. Ed. The Planning
Act does not refer to EIAs. See id.376 See ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN SINGAPORE, supra note 249, at 9.377 See Foo Kim Boon, supra note 221, at 84.
378 See Foo Kim Boon et al., Environmental Protection: The Legal Framework, in
ENVIRONMENT AND THE CITY: SHARING SINGAPORE'S EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE
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the public, who may want to know about the immediate environmental
impacts of developments (as well as any possible future environmental
effects of these developments), do not have access to any EIAs that may
be performed as the EIAs are not released for public scrutiny, nor is
information about the decision to require or not require them.379
Furthermore, a Singaporean attorney may not have all the
information he needs to competently advise a client who proposes an
industrial development. The attorney has no transparent EIA legislation to
consult which clearly and succinctly frames the environmental
considerations that the government will use to evaluate such projects."'
The existing administrative mechanisms and legal requirements which are
purported to fulfill the job of EIA legislation are insufficient and do not
achieve the all-encompassing scope of EIA legislation, let alone its
symbolic value of ensuring governmental accountability."' Although the
need for such accountability may not arise, the simple existence of EIA
CHALLENGES 47, 87 (Ooi Giok Ling, ed., 1995).
379 But cf. Sham Sani, Urban Environmental Issues in South-East Asian Cities: An
Overview, in SOUTH-EAST ASIA'S ENVIRONMENTAL FUTURE: THE SEARCH FOR
SUSTAINABILITY 341, 356 (Harold Brookfield & Yvonne Byron. eds., 1993) (discussing
the slowly gaining acceptance of EIAs in Southeast Asia, and in particular, public
participation in the EIA process).
380 Although there are is no formal EIA legislation or implementing regulations, the
government's position is that environmental concerns are adequately safeguarded as the
government is solely responsible for land-use planning and construction of infrastructure.
The government reviews the siting of projects, it reviews building designs and it
subsequently reviews business operations. Thus, the government argues that this process
fulfills the spirit of ElAs, the environment is safeguarded, so no formal EIA mechanism
is necessary. See Billy Chew, No Need for Laws on Environmental Impact Checks, THE
STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 27, 1996, at 29.
381 In addition to the Planning Act, Section 5 of the Planning (Master Plan) Rules requires
that the public be notified by advertisement of proposals for addition/alteration to the
Master Plan, and the place where the proposal is deposited for public inspection. The
public can make objections/representations to the Minister for National Development.
See Planning (Master Plan) Rules, Cap. 232, Rule 1 of the 1990 Ed. of Subsidiary
Legislation.
In addition, several Codes of Practice, including those relating to Surface Water
Drainage, Environmental Health, Sanitary Plumbing & Drainage Systems, and Sewerage
Procedures and Requirements, are published by the Ministry of the Environment to
provide guidance to developers. See, e.g, DRAINAGE DEP'T, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T,
CODE OF PRACTICE ON SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE (1992); ENvTL. HEALTH DEP'T,
MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, CODE OF PRACTICE ON ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (1990);
SEWERAGE DEP'T, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, CODE OF PRACTICE ON SANITARY PLUMBING
AND DRAINAGE SYSTEM; SEWERAGE DEP'T, MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, SEWERAGE
PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PLANNING APPROVAL, BUILDING PLAN APPROVAL
& SEWERAGE PLAN APPROVAL.
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legislation would inspire public confidence and ensure that no
governmental oversight occurs.
Such confidence is not entirely in place, as some Singaporean
citizens are concerned about developments that affect ecologically
sensitive areas. They are also unsure of how to express their views on the
proposed developments.382 Consider the public debate that took place over
the Singaporean government's decision to develop a part of Senoko, in
northern Singapore, for residential and industrial use. No formal EIA was
performed, and the public had no formal administrative mechanism to
offer feedback on the proposed development.3"3 Thus, the debate took
place largely in a public forum, The Straits Times, which is Singapore's
main English newspaper. Over 25,000 Singaporeans signed a petition
arguing first that the entire Senoko area, and then later just a portion of the
Senoko area, should be preserved as a sanctuary for birds, some of which
were locally endangered species.384 Those in favor of setting aside some
382 Some Singapore legislators also appear concerned. Consider the comments of Dr.
Kanwaljit Soin, a Nominated Member of Singapore's Parliament in 1996. She asked Mr.
Lim Hng Kiang, Singapore's Minister for National Development, whether EIAs were
done before permission was granted for the construction of two large condominiums on
the edge of the Bukit Timah Nature Reserve. Mr. Lim responded that a 50-meter buffer
zone is observed along the boundary of the reserve, and that the developments were about
100 meters away. He also noted that factories used to be on the condominium sites, and
that they were redeveloped as part of the Phasing Out of Pollutive Industries Programme
in the area. Mr. Lim also replied that as the redevelopment would improve the physical
environment in the locality, a separate study is unnecessary. See Parliamentary Debates
Singapore (Official Report), Vol. 66, No. 1, p. 126 (May 2, 1996) (written answers to
questions) (emphasis added). See also Stephanie Yeo, Forests on the One Side, Condos
on the Other, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 27, 1996, at 2.
383 In the United States, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires
disclosure to the President and public. Copies of statements and comments and the views
of the appropriate federal, state, and local agencies are made available to the President,
the Council on the Environmental Quality and to the public. See National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 § 102(C), 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C) (1994). See also, e.g., Council on
Environmental Quality-Other Requirements of NEPA, 40 C.F.R. § 1506.6 (1998)
(setting forth public notice requirements at NEPA proceedings, including those where
draft environmental impact statements are to be considered); Environmental Protection
Agency-Public and other Federal Agency Involvement, 40 C.F.R. § 6.400 (1998)
(detailing public involvement in the environmental review process); Federal Highway
Administration, DOT, Draft Environmental Impact Statements, 23 C.F.R. § 771.123
(1998) (requiring notice to public of preparation of draft environmental impact
statements); Office of the Secretary-Housing and Urban Development-Environmental
Review Process, 24 C.F.R. §§ 58.55-58.60 (1998) (setting forth environmental review
procedure for draft, final and supplemental environmental impact statements).
384 See Pang Pit Kheng, 25,000 Appealfor Senoko Bird Habitat to be Saved, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Oct. 21, 1994, at 3. About 190 species or 60% of bird species sighted in
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of the area as a bird sanctuary argued that it was extremely important to
conserve Senoko which was a wetland habitat and said to have the greatest
diversity of bird life in Singapore.385
The government had first turned down appeals to save the whole
area as a sanctuary, so the petitioners appealed again, merely seeking a
compromise to preserve the core area of the original proposed area.386 The
Ministry of National Development rejected the appeal, with a spokesman
stating that "[i]f these 70 ha are conserved, we will lose about 6,000 flats
and an industrial site of 20 ha."387 Furthermore, the spokesman stated that
"[t]he arguments, persuasive as they are, have not detracted from the fact
that if you keep this land for the birds, something has got to give. A few
thousand people would actually have to be housed elsewhere. 388
In response, The Friends of Senoko, headed by Dr. Ho Hua Chew,
noted that there was no Environmental Impact Assessment for an area so
well-known for its high wildlife value and that there was no dialogue
session for developing such a controversial area.389 Dr. Ho further stated
that this situation presented "a challenge for planners to arrive at a more
optimum plan that will cater to a broader range of legitimate needs."3"
Although a spirited public debate took place about the proposed
development, a thorough and transparent governmental assessment of the
environmental impacts of the industrial and residential developments to
occur at Senoko, which would have been mandated under EIA legislation,
did not occur. Given Singapore's size and amount of land that is still
Singapore have been recorded in Senoko. These include 20 locally endangered species
such as the Sfraw-headed Bulbul and the White-chested Babbler and two globally
endangered species, the Chinese Egret and the Asian Dowitcher. See id.
385 See id.
386 See Dominic Nathan, Ministry Rejects Appeal to Save Senoko Bird Habitat, THE
STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 6, 1994 at 3. See also Definitely Not for the Birds, THE SUNDAY
TIMES (Singapore), Oct. 30, 1994, at 2. This editorial commented on the efforts of the
Nature Society to preserve Senoko, but asserted that this development was necessary
given the scarcity of land in Singapore. See id.
387 Dominic Nathan, Ministry Rejects Appeal to Save Senoko Bird Habitat, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Nov. 6, 1994 at 3.388 id.
389 See Letter from Dr. Ho Hua Chew, Coordinator, The Friends of Senoko, to Editor of
THE STRAITS TIMES (Nov. 11, 1994) (on file with author).
390 Id. Dr. Ho also noted:
Contrary to the claim that it was 'never a traditional nature area,'
Senoko was already a venue for birdwatching excursions for the Nature
Society and members of the public as early as the 70s. The core areas
of the sanctuary, consisting mainly of tidal ponds and the original
coastal vegetation, are more or less untouched by reclamation.
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undeveloped, Singapore cannot afford to have errors in land use
decisions.39" ' Senoko is a perfect example of where an EIA would have
been productive in assessing the environmental impact of the
development, as well as aiding the dialogue between the government and
the Singaporean public.
c. An Occasional Non-Governmental Organization EIA
Singapore's lack of EIA legislation does not mean that the ideas
behind EIAs are unknown in Singapore. In fact, at its own expense, the
Nature Society of Singapore independently completed an environmental
impact assessment when the Public Utilities Board proposed to develop an
eighteen-hole golf course in the Lower Pierce Reservoir,39 which is within
a large water catchment forest and protected as a nature reserve under the
National Parks Act.393 The well-prepared EIA was the work of people
from a variety of fields, including lawyers, architects, botanists, and
various scientists.394
The Nature Society's EIA is divided into eight main sections,
including an executive summary, an introduction about the development
proposal and the site, various baselines studies (including flora, fauna,
spiders, crustaceans, butterflies), the impact of the development (including
loss of ecosystems, effects on water quality, and chemical pollution),
recommendations (including finding another site for the golf course and
meeting public rather than private needs), references, a glossary, and
annexes (including a survey of vertebrate fauna, lists of plants, and lists of
391 See Koh Kheng Lian, supra note 306, at 185.
392 See NATURE SOCIETY OF SINGAPORE, PROPOSED GOLF COURSE AT LOWER PEIRCE
RESERVOIR: AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (1992) [hereinafter GOLF
COURSE EIA].
393 See id. at 3. The National Parks Act was meant to make provisions for national parks
and nature reserves, and contains sections dealing with the establishment of national
parks and nature reserves, the National Parks Board, and the transfer of property to the
National Parks Board. See National Parks Act, Cap. 198A, Statutes of the Republic of
Singapore, 1991 Rev. Ed.
394 The Nature Society of Singapore also has recently completed several conservation
proposals for nature areas in Singapore. See, e.g., SINGAPORE BRANCH, MALAYAN
NATURE SOCIETY, CONSERVATION PROPOSAL FOR KRANJI HERONRY AND MARSHES
(1990); SINGAPORE BRANCH, MALAYAN NATURE SOCIETY, CONSERVATION PROPOSAL
FOR SENOKO (1990); SINGAPORE BRANCH, MALAYAN NATURE SOCIETY, CONSERVATION
PROPOSAL FOR MARINA SOUTH (1991); SINGAPORE BRANCH, MALAYAN NATURE
SOCIETY, KENT RIDGE ENVIRONS: PROPOSAL FOR CONSERVING NATURE AT THE
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGPORE CAMPUS (1991); NATURE SOCIETY OF SINGAPORE,
CONSERVATION PROPOSAL FOR PULAU UBIN (1992).
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butterflies).395
The EIA persuasively argued and convincingly established that: (1)
about 40,000 trees belonging to eighty-two different species would have to
be cut down; (2) the secondary forest is quite advanced in the process of
regeneration; (3) the site lies within a large water catchment forest that is
protected as a nature reserve under the National Parks Act; (4) the forest
holds a total of 163 species of plants and more than 485 species of
animals, some of which are endangered; (5) the clearing of the forest
could threaten the Nee Soon freshwater swamp forest; and (6) the reduced
forest in the catchment area would adversely affect the water-purification
function performed by the forest.39 6
The golf course was not built, arguably in large measure due to the
fine work and compelling arguments set forth in the Nature Society's EIA.
As Professor Koh observed:
The Lower Pierce Reservoir golf course controversy is an
example which underlies the need to have EIAs entrenched
in legislation. Left to the administrative discretion of the
authorities, EIAs may be ignored or overlooked. There is
no assurance that authorities will protect the public interest
because they may have a vested interest in the project. Of
course, EIAs are no guarantee against environmental
damage but they assist in minimizing the risk of damage
occurring.397
395 See GOLF COURSE EIA, supra note 392, at 1-2.
316 See id. at 3-4.
397 See Koh Kheng Lian, supra note 306, at 185.
In a distressing denouement to this story, the Singapore Turf Club announced
that a new 18-hole golf course is to be built on a plot of land near Upper Peirce
Reservoir. Although this land is not the same land at issue in the earlier golf course
scenario, the proposed golf course is near the same water catchment area and acts as a
buffer zone between the busy Bukit Timah Expressway and the Upper Peirce Reservoir.
Apparently no EIA was performed by the government for this proposed course. See
Kalpana Rashiwala, Golf Course to be Built Near Peirce Reservoir, THE STRAITS TIMES
July 5, 1995, at 3. See also Environmental Impact of Peirce Golf Course, THE STRAITS
TIMES, July 12, 1995, at 28. Two Singaporeans wrote letters to the editor. The first
person argued that the golf course threatens the water supply and the second urged the
developers to study the environmental impact of the proposed golf course.
For subsequent articles and letters regarding this proposed golf course see Tay
Cheng Khoon, Too many courses in Singapore? Not on your gof..., THE SUNDAY
TIMES (Singapore), July 23, 1995, at 30; Lim Kim Keang & Ilsa Sharp, Still an
Environmental Hazard, THE STRAITS TIMES, Aug. 3, 1995, at 28; Tay Cheng Khoon,
Unite, golfers and greenies, THE SUNDAY TIMES (Singapore), Aug. 6, 1995, at 31;
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With EIA legislation the government and interested parties,
including the public and developers, can at least be assured that the
environmental aspects of any proposed development will be thoroughly
fleshed out with the goal of ensuring that no irreparable harm occurs to the
environment. Without such legislation, there are few guarantees that
Singapore's environmental resources will be safeguarded.
3. Insufficient Recycling
Solid waste creation increases in Singapore each year, but
recycling by the public is little or non-existent.39 Paper, plastic, glass, and
aluminum all are discarded and become part of the solid waste stream that
ends up in Singapore's landfills and incinerators even though much of this
waste could be recycled. Given the fact that Singapore has little land
available for landfill, and that the need for additional incinerators is
increasing, Singapore's lack of recycling is alarming. In addition,
businesses in Singapore also generate solid waste and liquid wastes which
pose recycling concerns.
a. Increasing Solid Waste
Solid waste is likely to continue to increase given the economic
growth in the country and Singapore's consumer-oriented society.3 Of
Joycelyn Koh, Golf Course Sites not Suitable for Intensive Use, THE STRAITS TIMES,
Aug. 9, 1995, at 26; Tay Cheng Khoon, Kranji May Get New Golf Course, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Jan. 13, 1999, at 3 (discussing a new golf course to be developed in Singapore in
1999).
398 The Singaporean government, with private sector aid, has supported some recycling
efforts. For example, with British Petroleum's (BP) assistance, recycling centers have
been set up at BP service stations, at designated public areas, such as food centers and
other sites in various neighborhoods, and at MRT stations. See Results of Domestic
Waste Sampling, NEWS RELEASE, MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T (Republic of Singapore, June
15, 1995) (list of BP recycling centers). The government also is working to set up
recycling centers in residential areas. See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra
note 28, at 35-36.
399 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 12. Compare with the 1993 Annual
Report which states that 2.23 million tons of solid waste was collected in 1993, which
was a 1.3% decrease from the previous year. See MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, 1993
ANNUAL REPORT 16 (1994) [hereinafter 1993 ANNUAL REPORT]. The quoted decrease is
misleading, however, because the decrease was due to the fact that more waste was
dumped illegally last year. See Dominic Nathan, ENV Figures Show Fall in Refuse
Collected Last Year, THE STRAITS TIMES, Dec. 7, 1994, at 23. The illegal dumping
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the 2.68 million tons of solid waste collected in 1995, forty-eight percent
came from residences, food centers, markets and commercial premises,
while industrial premises were responsible for 51.3% of the waste, and
0.7% came from institutions.4" On the average, in 1995 each Singaporean
generated 1.1 kilograms of solid waste per day.4"' While 5900 tons of
solid waste were produced everyday in Singapore in 1991, it is estimated
that this figure will rise to 8000 tons per day by the year 2000.402
Solid waste is collected seven days a week, and is either
incinerated or disposed of in a landfill.4"3 Refuse incineration was
"adopted because of the high volume reduction possible and the
substantial recovery of energy and scrap metal during the process."4 '4
Singapore has three incinerators: one at Tuas, one at Ulu Pandan and one
at Senoko.4 °5 Although an estimated eighty to eighty-five percent of solid
waste was incinerable,4" in 1995, only 68.5% of the total refuse was
incinerated.4 7 Singapore recently closed one active landfill, Lorong
Halus, in April 1999."'8 A new landfill opened in April 1999 on one of
continues. See The Problem Refuses to Go Away, THE SUNDAY TIMES (Singapore), July
14, 1996, at 2 (discussing rampant illegal dumping in Tuas, an area in northern
Singapore). In 1994, the solid waste collected increased 8.8% from the previous year to
reach 2.42 million tons. See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 17.
400 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 12. In 1994, 52% came from residences,
food centers, markets and commercial premises; 47% came from industrial premises; and
1% came from institutions. See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 17.
401 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 12. In 1993, just two years earlier, this
figure had been 1.05 kilograms. See 1993 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 399, at 16.
402 See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 33. The Ministry of the
Environment estimated that if the current rate of increase in solid waste continued, a
fourth incinerator would have to be built before the year 2000. See id. Such a rise in
solid waste raises the concern of this waste's impact on the environment. Or as local
commentators have noted, "[W]hen the ecosystem is subject to a sudden assault in a very
localized area, the natural regenerative capacity is exceeded. Waste products accumulate
in the environment and the natural balance is upset. The result is a degraded and polluted
environment." Martin Lee & Lee Tzu Hong, The Impact of Industry on the Environment,
in FOCUS ON ENVIRONMENT 30, 32 (Desmond P. Pereira ed., 1979).
403 See Poh Son Hoong, Solid Waste Management in Singapore 169-170 (Asia Pacific
Regional Workshop on Waste Minimisation & Recycling, Singapore, May 19-22, 1992).
404 Id. at 169.
405 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 12. A fourth incinerator is scheduled to
be operational in Singapore by the year 2000. Fourth Incineration Plant to Cost $1 b,
THE STRAITS TIMES, Feb. 28, 1996, at 25.406 See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 33.
407 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 12. In 1994, 73% of the total refuse
generated in Singapore was incinerated. See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 17.408 See End of the Line for Dump, supra note 293.
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Singapore's offshore islands, Pulau Semakau409 and will have a lifespan of
47 years.4"'
b. Insufficient Recycling Opportunities/Facilities
A former Minister of the Environment, Mr. Mah Bow Tan, has
concluded that "[t]here have been some encouraging results in the
recycling movement. But honestly, I think it is not as extensive as we
would like it to be.''.. The locations for the public to take materials for
recycling are not numerous or well-known, and recycling/reprocessing
facilities for industrial waste are just starting to appear.
British Petroleum started a recycling program at its various stations
where customers could bring waste paper, plastic and batteries for
recycling, but there was little response.412 Furthermore, a recent survey by
the Ministry of the Environment analyzed the garbage from approximately
650 flats in IDB housing and found that about twenty percent of it was
paper and cardboard, two-thirds of which could have been recycled."3
The Ministry of the Environment has recently tried to increased its
recycling efforts. In 1993, its Waste Minimization Department helped
establish "in-house" recycling projects in all sectors of Singaporean
society, including schools, condominiums, public and private housing
estates, offices, hotels, factories, hospitals and clubs. 4 ' In March of 1996,
409 See id.
410 See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 42-43.
41" Dominic Nathan, Garbage Collection to be Corporatised Within Year, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Nov. 13, 1994, at 1.
412 See JAMIE ALLEN, AsIA/PACIFIC AND THE ENVIRONMENT: INVESTING IN THE FUTURE
265 (1992). This effort was conducted jointly with the Singaporean government. A
problem occurred when the contractor who had been chosen to recycle the plastic
collected from recycling bins was sending it to the incinerator instead of recycling it. The
amount was small, as it was plastic from domestic use, and apparently it was mixed with
other household waste in the recycling bins. This contractor was fired, and the Ministry
of the Environment stated that it planned to separate the plastic from the rubbish and
clean it before the contractor collected it so that it could be recycled easily in the future.
See Dominic Nathan, ENV Wants New Trader to Recycle Plastic Waste, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Nov. 27, 1995, at 22.
413 See Tan Hsueh Yun, Recyclable Paper Ends up as Waste, THE STRAITS TIMES, June
16, 1995 at 33. The survey found that food accounted for 59.5% of the rubbish, glass
3.32%, aluminum 0.33%, paper and cardboard 19.73%, steel 2.26%, rubber 0.05%,
plastic 10.15%, textile 0.67%, and others 3.99%.
414 See 1993 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 399, at 33. The number of premises
participating in this project increased from 788 in 1993, to 892 in 1994. See 1994
ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 34. This number grew to 1,255 in 1995. See 1995
ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 32.
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however, the Ministry of the Environment publicly acknowledged that its
twenty-eight recycling centers in HDB estates were unsuccessful, and that
it planned to replace these centers with a new system by which waste
traders and town councils will set up new drop-off centres every Sunday at
designated locations.4"5
In 1993 the Ministry of the Environment also formed working
committees with the Singapore Retailers Association to promote minimal
packaging, and with the Singapore Hotel Association, the Singapore
Manufacturers Association and the Jurong Town Corporation to initiate
waste minimization and recycling projects in the respective industry
areas.416 The Ministry of the Environment also began a waste audit
program under which office buildings receive free waste audit advice on
management of waste streams and recycling measures to minimize waste
output.
417
Sarimbun Recycling Park recently has been set aside for recycling
wastes, including broken pallets, plant trimmings and old tires.418  The
Jurong Industrial Water Works was established to further treat the final
effluent from Ulu Pandan Sewage Treatment Works to a quality suitable
for industrial and other non-potable applications.4 9  The potential for
recycling glass is limited because there is no glass factory in Singapore.420
Nor does Singapore have facilities to recycle ferrous waste, but this
material is separated from the incinerated ash at the incineration plants by
magnetic separators and later sold.421' Green Tyre Singapore, a tire
recycling facility, opened in 1996 and can recycle 1,500 tons of tires a
month.4' A firm that recycles paper also opened. 4 3 Lim Chu Kang, a
415 See ENV to Close Down All its Recycling Centres, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 29, 1996,
at 36; MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, SINGAPORE RESOURCE CONSERVATION BULLETIN No. 9
(1996).416 See 1993 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 399, at 34.
417 See id. In 1994, 93 waste audits were carried out. See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra
note 31, at 34. In 1995, wastes audits were carried out in two office buildings and five
major warehousing complexes. See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 31.418 See Lynn Seah, Recycling Efforts Steaming Ahead, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 4, 1995,
Life at Large section, at 8.
419 See Ong Hian Hai, Recycled Wastewater As An Alternative Non-Potable Water
Supply in Singapore, Seminar on Management of Wastewater and Water in Industry,
Equatorial Hotel, Singapore (Aug. 29, 1994).
420 See Wong Kan Por, Recycling Development in Singapore, Asia-Pacific Regional
Workshop on Waste and Water in Industry, Equatorial Hotel, Singapore (May 19-22
1992).
421 See id.
422 See Used Tyres can be Recycled in New $1m Plant Soon, THE STRAITS TIMES, July 5,
1996, at 53.
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former dump, now acts as a recycling center where tree trimmings are
turned into compost and scrap tires are reduced to rubber crumbs. 24
Such recycling of industrial and domestic waste constitutes a first
step, but much more can be accomplished. Singapore currently has no
comprehensive recycling system for industrial and domestic waste. Even
if the waste cannot be recycled domestically, mechanisms could be
established to send the waste for recycling outside Singapore.
c. Insufficient Information Available About Recycling
Little information is available in Singapore to either private citizens
interested in recycling solid waste (domestic) or for businessmen
interested in the more technical aspects of recycling solid and liquid
wastes (industrial).
The Ministry of the Environment, however, provides some
publications about recycling for the public. For example, Let's Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle advocates recycling paper and reusing glass and plastic
containers.425  Another publication, Your Personal Guide to the
Environment, calls upon Singaporeans to reduce, reuse, and recycle at
home, in the community and in the workplace. 26 Other publications are
aimed at recycling paper in schools,427 and recycling paper in the
workplace.428
423 See Dominic Nathan, Recycling Firm Back in Green Business, THE STRAITS TIMES,
Apr. 29, 1995, at 27. In an encouraging note, forty-eight companies pledged their
recyclable paper and laser printer cartridges to this company, Green Impact Recycling,
for recycling. See 48 Companies Pledge Waste Materials for Firm to Recycle, THE
STRAITS TIMES, Aug. 3, 1995, at 24.
Green Impact Recycling subsequently received pledges from another 22
companies, and began targeting homes, asking families to pledge their plastic bottles,
glass and aluminum cans for collection. See Tan Hsueh Yun, Recycling Firm Asking
Homes to Pledge Wastes, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 1, 1995, at 42.
424 See Former Lim Chu Kang Dumping Ground Turns into Recycling Hub, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Feb. 27, 1996, at 20.
425 See MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, LET'S REDUCE, REUSED AND RECYCLE, OUR
ENVIRONMENT, No. 25 (1995). See also MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, A GROWING
MOUNTAIN OF WASTE, No. 27 (1996) (discussing the increasing amount of solid waste in
Singapore, and the need for Singaporeans to reduce, reuse and recycle).426 See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT, SINGAPORE: YOUR PERSONAL GUIDE
TO THE ENVIRONMENT (1995).
427 See MINISTRY OF THE EN'T, HOW TO START A RECYCLING SCHEME IN SCHOOL
(1995).
428 See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT, WASTE NOT! HANDY TIPS FOR AN
ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY OFFICE (1995). See also NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE
ENVIRONMENT, GREENING THE BOTTOM LINE (1995).
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In addition The Green Directory 1992, sponsored by British Gas,
and assembled by The Nature Society (Singapore),42 9 contains a variety of
information on "green" issues, including local recycling issues,4 3' as well
as information on global warming43' and ozone depletion.4 32  The main
section of the book, a directory, is intended to help readers make better
choices in their purchases and lifestyle for the sake of their health and
surroundings. 33 One of the sections identifies places where Singaporeans
may take their paper and other products, including cans, clothing, and
glass, for recycling.434
At the National University of Singapore, research about recycling
issues is occurring but is still very limited. The library computer system
identified two theses, written by graduate students, on recycling issues.435
Likewise, only a few conferences have been held discussing recycling in
Singapore, and sparse information is available which specifically
discusses Singaporean recycling issues.436
4. Lack of Environmental Education
Singapore has made much progress in terms of environmental
education, but it still has much to do. One major concern, in terms of
ensuring long-term success towards safeguarding the environment through
compliance and enforcement of environmental laws, is that it appears the
public does not truly feel they can make a difference in minimizing
pollution.437
429 See THE NATURE SOCIETY (SINGAPORE), THE GREEN DIRECTORY 1992 (1992).
430 See id. at 29.
431 See id. at 10.
432 See id. at 12.
433 See id. at 24.
414 See id. at 29-31.
435 See Chia Mia Chiang, An Assessment of Singapore's Waste Recycling Potential And
The Likely Effects Of Financial Incentives On Waste Recycling Projects (1991-92)(unpublished M.B.A. thesis, National University of Singapore); Kang Kok Hua,
Recycling Paper In Singapore (1992-93) (unpublished M.B.A. thesis, National University
of Singapore). A computer search of the library holdings at Nanyang Technological
University in Singapore did not reveal any theses about recycling issues.
436 See, e.g., J. H. Tay, Complete Reclamation Of Wastewater and Sludge In A Highly
Urbanised City, in 2 POLLUTION IN THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT (POLMET 88) 282 (P. Hills
et al. eds., 1988); Recycled Wastewater As An Alternative Non-Potable Water Supply in
Singapore, Seminar on Management of Wastewater and Water in Industry, Equatorial
Hotel, Singapore, Aug. 29, 1994; Recycling Development in Singapore, Asia Pacific
Regional Workshop on Waste Minimisation & Recycling, Singapore, May 19-22, 1992.437 See Dominic Nathan, Anti-Litter Call Fitting for Clean and Green Week, THE STRAITS
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This comment does not alter the fact that the government has
already taken many steps on the long journey towards environmental
education. In fact, as early as 1968 the Singaporean government began its
efforts in environmental and public health education. In that year, the
government launched the first of its environmental education efforts with
the month-long "Keep Singapore Clean" campaign. 3  Over the
subsequent years, various other campaigns have been carried out,
including:
1969 Keep Singapore Clean and Mosquito-Free
1970 Keep Singapore Clean and Pollution-Free
1971 Keep Singapore Pollution-Free
1973 Keep Our Water Clean
1974 Food Hygiene Campaign
1975 Better Food for Better Health
1976 Combat Infectious Diseases
1984 Anti-Spitting Campaign
1988 Clean Public Toilets
1988 Singapore is Our Home-Let's Keep it Clean and Beautiful
1990 Clean and Green Week "Green for Life"
1991 Clean and Green Week "Nature & Resource Conservation"
1992 Clean and Green Week "Commitment & Responsibility"
1993 Clean and Green Week "Awareness & Action"
1994 Clean and Green Week "A Better Living Environment"
1995 Clean and Green Week "Clean and Green for a Better
Quality of Life"'439
The earlier campaigns concentrated on vector-borne disease and
littering, while the recent campaigns are aimed at involving both industry
and the people in environmental protection."0 Recent activities include an
underwater clean-up at Pulau Hantu, a "Waste Reduction Workshop" for
manufacturers, and a Three-R's (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) Youth Leader's
Workshop for Clean and Green Week 1995."' The Ministry of the
TIMES, Nov. 8, 1995, Life at Large Section, at 5.438 See NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE, supra note 223, at 35.
419 See id. at 35-36. See also Letter from Jeffrey Lee, Head, Public Education
Department, Ministry of the Environment (Singapore), to Douglas L. Tookey (Oct. 4,
1996) (listing Singapore's recent environmental education campaigns) (on file with
author).441 See NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE, supra note 223, at 36.
441 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 29. During Clean and Green Week
1994, the National Council on the Environment introduced a book about biodiversity in
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Environment has also worked with "Environmental Education Advisors"
in schools to update them on environmental activities." 2
The government takes advantage of many methods of
communication to carry out its campaigns, including exhibitions, talks and
panel discussions, posters, leaflets and pamphlets, car stickers, premiums
and souvenirs, circulars, media advertisements and newspaper, bus, taxi
and MRT advertisements, on-site tours (e.g., of sewage treatment works),
competitions (e.g., art and essay contests at schools), and house-to-house
visits by politicians and community leaders.44 3
The Ministry of Environment states that the guiding principle
behind all its campaigns has been to "[e]ducate the people to help
themselves."' In addition, the Ministry cautions that it has "carefully
phased such educational campaigns to precede any attempts at legislation
or enforcement.""' 5  Towards this end, an innovative example of the
government's public education campaign occurred in 1988 when it
completed a one-day, island-wide "'No Sweeping' exercise."6 On this
day, the government gave the road-sweepers the day off and thus no
garbage was collected."7 The government wanted the public to realize
how much rubbish had to be disposed of each day, as well as how much
work had to be done to keep Singapore clean." Another goal might have
been to make people realize that they need to generate as little solid waste
as possible and to reuse items, such as plastic containers, whenever
possible.
One item of the Ministry of the Environment's Mission Statement
sets forth to develop Singapore into a "Model Green City" by cultivating
Singapore. See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENv'T, A FIRST LOOK AT BIODIVERSITY IN
SINGAPORE (1994). Furthermore, for the World Environment Day on June 6, 1995 a new
book was introduced to the public by the Minister for National Development, Mr. Lim
Hng Kiang, at the Bukit Timah Nature Reserve. See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENV'T
GROWING AT YOUR DOORSTEP - 35 NATIVE PLANTS OF SINGAPORE (1995). See also
Bukit Timah Reserve Gets Room to Spread, THE STRAITS TIMEs, June 6, 1995, at 3
(announcing that Bukit Timah Nature Reserve is to be enlarged from 81 ha to 125 ha).
442 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 30. The Ministry of the Environment
also has an on-going "Clean Rivers Education Programme" that educates pupils on the
clean up of the Singapore River and the rivers connected to the Kallang Basin and
stresses the need to keep Singapore's waterways clean and pollution free. See id.
443 See NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE, supra note 223, at 37-38.
4 " Id. at 36.
441 See id. at 37.
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an environmentally conscious, responsible and pro-active population."9
This goal complements other goals including maintaining a clean and
healthy environment with a high standard of public health.45°
To achieve this commendable goal, the Ministry of the
Environment must take bold steps. Interviews with a representative cross-
study of Singaporeans provide persuasive evidence that Singaporeans do
not have a keen awareness of environmental pollution issues.4 ' For
example, although the majority of both professionals and students were
aware that Singapore has pollution laws, only twenty percent of each
group knew when the Singaporean government first became active in
regulating pollution. Furthermore, only fifty-five percent of the
professionals and forty percent of the students knew about the golf course
to be built near Upper Peirce Reservoir, and only sixty-five percent of the
professionals and thirty percent of the students knew about the related and
on-going debate about environmental impact legislation for Singapore." 2
A marked difference existed between the two groups regarding
their willingness to take action to control pollution. For example, when
asked about volunteering to help clean up oil on the beach from an oil
spill, only fifty-five percent of the professionals were willing to volunteer
if they had the time, while ninety-five percent of the students said that they
would volunteer.
Another hypothetical required that the interviewee assume he or
she owned a car, and that the government was working to control air
449 See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 3.
450 See id.
451 The author conducted a series of informal interviews with various Singaporeans
during October 1995. Two sets (twenty people in each set) of individuals were
interviewed: (1) professionals; and (2) polytechnic students from Ngee Ann Polytechnic
and Singapore Polytechnic. The interviewees were asked a range of questions about
environmental pollution issues to gauge their knowledge and awareness about pollution
law and issues in Singapore. Interviewees also were asked a series of questions to
determine their views on environmental issues.
A different recent survey sought to measure the level of environmental
awareness and consciousness of Singaporean school children, focusing on students at
secondary schools, junior colleges and pre-university centres, and the National University
of Singapore. See Victor R. Savage & Sharon Lau, Green Issues: Official Policies and
Student Awareness, in ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN DEVELOPMENT & CONSERVATION 13
(Clive Briffett & Sim Loo Lee eds., 1993). Among other things, the survey found that
Singaporean "students are not aware of environmental disasters that have taken place
around the world" but that despite "the low awareness of global environmental
knowledge, students certainly displayed a better awareness of local environmental
issues." Id. at 22-24. The survey also found that students demonstrated greater
commitment to passive or indirect action to protect the environment. See id.
452 See Tookey interviews, supra note 451.
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pollution from cars. The results showed that only sixty percent of the
professionals were willing to car pool while ninety-five percent of the
students were willing to car pool; seventy percent of the professionals
interviewed would restrict car use to the weekend and take a bus or the
mass-rapid transit system to work, while eighty-five percent of the
students would do so; only sixty percent of the professionals would be
willing to walk if the distance was less than ten minutes while 100% of
students said they would walk.453 A heartening result of these interviews
is that they indicate that younger Singaporeans appear committed to the
environment and appear willing to take steps to minimize pollution.454
When asked if they believed as an individual citizen in Singapore
they could make a difference in minimizing pollution, only fifty-five
percent of the professionals and forty-five percent of the students
answered yes. One reason for such comments may be the way the
Ministry of the Environment has approached issues of environmental
pollution in the past. Only recently has the Ministry of the Environment
actively worked with the public to show them that caring for the
environment is in their own best interests.455 As a recent Business
International Asia publication commented:
Singaporeans have been brought up to believe in economic
growth and a comfortable standard of living-and are
correspondingly hearty consumers. To date, harsh laws
against activities such as littering have emphasized
453 The students' responses may be due to the fact that they are more accustomed than
professionals to using these forms of transportation.
One story which provides contrary evidence to these findings involves Pulau Ubin, a
small island off the northern shore of Singapore, situated halfway between Singapore and
Malaysia. The island is part of the Republic of Singapore, and Singaporeans often travel
to the island on the weekend for outdoor recreation activities. Unfortunately, Pulau Ubin
is becoming increasingly covered with litter. See Julie Kee, Ubin Holiday-makers Put
Up With Dirt to Enjoy Island's Calm, THE STRAITS TIMES, June 13, 1995, at 16. A year-
long observation by the Singapore National Youth Achievement Award Council found
that the "biggest litter bugs on Pulau Ubin are picnicking teenagers and informal groups
of students who go to the island for trekking and other outdoor activities." Leong Ching
Ching, Ubin Mess Fault of Picnickers and Informal Student Groups, THE STRAITs TIMES,
June 7, 1995, at 17.
455 See Chua Kok Swee, Public Information and Education Programme in Singapore(Asia Pacific Regional Workshop on Waste Minimisation & Recycling, Singapore, May
19-22 1992). It was not until February 1992 that a "new public education department
was formed [within the Ministry of the Environment] to carry out [the] mission" of
nurturing "an environmentally conscious, responsible and well [informed] population."
Id.
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compulsory submission, rather than voluntary action. The
government now recognizes that it must try to win the
hearts of its people, which in practice will mean adopting a
softer line in educational campaigns.456
Furthermore, the publication also noted that part of the public's
apathy towards environmental issues "must be laid at the door of a
government that has educated people to believe the authorities will take
care of public policy."4"
Thus, what appears to be lacking is a public sense of
connectedness to the environment, as well as a realization that
environmental pollution can and will affect everyone's life. The average
Singaporean does not seem to feel involved with or affected by issues of
environmental pollution. People seem to lack the sense of social
responsibility that the Ministry of the Environment is seeking to instill in
Singaporeans.45
Although the interviews were limited to private citizens, it seems
probable that some individuals in government positions, for example
police officers and ministry personnel may also lack knowledge about
environmental issues. These individuals are an important link in ensuring
that environmental pollution is kept to a minimum in Singapore, as a
police officer could be the first to be aware of violations of the Clean Air
Act or Poisons Act. Thus, it is imperative that environmental education
456 See ALLEN, supra note 412, at 265.
457 Id. Or, as one local commentator stated in reference to littering: "Singapore's clean
city reputation is much undeserved, earned on the backs of the hordes of efficient
cleaners who descend on the streets and neighbourhoods every day picking up after
litterbugs, rather than a civic-conscious population." Dominic Nathan, Anti-litter Call
Fitting for Clean and Green Week, THE STRAITs TIMEs, Nov. 6, 1995, at 5. Another
Singaporean commentator advocated that the government discontinue collecting litter for
a period to impress upon citizens that littering is a serious problem. See Tan Sai Siong,
Littering: Let the People Taste the Bitter Pill, Don't Clean Streets, THE STRAITS TIMES,
Nov. 11, 1995, at37.
458 See NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE, supra note 223, at 36-37.
The report discussed Singapore's attempts to instill a "sense of social responsibility in
[its] children, [so] they will go home and communicate what they have learned to their
less well-informed and less educated parents." Id.
A hopeful note is indicated by an August 1995 survey in the Far Eastern
Economic Review. The survey involved executives from all over Asia, and in one part,
Singaporean executives were asked the following question: "I would ignore pollution
laws if it gave me an important competitive advantage." Less than 10% of those
surveyed answered this question in the affimative. See Nury Vittachi, Asian Business
Values: Second of a Three-part Series, FARE. ECON. REV., Aug. 10, 1995.
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efforts also be extended to all those in government service who could
conceivably be confronted with instances of environmental pollution so
that they can respond appropriately.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
This part lists recommendations to improve the current
environmental system of pollution laws and policies in Singapore. These
recommendations are the result of the earlier analysis regarding
Singapore's environmental laws and policies and where appropriate these
recommendations look to the United States for suggestions to eliminate
specific weaknesses.
A. Umbrella Environmental Agency/Law
One way to eliminate the weaknesses that arise from having too
many ministries and statutory boards involved in environmental matters is
to consolidate the functions of these various bodies through an umbrella
agency that handles environmental issues exclusively. Thus, one possible
remedy for Singapore's present environmental enforcement problems is to
enact legislation that consolidates the various environmental laws, thereby
eliminating overlapping jurisdictions between ministries and coordinating
the government's environmental efforts.
It appears that the Singapore Parliament may eventually adopt the
latter of these two alternatives. The Singapore Attorney-General's
chambers is considering an umbrella environmental law that may be called
the "Environmental Policy and Management Act" which is purported to
consolidate all of Singapore's present laws on pollution and public health
into a single comprehensive law.459 In 1994, it was reported that this
proposed bill would come before Parliament by 1996, but this has yet to
occur.46° If the law is enacted, it will likely combine such laws as the
Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act, the Clean Air Act, the
Environmental Public Health Act and the Poisons Act.
Not much is known about the proposed law except the little that
has appeared in newspapers and the oblique references made by a few
Ministry of the Environment officials.46' The proposed law may
459 See Umbrella Environmental Law Drafted, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 19, 1994, at 25.
460 See id. A Westlaw search of the Straits Times (Singapore) database on April 15, 1999
using "environmental law" as a search term revealed nothing to indicate that Singapore's
Parliament had enacted this legislation.
461 See, e.g., Factories Will Need Only Single License to Start Operating, THE STRAITS
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eventually be referred to a Select Committee of Parliament at which time
the public may offer comments about the law.462 As a result of the lack
transparency in the legislative process, it remains unclear how far-reaching
the proposed Environmental Policy and Management Act may be if it is
indeed passed by the Singapore Parliament. For example, will this new
act incorporate all pollution and conservation laws, or maybe even allow
citizens' suits (like some major federal environmental statutes in the
United States) for environmental violations? What about creating an
umbrella environmental agency? It is too early to tell, but hopefully the
proposed act will streamline Singapore's various environmental laws and
the administrative mechanisms which oversee and administer these laws.463
Koh Kheng Lian, a professor at the National University of
Singapore, recommends a coordinating body which is "independent of the
government that could participate in the decision-making process
regarding the conservation of the environment." '  Professor Koh argues
that the value of the independent coordinating body is that it ensures an
"integrated and consistent approach" to environmental matters. 465
Creating an umbrella environmental agency, in addition to an umbrella
environmental law, could foster such an approach to environmental
matters. Towards this end, Professor Koh suggests a central database
containing all relevant information so that, for example, "an
environmental impact assessment can be made. ''1 6
TIMES, Nov. 13, 1994, at 24., Presently, a factory operator requires several different
permits or licenses to show that his operations meet environmental regulations for air,
water, hazardous and toxic waste substances. See id. Mr. Mah Bow Tan, Environment
and Communications Minister, stated that the new umbrella law will allow the Ministry
of the Environment "'to issue just one license and one permit for a factory operation ....
[s]o it is a much neater arrangement and, hopefully, a more efficient one."' Id.
462 In Singapore, a proposed bill is often referred to a Select Committee of the Parliament,
and the Clerk of the Parliament invites the public to comment on the bill. Then these
individuals may be invited to appear before the Select Committee and give evidence in
support or supplementing their written representations. See Standing Orders of the
Parliament of Singapore, S.O. 76, Feb. 1992. See also Kevin Tan Yew Lee, Parliament
and the Making of Law in Singapore, in THE SINGAPORE LEGAL SYSTEM 35, 54-60
(Walter Woon ed., 1989) (explaining the making of law in Singapore); HELENA H.M.
CHAN, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SINGAPORE LEGAL SYSTEM 44-48 (1986) (discussing
Singapore's legislative process).
463 As local commentators have stated, "[i]t is hoped that in addition to rationalizing
existing law, provisions like requiring environmental impact assessments, public
notification and participation, the 'polluter-pays' principle would feature prominently."
Foo Kim Boon, supra note 378, at 91-92.
464Koh Kheng Lian, supra note 306, at 193-94 (emphasis in original).
465 Id. at 194.
466Id. at 193.
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In the hypotheticals posited earlier,467 if a single umbrella agency
coordinates the environmental efforts of the various government bodies,
then the environmental problems posited in both cases could be dealt with
effectively and rapidly. Likewise, an umbrella environmental law which
streamlines the government's environmental laws could also expedite the
response to such environmental problems. Regarding the industrial air
pollution in Jurong and the birds at the Sungei Buloh Bird Sanctuary, both
the violations of the Clean Air Act and the safety of the birds could be
dealt with concurrently.468 Regarding the oil spill, the umbrella agency
could insure a prompt cleanup of the oil spill as well as ensure that any
damage to marine life was dealt with effectively, and that the public is
notified of any danger.469
Such an umbrella agency could centralize the administration of the
environmental acts and ensure that government action taken against
polluters is done in the most effective manner possible. In this way,
pollution problems are dealt with by unified governmental action, not by
the uncoordinated actions of various governmental ministries and
agencies, each acting independently and separately.
A new umbrella agency in Singapore also makes sense from a
compliance standpoint. If one umbrella agency administers the laws, then
individuals and corporations will know precisely where to go if they have
any questions or concerns about the environmental laws. Furthermore,
one-stop shopping would make licenses or permits less cumbersome to
obtain. In other words, people will be more likely to understand what the
law requires of them, as well as where to go for answers to any questions
they might have about what is required under Singaporean law.47 This
administrative simplicity would go a long way towards ensuring
compliance with these laws.47'
A practical result of either an umbrella environmental law or a
single environmental agency is that the government may realize
administrative savings because fewer people will be involved in the law's
administrative machinery. First, fewer inspectors may be needed. For
example, the inspectors who monitor water pollution compliance may also
check for air pollution standards. Second, fewer administrative costs
would also be incurred in the agency itself, as fewer people would be
entrusted with monitoring compliance with the various environmental
467 See supra notes 357 through 363 and accompanying text.
468 See id.
469 See id.
470 See Foo Kim Boon, supra note 337, at 37-38.
471 See id. at 37.
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laws.472
For an umbrella environmental law to effectively incorporate these
savings some specific provisions will be crucial. For example, the
umbrella law should discuss how the various laws have been integrated
and which government agency has authority under the new law's various
provisions. This umbrella law should describe how the various acts will
complement one another. Furthermore, the new act should also define and
enumerate enforcement responsibilities, as well as specific penalties and
how they may be compounded for multiple violations.
Likewise, if an umbrella environmental agency is established
which is responsible for administering the separate acts, it would be
beneficial and cost-effective to appoint liaisons between the different
departments who would coordinate actions and integrate the various
activities of the umbrella environmental organization. Professor Koh's
idea of the central database473 is an excellent one because it would allow
the various departments of the umbrella organization to share information
and to react quickly if an environmental incident concerns more than one
department. For example, if there was an oil spill threatening ocean
waters and marine life, then the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore,
the Primary Production Department, and the Land Office could be notified
simultaneously. 74
472 Under the current system, inspectors from the Pollution Control Department do
interact with inspectors from other departments, such as the Drainage Department and
Sewerage Department, as and when necessary. In addition, inspectors receive specialized
training to deal with specific acts, such as the Clear Air Act or the Water Pollution
Control and Drainage Act, and most inspectors do not deal merely with one act. See
Interview with Enforcement Officer from Pollution Control Department, Ministry of the
Environment, in Singapore (Nov. 9, 1995) (on file with author). Nevertheless,
inspections are not always performed on an integrated basis, where all relevant
environmental laws are concurrently considered.
473 See Koh Kheng Lian, supra note 306, at 193.
474 In fact, on July 6, 1995 an oil barge and a cargo freighter collided just off Singapore's
southern coast. See Oil Slick at East Coast After Vessels Collide, THE STRAITS TIMES,
June 7, 1995, at 1. Clean-up vessels from the Port of Singapore Authority were able to
contain the spill, but not before about six kilometers of Singapore's southern beach were
hit by an oil slick, as were rock bunds at Marina South and the beach near the Marina
East reclaimed land. See East Coast Beach Hit by Oil Slick, THE STRAITS TIMES, June 8,
1995, at 26; see also, Dominic Nathan, Top Standards and Equipment Minimise Damage
From Oil Spills, THE STRAITS TIMES, June 9, 1995, at 19 (discussing PSA ability to fight
oil spills). Thus this example, a hypothetical when this section of the thesis was outlined,
subsequently became a reality.
On August 25, 1995, fifty tons of oil leaked from a pipeline at the Singapore
Refining Company's (SRC) Pulau Merlimau facility. See Dominic Nathan, 50-tonne Oil
Leak From Refinery Finds its Way to Sentosa Beach, THE STRAITS TIMES, Aug. 26, 1995,
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Thus, for Singapore to develop a more effective environmental
program it must enact an umbrella law with clear mandates, specific
jurisdictions and other unambiguous guidelines, or create an umbrella
environmental agency and ensure that the various departments cooperate
and communicate with one another and share information at all levels. 475
Establishing a central database as well as appointing liaison officers
between the various departments at the umbrella agency will go far to
ensure that such goals are met.
B. EA Legislation
Singapore should pass legislation requiring that an environmental
impact assessment be performed for all major actions that may affect the
environment. As the present Singaporean Prime Minister stated in 1990,
at 31. In addition to polluting the beach at Sentosa (a small eco-tourist island off
Singapore's south shore) traces of treated oil were spotted off Pasir Panjang, close to
Labrador Beach--one of Singapore's richest sources of marine wildlife, so booms were
laid to prevent any oil reaching the beach. See id.
SRC was responsible for a second oil spill on August 31, 1995, when ten tons of
oil leaked from a crack in the bottom of a storage tank. See Dominic Nathan, Refinery
May be Sued Over Oil Spills into Sea, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 19, 1995, at 3. The
Ministry of the Environment planned to prosecute SRC under the Prevention of Pollution
of the Sea Act and the Trade Effluent Regulations for the two spills. See Dominic
Nathan, Refinery Faces Fines of Up to $500,000 for Oil Spills, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept.
25, 1995, at 3. For the two oil spills, SRC was fined S$6,000 under the Trade Effluents
Regulations. See Oil Spills Off Pulau Merlimau-Refinery Fined $6,000 on Two
Charges, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 28, 1995, at 29. In addition, SRC was subsequently
fined S$150,000 under the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act. See Dominic Nathan,
Oil Refining Company Fined $150,000for Spill, THE STRAITS TIMES, Dec. 22, 1995, at 1.
Another oil spill occurred on August 16, 1996, when oil leaked from a ship
anchored south-west of Singapore, outside the port limits and polluted Sentosa Island as
well as several of Singapore's southern islands. See David Miller, Sentosa Oil Slick: Big
Clean-Up Goes On, THE STRAITS TIMES, Aug. 17, 1996, at 19.
475 Or, as the World Commission on Environment and Development argued:
The integrated and interdependent nature of the new challenges and
issues contrasts sharply with the nature of the institutions that exist
today. These institutions tend to be independent, fragmented, and
working to relatively narrow mandates with closed decisions processes.
Those responsible for managing natural resources and protecting the
environment are institutionally separated from those responsible for
managing the economy. The real world of interlocked economic and
ecological systems will not change; the policies and institutions
concerned must.
WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT, OUR COMMON FUTURE 310
(1987) [hereinafter OUR COMMON FUTURE].
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Singapore needs to take "'a total approach towards the environment"' and
EIA legislation can be a part of such a forward-looking approach.476
1. EIA Legislation Modeled on the United States 'NEPA
In 1969, the United States Congress enacted the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which established the environmental
impact assessment.477 Section 4332 of NEPA contains the EIA provision,
stating that every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation
and other major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment shall include a detailed statement dealing with
environmental impacts.478
The approach adopted in NEPA to determine whether or not to
perform an EIA is known as the threshold approach.479 The threshold
approach requires that an EIA be conducted when a certain standard is
met.8 Under NEPA, EJAs must be made for actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment.481' Two other approaches
are the listing of activities approach, which lists certain types of projects
for which an EIA must be performed, and the sensitive area criterion
which implies a "predetermined valuation" for a given area in relation to
defined impacts. 82
476 Zuraidah Ibrahim, Total Approach to Environment Needed, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov.
5, 1990, at 1. Towards this end, Workgroup 2, which dealt with Environmental
Technology, and made recommendations to the Ministry of the Environment for the
second Singapore Green Plan, stated that Singapore "can promote [consultancy services]
for projects such as Environmental Impact Assessments [EIAs]." MINISTRY OF THE
ENV'T, THE SINGAPORE GREEN PLAN-WORKGROUP 2, Environmental Technology 10
(Singapore, Feb. 1993) (on file with author). See also Environment: 'Think Global, Act
Local', THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 29, 1995, at 22 (Statement of Dr. Leo Tan, Director of
National Institute of Education and Dean of Science at Nanyang Technological
University that Singaporeans "need to think global and act local.").
477 National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. § 4321 (1994).
478 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C). The detailed statement must include a discussion of: (1) the
environmental impact of the proposed action; (2) any adverse environmental effects
which cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented; (3) alternatives to the
proposed action; (4) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity; and (5) any irreversible
and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed
action should it be implemented. See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C)(i)-(v).
479 See Foo Kim Boon, supra note 337, at 38 (describing the three main approaches to
decide whether or not to perform an EIA).
480 See id.
481 See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C) (1994).
482 See Foo Kim Boon, supra note 337, at 38.
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NEPA also requires the United States government to study,
develop and describe appropriate alternatives to proposals' recommended
courses of action if they involve unresolved conflicts concerning
alternative uses of available resources.483 In addition, NEPA directs the
federal government to recognize the worldwide and long-range character
of environmental problems and when appropriate, to lend support to
initiatives, resolutions and programs designed to maximize international
cooperation in preventing a decline in the quality of mankind's world
environment.484 Finally, the United States government is committed,
through NEPA, to assisting states, counties, municipalities, institutions
and individuals with the advice and information necessary to restore,
maintain and enhance the quality of the environment.485
2. Pros and Cons of EIA Legislation
EIA legislation is not without its detractors in Singapore, the
United States and elsewhere. Most of the criticisms involve objections
about the cost of the EIAs and delays in development.486 Regarding the
delay argument this criticism most likely comes from the perception that
EIAs are [a] representation of the struggle between the champions of the
physical environment and the leaders of economic development.4"7
Regarding the cost argument, the average costs of preparing EIAs
is "between 0.5 and 1.0% of the proposed construction costs." '488 While
483 See 42 U.S.C. § 43-32(E) (1988).
484 See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(F).
485 See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(G). Another consideration involves the parameters of this EIA
legislation. NEPA speaks of proposals for legislation and other major federal actions.
See 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C).
Along these lines, the Economic Commission for Europe advocates ELAs not
only for projects, but for all policies, plans and programmes in order to anticipate and
highlight potential environmental problems, prevent delays, assist in long-term planning
and prevent or simplify litigation. See ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (UNITED
NATIONS) APPLICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT PRINCIPLES TO
POLICIES, PLANS AND PROGRAMMES at 7, U.N. Doc. ECE/ENVWA/27 (1992). See also
OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 475, at 222 (discussing broader environmental
assessments and their application to policies and programs, especially major
macroeconomic, finance, and sectoral policies that induce significant impacts on the
environment).
486 See Clive Briffett & Malone-Lee Lai Cnoo, The Case for Environmental Impact
Assessments in Singapore in INFRASTRUCTURE: IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT AND
ENVIRONMENT, 1992 CONVENTION OF THE INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS, 5-6 (Singapore,
May 28-30, 1992) [hereinafter 1992 INFRASTRUCTURE CONVENTION].487 See id. at 5.
488 Id.
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this cost may be considered significant, for major international projects the
savings obtained through enhanced cost effectiveness can recoup such
expenses, as it is possible to incur unexpected costs through a lack of
environmental planning due to changes that occur during construction and
which might be avoided if an EIA were conducted.489
Other major criticisms are that EIAs create needless paperwork
with little merit, that environmental fanatics use the EIA to improperly
stop projects which may be economically justifiable, and that they are no
more than monuments in the statute books and that no infrastructure exists
to realize the objectives of the legislation.4" Furthermore, detractors state
that EIA legislation often leads to endless litigation, and that the
requirements mandated under the EIA legislation can be cumbersome,
voluminous and obtuse.49' Other common objections are that EIAs are
speculative, that there is often no follow-up after an EIA is performed, and
that EIAs are difficult to implement.
On the other hand, advocates of EIAs may point out many benefits
that result from such legislation.492  For example, advocates claim that
489 See id. The authors note that many international funding agencies now requires ElAs
to be prepared for large projects. See id. For example, the Asian Development Bank
requires environmental assessment requirements for projects it funds. See OFFICE OF THE
ENv'T, ASIAN DEV. BANK, ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCEDURES OF THE ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 2 (1993).
See generally OFFICE OF THE ENv'T, ASIAN DEV. BANK, ENVIRONMENTAL LOAN
COVENANTS: PRINCIPLES, CHECKLISTS, AND SAMPLES (1993) (discussing use of
environmental loan covenants in Asian Development Bank loan agreements); ENV'T
DEP'T, THE WORLD BANK, ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT SOURCEBOOK: POLICIES,
PROCEDURES, AND CROSS-SECTORAL ISSUES 1, Tech. Paper No. 139 (1991) (providing
information to enable parties to conduct environmental assessment when required by
World Bank).
The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
also publishes EIA guidelines. See, e.g., ECONOMICS AND SOCIAL COMMISSION FOR ASIA
AND THE PACIFIC, UNITED NATIONS, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT:
GUIDELINES FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT SERIES(1990); ECONOMICS AND SOCIAL COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE PACIFIC, UNITED
NATIONS, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT: GUIDELINES FOR WATER RESOURCES:
ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT SERIES (1990).
Consider also the United Nations Convention on Environmental Impact
Assessment, requiring environmental impact assessment for activities that may have a
significant adverse transboundary impact. See United Nations Convention on
Environmental Impact Assessment, Art. 2(3), Feb. 25, 1991, 30 I.L.M. 804.490 See Foo Kim Boon, supra note 337, at 41.491 See id.
492 See INFRASTRUCTURE CONVENTION, supra note 486, at 3 (pointing out that EIAs: (1)
minimize alternation that result in drastic and/or long-term harmful effects both to nature
and man; (2) promote a balanced and/or natural theme between population growth,
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ElAs work towards ensuring that the environment is protected for the
present as well as future generations and EIAs require an inter-disciplinary
approach to the environment that brings together experts from many
disciplines, such as biology, hydrology, law, and landscape planning.493
Furthermore, EIAs may create new business opportunities as prospective
developers are required to give candid disclosures.494  Finally, EIAs
involve citizens and this involvement is a boost to popular democracy. 49s
3. Some Noteworthy Considerations for EIA Legislation
It is important to remember that EIAs are not an end in themselves
nor are they a panacea to solve all of Singapore's environmental ills: they
are simply another tool for environmental management. 496 The passage of
EIA legislation is, however, an important step towards Singapore's
realization that it has entered a maturity phase and no longer has to be so
concerned about economic development, and must now safeguard the
place where the economic development has occurred.497
In the debate that will inevitably occur if EIA legislation is
considered, some issues to consider include what projects are subject to
the EIA legislation, what the EIA requires, who will bear the cost of the
EIA, how to educate individuals about EIAs, and how to establish a
mechanism, such as a centralized database, to provide the necessary
information to prepare an EIA.498
As Professor Koh notes, such problems are not insurmountable as
economic development and protection of our environment; (3) establish a sensitivity
towards the carrying capacity of ecosystems; (4) encourage and promote "design with
nature" rather than design without nature; and (5) prolong the availability and use of
resources rather than contributing to their exhaustion); Clive Briffett, Environmental
Management-Prospects For Singapore and the Southeast Asia Region, in
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES INDEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION, supra note 337, at 3, 7.493 See Foo Kim Boon, supra note 337, at 40.
494 See id. at 40-41.495 See id. at 41.
496 See id.
497 Prime Minister Goh has stated that:
the last 25 years had been the 'growing-up years', and, like the trees
planted on previous tree-planting days... Singapore has now matured.
'We are now entering the next stage. We are no longer worried as to
whether the sapling will grow. We are concerned with its flowering.
Our social behavior now must reflect this flowering.
Zuraidah Ibrahim, Total Approach to Environment Needed, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 5,
1990, at 1.
498 See Koh Kheng Lian, supra note 306, at 185-86.
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Singapore "has a strong legal infrastructure and can accommodate the
legal aspects of EIAs [and it] also has a sophisticated governmental set-up
which can co-ordinate various agencies to deal with environmental
impact."4 ' The forward-looking EIA legislation of the United States
provides a good model for EIA legislation in Singapore.
C. Increased Recycling
Singapore may do much more in the way of recycling, both in the
public and private sector. The government can work to ensure that
recycling is an easily available option for citizens at HDB flats and landed
estates, as well as the diverse businesses in the private sector. Education
will play a key part in such a campaign, or as one author has stated:
[G]overnments can only act effectively if they carry their
people with them, and people are notoriously obstinate
when their view of what action is needed differs from that
499 Id. at 186. The EIA issue has been debated in Singapore. See Clive Briffett, EIA a
Necessity at Planning Level, THE STRAITS TIMES, Apr. 20, 1996, at 38 (arguing EIA is
indispensable planning tool); Billy Chew, No Need for Laws on Environmental Impact
Checks, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 27, 1996, at 29 (discussing Singaporean government's
position that EIA legislation is unnecessary); Dr. Ho Hua Chew, Assessments Still Vital
for Projects Affecting Nature Areas, THE STRAITS TIMES, Apr. 20, 1996, at 38
(advocating EIAs for projects affecting Singapore's nature areas); Koh Kheng Lian &
Lye Lin Heng, Environmental Impact Laws Can Only Benefit all Singaporeans, THE
STRAITS TIMES, Apr. 8, 1994 (discussing the need for the adoption of EIA legislation in
Singapore); Euston Quah, Environmental Impact Laws Not Needed Yet, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Apr. 10, 1996, at 30 (discussing the existing checks of environment
management); Koh Kheng Lian, et al., Legislation Would Help Environmental Impact
Checks, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 18, 1996, at 34 (noting that Singapore is a signatory to
the ASEAN Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (1985),
which calls for environmental impact assessments, and that to develop consultancy
services for projects such as ETAs as recommended by the Singapore Green Plan,
WorkGroup 2 it seems logical to have a well-drafted EIA legislation with published
records of all EIAs conducted.); Douglas L. Tookey, EIAs Needed Only for Big Jobs
Affecting Nature-Rich Areas, THE STRAITS TIMES, Apr. 15, 1996, at 30 (discussing EIAs
for major projects in Singapore).
Singapore also has the talents of the members of The Nature Society should it
decide to require EIAs. This group could help set up the central database with
information to be considered in EIAs. For example, The Nature Society's excellent
Master Plan for The Conservation of Nature in Singapore, which includes a wealth of
information about plant, bird, mammal, freshwater and marine life in Singapore, belies
any contention that such information cannot be collected. See SINGAPORE BRANCH,
MALAYAN NATURE SOCIETY, MASTER PLAN FOR THE CONSERVATION OF NATURE IN
SINGAPORE (1990).
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of their rulers. The key to the future is to know how to
inform people and develop their understanding of the
environment so that they willingly take the actions that are
required. This information has to be tuned to the varied
starting-points of many diverse individuals."°
Such is the task for the Singaporean government, and although not
an Aegean one, it is a task that will require much effort."'
1. Recycling by the Public
The public in Singapore can actively begin recycling, and to do so
the government must make recycling available and feasible for citizens.
The Singaporean government has stated that it wants to extend its
recycling program as public consciousness of the needs grows in the
future. 502
To do so, the government must achieve two tasks. As
demonstrated from recycling endeavors in the United States, the first task
is to show the public: (1) the economic advantages that come from
recycling because of reduced disposal costs, both to them as individuals
and to the larger society; and (2) that recycling is good for the
environment, i.e., that daily recycling helps solve environmental problems
by reducing waste.50 3 This task can be achieved by the educational and
awareness campaigns discussed in Part IV.D of this article.
The second task is to provide the opportunity for people to
recycle.504 These opportunities include a workable recycling program in
500 Martin Holdgate, Changes in Perception, in SUSTAINING EARTH: RESPONSE TO THE
ENVIRONMENTAL THREAT 79, 79-80 (D.J.R. Angell et al. eds., 1990).
so' See OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 475, at 254-55 (noting that the disposal of solid
waste has become a major problem). In addition to the increasing amounts of solid
waste, hazardous waste also is a concern. See id. at 227 (discussing hazardous
management and noting that the overriding policy objective must be to reduce the amount
of waste generated and to transform an increasing amount into resources for use and
reuse). See also Cut Down on Production of Rubbish: Rear-Adm Teo, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Apr. 15, 1996, at 22 (discussing problems faced by Singapore if increase in refuse
was not slowed).502 See NATIONAL REPORT FOR THE 1992 U.N. CONFERENCE, supra note 223, at 60. See
also MINISTRY OF THE ENV'T, THE SINGAPORE GREEN PLAN, WORKGROUP 2,
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 12 (1992) (noting that countries worldwide are
embarking on recycling programmes to conserve the environment).
503 See ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, RECYCLING AND INCINERATION: EVALUATING
THE CHOICES 10-11 (Richard A. Denison & John Ruston eds., 1990).
5 4 See id.
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all the government HDB housing, as well as curbside pickup of recyclable
materials for those living on landed estates. If curbside pickup is not
available for landed estates, then neighborhood collection-centers for
recyclables, located at neighborhoods markets, should be considered. To
increase the likelihood of successful recycling efforts in HDB housing, the
government can make efforts to involve local residents, for example, by
appointing someone in each of the Town Councils to be the neighborhood
director of recycling, or the government could encourage a non-
governmental organization to assume this task.5
Two examples of successful recycling programs in large cities in
the United States may serve as examples for Singapore. In St. Paul,
Minnesota, the city coordinates a recycling program which provides
recycling services for those in multi-tenant buildings. 6 Each tenant of
every landlord who participates in the program pays a fee which funds the
program. A landlord signs up with the city, who contracts with the St.
Paul Neighborhood Energy Consortium which in turn sub-contracts with
Super-Cycle, a recycling collection firm. Super-Cycle collects the
newspaper, cardboard, metals, glass and magazines which the residents
put in separate bins.0 7 The driver uses a tracking form to record amounts
collected, while the landlord signs an agreement agreeing to fulfill his
responsibilities, such as making containers accessible to the contractor."8
Likewise, in New York City, with its large number of apartments,
the city has begun offering both containerized pick-up of recyclables,
where residents deposit paper, magazines, metals, glass and plastic into
large containers, or if there is not sufficient space, curbside pickup of
505 Ample literature exists to guide these neighborhood movements, and much of it based
on successful recycling experiences in the United States. See, e.g., THE EARTH WORKS
GROUP, THE RECYCLER'S HANDBOOK (1990) (including information on recycling basics,
getting started recycling, information on recyclables, and how to start an office recycling
program, a school recycling program, an apartment building recycling program); GALE
RESEARCH, INC., RESOURCE RECYCLING, INC., THE RECYCLER'S DIRECTORY (1994)
(directory of recycling resources in the United States); RECYCLING SOURCEBOOK
(Thomas J. Cichonski & Karen Hill eds., 1993) (variety of essays on current recycling
trends and practices in the United States); INSTITUTE OF REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT,
RECYCLING: SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
(1993) (discussing recycling programs, as well as training and promotion strategies, for
commercial and residential properties in the United States, and providing a list of national
and recycling resource organizations).
506 See Jennifer Hyde, Multifamily Communities, Multiple Approaches, in RECYCLING
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recyclables.5" New York has a recycling law, effective July 1989,
requiring landlords to allow space to facilitate collection for recycling and
to notify tenants of the program and ensure that the recyclables get to the
curb."' In both these examples, local governments have effectively
promoted recycling by the public.
2. Recycling by Businesses
The Singaporean government can actively encourage private
businesses to recycle wastes whenever possible."' This recycling effort
can include everything from recycling solid wastes, such as cans and
bottles in offices, to recycling liquid wastes such as plant wastewater and
spent motor oil. 1
The waste audit program, of the Waste Minimization Department
at the Ministry of the Environment,513 could be expanded to reach more
businesses."' The program is a worthy one because it assists
9 See id. at 144-45.
51o See id.
511 Section 28 of the Environmental Public Health Act gives the Commissioner of Public
Health the power to require the occupier of any work place to recycle or treat any
industrial waste found or produced in those premises at his own expense before it is
brought to any facility for disposal. See Environmental Public Health Act, Cap. 95, § 28,
Statutes of the Republic of Singapore, 1988 Rev. Ed. See also Environmental Public
Health (Amendment) Act 1995, § 28, G.N. No. 2/96.
512 The issue of recycling in the commercial and industrial sector is inextricably linked to
the issue of environmental technology. Efficient recycling in these sectors will not occur
to the fullest extent without the use of sound environmental technology. Thus, as
Singapore seeks to expand its recycling efforts it can increase the likelihood of success by
pursuing advanced environmental technology techniques in such areas as waste
monitoring techniques, industrial waste re-use/recycling techniques and waste
management. The Singaporean government is aware of the need for advanced
environmental technology. See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at
71-72.
513 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 31. Along these lines, in 1994 the
government established two waste minimization steering committees for shipyard and
hospital industries. See 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 33.
514 One local reporter wrote that environmental audits were offered by the Singapore
Institute of Standards and Industrial Research and ICI Asia Pacific Technology, but that
"only two out of 20 finms approached have signed up in the first 10 months of this
service." Dominic Nathan, Singapore Green but Far From Clean, THE STRAITS TIMES,
Nov. 11, 1994, at 7. The author noted that some "private companies fear having to
divulge information about their operations and the amount of waste produced and how it
is being handled and disposed of, even though the audit is completely confidential." Id.
Better progress has occurred in the government sector. The Maritime and Port
Authority of Singapore warehouses have been the subject of one of the Ministry's waste
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organizations and institutions generating large quantities of refuse by
conducting joint waste audits and then recommending measures to reduce
the output of waste. 5 ' The following examples illustrate how the program
operates in different situations. If the Waste Minimization Department
conducted a waste audit of a bank in the central district of Singapore, the
audit presumably would focus on how the bank could recycle its paper,
glass, and cans; a waste audit of an oil refinery would evaluate different
aspects of recycling, looking to see how liquid wastes produced at the
refinery might be recycled; a waste audit of a fast food restaurant would
center on minimizing the use of packaged materials, such as styrofoam
containers which end up in the waste stream, as well as encouraging the
business to use containers which could be recycled, and teaching the
owners how to compost organic solid waste."'
Another noteworthy idea is the creation of a waste exchange. A
waste exchange is an information service which matches producers of
waste with those who might be able to use the waste in either their
commercial or industrial processes."1 7 Thus, one business uses what
another company considers commercial or industrial waste. This type of
waste exchange diverts materials away from the waste stream.5 8
Another possible solution to the problem of commercial and
industrial waste is to set up new recycling companies in Singapore which
process this waste. Singapore already has some private companies who
provide recycling services, such as Chem-Solv Technologies Pte. Ltd.,
which recycles industrial wastes, and Pure Chemical Industries Pte. Ltd.,
which provides oil and solvent recovery services." 9 The government
could also solicit a private company to set up a plant to recycle used motor
vehicle batteries, as well as a large scale recycling scheme to collect and
recycle ferrous metals." Taking a positive step in such a direction,
audits, and now have new waste recycling schemes for cartons, wooden pallets, crates,
boxes and paper. See Recycling Cuts Wastes at PSA, THE STRAITS TIMES, June 28, 1996,
at 46.
515 See Wong Kan Por, Recycling Development in Singapore in ASIA PACIFIC REGIONAL
WORKSHOP ON WASTE MINIMISATION & RECYCLING 6 (Singapore, May 19-22, 1992).
516 Given Singapore's early recycling efforts, this scenario is plausible. See Tom Watson,
Singapore: Recycling in a Southeast Asia City-State, in RESOURCE RECYCLING, 102, 104
(1990).
517 See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 37.
518 See id.
519 See SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL COMPANIES, DIRECTORY (1995).
520 One example of this type of recycling in Singapore is a shipyard that has set up a plant
to recycle waste copper slag used in the blasting operation to clean the surface of ships.
See Dominic Nathan, More Factory Projects Approved as Firms Go Green, Cut Wastes,
THE STRAITS TIMES, Oct. 10, 1994, at 1.
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Singapore has opened up a recycling park, Sarimbun Recycling Park,
which has been set aside for recycling activities, including the recycling of
used tires. 2'
3. Incentives to Recycle
Such improvements in recycling are unlikely to occur unless
incentives exist. That is, individuals and businesses need to recognize that
recycling is for their own good as well as that of Singapore, and for them
to do so, the government should offer some incentives.
One incentive that is likely to promote recycling is a financial
incentive. For the industrial sector, such an incentive might take the form
of tax incentives and financial-assistance schemes to encourage private
entrepreneurs to set up recycling plants to convert wastes to secondary raw
materials.5" Tax credits could be extended to those companies which
employ the latest environmental technology for industrial and commercial
re-use and recycling techniques."2 On the other hand, tax penalties could
be levied against those companies who continue to use outdated
environmental technology. Similarly, legislation could be passed, perhaps
under the auspices of the Environmental and Public Health Act, requiring
that companies adopt certain standards of environmental technology by a
certain date. 4
The Singapore government could influence the public behavior
using financial incentives. For example, the Ministry of the Environment
could set up recycling centers, modeled on those in many communities in
521 See Lynn Seah, Recycling Park Delivers the Goods, THE STRAITS TIMES, July 25,
1996, at 4 (discussing recycling park where recycling efforts include recycling wood
waste and tyres, and composting prunings); Used Tyres Can be Recycled in New $JM
Plant Soon, THE STRAITS TIMES, July 5, 1996, at 53.
522 See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 37.523 In fact, as part of the budget for fiscal year 1996, the Singaporean government
announced tax incentives for water recycling plants (investment allowances for water-
recycling plants may be set off against chargeable income taxed at normal rate) and the
installation of pollution control equipment (all expenditure for this equipment enjoys
100% depreciation in the first year). See Singapore Must be Prepared for the Future,
THE STRAITS TIMES, Feb. 29, 1996 (Straits Times Budget 1996 Special), at VI-VII.
Singapore's President assented to incorporating tax incentives for energy-efficient
equipment and pollution control equipment into the Income Tax Act. See Income Tax
(Amendment No. 2) Act 1996, G.N. No. 28/96 (authorizing a 100% allowance in respect
of the capital expenditure for pollution control equipment and certified energy-efficient
equipment).
524 For example, the Clean Air Act from the United States requires new stationary sources
to meet certain standards for the emission of air pollutants. See 42 U.S.C. § 7411 (1994).
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the United States. By recycling, residents reduce the amount of garbage
for pickup, and they also avoid paying any excess garbage collection fees.
Similarly, making people pay for the amount of garbage they dispose of
above a certain amount, instead of merely charging them a flat rate
disposal fee, is another option.52
Another incentive the government could use involves using
consumer preferences for buying from environmentally conscious
companies, that is, consumers make choices about which products to buy
based on the industry's environmental performance record. Singapore's
525 Possibly taking a step in this direction, the Ministry of the Environment has increased
the flat rates for the removal of solid waste. See Rubbish Removal, Disposal to Cost
More From June 1, THE STRAITS TIMES, Apr. 14, 1995, at 26. It appears, however, that
more stringent measures may be needed, as solid waste disposal continues to increase.
One way is to charge an entire HDB block for the amount of rubbish collected at
the block, thereby using peer-pressure to reduce waste. Another option is making people
pay for the amount of garbage they dispose of above a certain amount. This option may
be difficult to implement in HDB flats where a common garbage chute is used, unless
these chutes are closed off and each household uses a separate container.
Along these lines, the polluter pays principles means that people pay for the
amount of solid waste they dispose of, so one who disposes of ten kilograms of waste a
day pays more than someone who disposes of two kilograms of waste a day. See
generally J. McLOUGHLIN & E.G. BELLINGER, ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL:
AN INTRODUCTION TO PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ADMINISTRATION 145-48 (1993)
(discussing polluter pays principle). See also Dawn Tan, Call to Reduce Waste or Pay
Higher Disposal Fees, THE STRAITS TIMES, July 13, 1995, at 40 (discussing Acting
Environment Minister Teo Chee Hean's statement that households and industries may
have to pay for rubbish collection and disposal based on the amount of waste they
generate if present rate of waste generation in Singapore does not abate); Govt Looking at
Ways to Peg Amount of Rubbish to Fees, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 19, 1996, at 21
(discussing methods proposed by the Minister of Environment charging HDB households
and landed estates based on amount of rubbish they throw away).
A workable approach for Singapore may be that employed in some U.S. cities,
where each landed estate is given a uniform garbage container for which they pay a
disposal fee each week. If they dispose of more garbage than will fit in this container,
then they pay more money. This approach could also work in HDB blocks, if the garbage
chutes are closed off and residents required to buy one type of "government-approved"
disposal bags. Thus, if they want to dispose of large amounts of garbage, they have to
buy more bags. People could carry the bags to a common disposal area, where peer-
pressure would ensure that garbage was only being disposed of in the approved bags.
The whole HDB block could be charged for waste not disposed of in these bags.
Once again though, if people are meant to reduce their solid waste, then one
program which will help them to do so is an efficient recycling program. See Dominic
Nathan, Garbage Collection to be Corporatised Within Year, THE SUNDAY TIMES
(SINGAPORE), Nov. 13, 1994, at 1 (discussing Ministry of the Environment Minister Mah
Bow Tan's comments that before a polluter pays principle is implemented for homes, a
workable recycling system must be put in place).
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recent green labeling scheme embodies this concept, and may be expanded
to provide consumers with information about more products that are
designed and manufactured in an environmentally friendly way.526 The
scheme also could be expanded to publicize product manufacturers who
have good environmental performance records. So rather than focusing on
negatives, the scheme could highlight positive information about the
companies' environmental activities in public medium (e.g., local
newspapers) to reward environmentally-friendly behavior. A similar
scheme could be applied to local businesses. In this way, consumers are
encouraged to make choices that benefit the environment, and once again
businesses are persuaded by market forces to adopt environmentally
responsible policies in their operations. 27
Finally, individuals and businesses must be reminded that they
have a duty to conserve and enhance the earth's resource base as part of
their moral obligation to other living beings and future generations."'
This point can be an integral component of Singapore's environmental
education and awareness campaigns.
D. Environmental Education/Awareness
Environmental training and education are important for Singapore,
and current efforts to educate the public as well as government personnel
can be enhanced. 29 Furthermore, an increase in the number and variety of
NGOs can also play an important role in providing opportunities and
resources for environmental education, thereby raising environmental
526 See GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra note 28, at 21. A green label is
imprinted on products determined to be environment-friendly.
527 See id.
528 See OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 475, at 57 (discussing the need to conserve and
enhance the earth's natural resource base).529 See Jim Dunlop Lessons from Environmental Education in Industrialized Countries, in
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: AN APPROACH TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 79, 92-94
(Hartmut Schneider et al. eds., Organization for Economic Co-Operation and
Development, 1993). Toward this end, the author lists five principles for sustainable
development to be incorporated into environmental education: (1) the need to take a long
rather than short-term perspective of development; (2) recognition that the management
and maintenance of resources is equally important as their utilization; (3) recognition of
the strong interdependence between economic activity and the natural environment; (4)
recognition that individuals and communities have the right and duty to influence the way
in which natural resources are utilized, developed and managed; and (5) promotion by a
variety of educational processes within and outside the formal educational system of
awareness and understanding of environmental issues. See id.
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awareness.
5 30
Few would argue that there is a need for increased environmental
education and environmental awareness. To curb future environmental
pollution and safeguard the environment from pollution, Singapore must
show its citizens that taking care of the environment is in their own best
interests. One commentator has stated that the aim of environmental
education is to change attitudes and behavior patterns and enable citizens
to act and react wisely in situations involving environmental quality.31 An
increase in environmental education and improved environmental
awareness can come about through a variety of efforts.
1. Environmental Education for the Public and Government Personnel
Environmental education should not be limited to schools, but
should also be extended outside traditional schools to individuals of all
ages and education levels.532 Furthermore, environmental education
should be directed towards the general public, as well as government
personnel."' This education process is a continuous task and should
become an integral part of all educational activities from kindergarten to
adult education.53
While Singapore has progressed in this area, it needs to do even
more. Too many Singaporeans have too little knowledge about
environmental matters. One of the laudatory aspects of the Singaporean
public environmental campaigns and educational programs are that they
sought to get the public's involvement and foster concern for the
environment, particularly their own environment. 35 In effect, these
campaigns complement the punitive measures set forth in legislation and
regulations.536 Long-term beneficial results occur when the public is
530 See id.
531 See Miriam Ben-Peretz, Environmental Education is Too Important to be Left in the
Hands of Teachers Alone, in ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: PRINCIPLES, METHODS, AND
APPLICATIONS 19, 19 (Trilochan S. Bakshi & Zev Naveh eds., 1980).
512 See id. at 19-20 (characterizing environmental education).
533 See id.
534 See id.
535 See Henry Ong Wah Kim, ASEAN Environmental Education and the Case of
Singapore, in ISSUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN ASEAN 127, 135 (Arum
Balasubramaniam ed., Regional Institute of Higher Education and Development,
Singapore, 1985) (discussing Singapore's early lack of community participation in public
health and cleansing campaigns).
536 See, e.g., supra notes 57 to 220 and accompanying text (setting forth penalties and
fines for non-compliance with Singpore's environmental management legislation). But
cf Kim, supra note 535 at 136 (discussing that the soft-sell approach on public
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educated about environmental issues and understands it is in its own best
interests to take care of Singapore."' Public education and participation
generates involvement and responsibility.3
If Singapore is to increase its efforts to educate the public as well
as government personnel about environmental pollution, it should take
advantage of newspaper, radio, television, seminars, public awareness
days, and organized campaigns. These efforts can be expanded beyond
their present target group of English-educated and English-speaking
Singaporeans and be re-directed towards all Singaporeans. For example,
the nature shows on television which are in English can be dubbed or
subtitled in Chinese, Malay and Tamil.539 This recommendation also
applies to the literature regarding environmental issues provided by the
government and NGOs.54 °
Another way to reach a larger audience of Singaporeans is to hold
environmental fairs in different neighborhoods around the island where
citizens are introduced to the basics of environmental pollution. Similarly,
educational forums about different environmental pollution issues present
an excellent atmosphere for citizens to learn, as they can ask questions and
participate in a situation that is unintimidating and conducive to learning.
At the same time, the government can hold similar seminars for its
environmental education could be tried before other more severe punitive measures
through legislation and regulations are introduced).
537 Or as one author has eloquently written:
Man participates in the world only in so far as he acts upon it.
Successful action demands knowledge as well as skills, but it also
requires the will to actually practice what is regarded as essential.
Also, in many cases, environmental action is fruitless unless it is
generally and consistently practiced. One chemical plant that checks
pollution, or one logger who checks excessive logging is not enough.
The holistic nature of environmental problems requires everyone to
cooperatively act in an environmentally sensitive and responsible
manner to provide effective environmental protection. Thus each
person must act locally in the global interest in order to achieve
environmental goals.
Arun Balasubramaniam, Ecodevelopment: Towards A Philosophy of Environmental
Education, in ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN ASEAN COUNTRIES 1, 71 (1984)
(Regional Institute of Higer Education and Development Symposium on Environmental
Education in ASEAN countries, Bogor, Indonesia, August 27-30, 1984).
531 See William S. W. Lim, Towards a Creative and Responsive Urban Environment, in
Focus ON ENVIRONMENT 40, 48 (Desmond P. Pereira ed., 1979).
539 See LYE LIN HENG, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW & ENFORCEMENT IN SINGAPORE 125
(1996) (advocating greater environmental education efforts for Singapore's non-English
speaking population).540 See id.
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employees who may encounter environmental pollution issues when they
carry out their assigned duties.
Finally, one way for the Singaporean government to articulate this
commitment to environmental education is by adopting legislation similar
to the U.S. National Environmental Education Act,54' which gave EPA the
responsibility for coordinating federal environmental education initiatives
and for providing leadership at a national level to the public and private
sectors. 42  This legislation established an Office of Environmental
Education at the EPA, an Environmental Education and Training Program,
and created environmental education grants.5 43
2. Environmental Education in the Schools
Singapore can make much progress towards an educated public
and civil service if it ensures that environmental issues are taught at all
school levels. Once again, some efforts are presently being made,5" but
these efforts can be expanded545 and should be, as young people believe
14' 20 U.S.C. § 5501 (1994).542 See Carol M. Browner, Why Environmental Education? 21 E.P.A.J. 6, 6 (1995).
543 See National Environmental Education Act, §§ 4-8, 20 U.S.C. §§ 5504-5507 (1994).
544 An example of one such effort includes the National University of Singapore, where in
September 1994 the law faculty added an Environmental Law course which focused on
international environmental agreements, ASEAN environmental declarations,
environmental law in Singapore, and emerging trends in environmental law. See
FACULTY OF LAW, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
1994/95 COURSE SYLLABUS (1994) [hereinafter ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SYLLABUS]. This
course was also taught during the 1995/96 academic year, and again in 1996/97. The
National University Singapore Law Faculty also taught two new courses during the
1996/97 academic year: (1) Marine Environmental Law, and (2) International
Environmental Law. Course relating to the environment are also taught at the other
faculties on the National University of Singapore campus.
At Ngee Ann Polytechnic, as part of the Diploma in Civil & Environmental
Engineering, courses in air, water and noise pollution control, as well as solid and
hazardous waste management, are given. See NGEE ANN POLYTECHNIC, NGEE ANN
POLYTECHNIC-THE POLYTECHNIC OF INDUSTRY, 1995-96 PROSPECTUS 77-83 (1995). At
Singapore Polytechnic in the Department of Chemical Process and Biotechnology,
courses in water pollution and control, noise pollution and control, air pollution and
control, and waste management are offered for the Diploma in Chemical Process
Technology. See SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC, SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC 1995-1996
PROSPECTUS 87 (1995).
545The Singaporean government's policy on environmental education is broad-based, and
would allow for such expanded efforts. See Letter from Ms. Antonia Teng, Specialist
Inspector (Science), Curriculum Planning Division, Ministry of Education, Republic of
Singapore, to Douglas L. Tookey (Sept. 25, 1995) (regarding present government policy
towards environmental education) (on file with author). Environmental education is
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they can contribute to safeguarding the environment. 46
The school is one of the most important institutions to prepare
young people for their future lives while contributing to the maintenance
and further development of society. 47 Schools are meant to transmit a
certain body of knowledge that conforms to social values, but it should
also help students to think critically and discriminate, reflect and be able
to evaluate. 48 Today, part of this body of knowledge that schools must
teach students about is the environment and how to guard it against
pollution.49
Singapore can further educate its students about environmental
matters by increasing instruction and courses, from kindergarten to the
university level, about environmental matters.5" For example, primary
school mandatory curriculum could include a course about the physical,
biological and ecological features of the earth, which could be enhanced
by field trips to Bukit Timah Nature Reserve.' At the secondary school
level, as part of a science course, all students could be required to
complete a project dealing with an environmental theme, such as
safeguarding marine life in Singapore waters against pollution from the oil
included in the formal primary, secondary and pre-university curricula, not as a separate
subject but environmental topics are infused into various subjects of the school
curriculum. See id. These five main topic areas are Appreciation of Natural
Environment, Ecological Foundations, Managing Natural Resources, Study of Pollution,
and Environmental Health and Management. See id. These topics are dealt with as
simple concepts at the primary level and then in greater depth and detail at the pre-
university level. See id.
546 See, e.g., Susan Fry Bovet, Teaching Ecology: A New Generation Influences
Environmental Policy, 50 PUB. REL. J. 24, 24-25 (April 1994) (discussing the importance
of teaching young people about the environment and quoting the Manager of Policy and
Program Communications of the World Wildlife Fund as stating "Young people think
they can have an impact on the environment.").
547 See Peter Posch, The Educational Perspective, in ENVIRONMENT, SCHOOLS & ACTIVE
LEARNING 97, 97 (1991).
548 See id.
549 See id. at 7.
550 Some efforts have already been made to increase environmental education in the
schools. See MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, THE SINGAPORE GREEN PLAN -WORKGROUP 1,
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 9-15 (1993) (detailing recommendations for environmental
education) (on file with author). See also GREEN PLAN ACTION PROGRAMMES, supra
note 28, at 14-17 (1993) (presenting environmental education goals).
551 For a useful sourcebook, see YEOH LEAN GAIK, GREENING OUR YOUNG MINDS: A
SOURCEBOOK ON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS (Robert Foo ed.,
Ministry of Education 1993) (discussing both formal and informal environmental
education in Singapore's primary schools).
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industry."2 At the university level, other environmental courses can be
offered. For example, the National University of Singapore Law Faculty
offers courses dealing with national, regional and international
environmental law." 3 The university offers other environmental course
work at its other faculties.5 4 Such courses may be supplemented by
interactive programs in the schools to teach young Singaporeans the
importance of caring for the environment. These proactive programs have
a high likelihood of being successful, and some already are used in
Singapore.5
552 For a helpful sourcebook see MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, THE ENVIRONMENT: FROM
CONCERN TO COMMITMENT (Yeoh Lean Gaik & Ang-Tay May Yin eds., 1994)
(discussing both formal and informal environmental education in Singapore's secondary
schools).
In addition, many books have been written about different aspects of
environmental education. See generally ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A SOURCEBOOK
(Cornelius J. Troost & Harold Altman eds., 1972) (providing a systematic approach
towards environmental education up through secondary schools); HANDBOOK OF
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION (Robert N. Saveland ed., 1976) (international handbook on
environmental education); ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION & DEVELOP-
MENT, ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING FOR THE 21sT CENTURY (1995) (discussing
international environmental education); UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME,
ENVIRONMENTAL & RELATED ISSUES IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION: IMPLICATIONS FOR
TERTIARY-LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING (1994) (discussing training for
environmental educators in tertiary institutions in the Asia-Pacific region).553 See ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SYLLABUS, supra note 544.
554 In the National University of Singapore's Engineering Faculty, courses in "Air
Pollution Control" and "Water Pollution Control" are elective modules for the
undergraduate Department of Chemical Engineering degree, while courses in
"Environmental Modelling," "Environmental Planning and Management," and "Solid
Wastes Management" are elective modules for the undergraduate degree from the
Department of Civil Engineering. A new postgraduate engineering program, the Master
of Science in Environmental Engineering, began in the 1996/97 academic year.
Other faculties also offer elective modules with environmental themes. For
example, in the Faculty of Architecture and Building, an "Environmental Studies" course
is offered, and the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences' Economics Department offers a
course called "Environment and Resource Economics," while the Geography Department
offers a range of courses including "Environmental Studies," "Global Environmental
Change," and "Environmental Impact Assessment and Auditing." See THE NATIONAL
UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE, FACULTY COURSE CATALOGUES (1996-97); THE NATIONAL
UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE, POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES (1996-97). For a composite
review of these courses see THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE,
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND TECHNOLOGY: RESOURCE HANDBOOK (1996) (providing
information on environmentally related courses at the university's various faculties).
555 For example, the Ministry of the Environment has a mascot named "Captain Green"
who travels to schools to instruct children about the importance of caring for the
environment. For example, as part of a project to educate children about environmental
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3. An Increased Number of Independent NGOs
An important job of non-governmental organizations is that they
serve to educate the public about diverse environmental interests. Some
non-governmental environmental organizations focus on specific
environmental issues, such as protection of rain forests or clean air. Other
environmental groups act as umbrella organizations which pursue a
variety of environmental issues.
Singapore has only one truly independent environmental group, the
Nature Society of Singapore (NSS), dealing with domestic environmental
issues. 56 The NSS was formed in Singapore in 1954 as the local branch of
the Malayan Nature Society, headquartered in Kuala Lumpur.5 7  In
matters, "Captain Green" performs skits at primary schools to teach children the
importance of keeping parks and nature reserves clean. The project was spurred by
increasing vandalism in one district, and since the project has been in progress, vandalism
has decreased by 40%. See Captain Green Brings Message to Students, THE STRAITS
TIMES, Aug. 21, 1995, at 21.
Another interactive program is the inter-school waste recycling competition that
the Ministry of the Environment periodically sponsors at various secondary schools, high
schools, and junior colleges. See MINISTRY OF THE ENv'T, PRESS RELEASE FOR INTER-
SCHOOL WASTE RECYCLING COMPETITION (Nov. 1991). The Nature Society of
Singapore is also involved in such programs, including one in which visually
handicapped children are taken on nature walks at Pulau Ubin. See A Touch of Nature at
Ubin, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 19, 1996, at 25.
556 Two other groups deserve mention. The first is Engender (the Centre for
Environment, Gender and Development) which was formed in 1992 and is based in
Singapore as an autonomous regional organization working on development,
environment and gender issues. Engender, however, takes little direct action on
environmental issues in Singapore, and instead concentrates on broad-based regional
environmental issues such as sustainable habitat, sustainable livelihood and trade.
The second group the University Women's Association (UWAS) was launched
in Singapore in August 1996. This group is still in its nascent stage, but it appears that
UWAS will be independent from the government, and that its focus on environmental
issues, like that of Engender, will be regional and international, rather than domestic.
557 See ALLEN, supra note 412, at 267. In the early days, it was seen as an expatriates'
club, but the organization has since taken on increasing numbers of local members and
office bearers. It cut formal links with the Malayan Nature Society in late 1991 in an
attempt to dispel confusion about its home base and attract increased funding, but the two
groups maintain a close relationship. See id.
As of August 1996, the Nature Society of Singapore had approximately 2,300
members. The Nature Society states its objective as "promot[ing] an interest in the
natural history of Singapore, Malaysia and the surrounding region .... The long term
aim of the society is to inculcate in people an appreciation of and care for our natural
heritage." THE NATuRE SOCIETY (SINGAPORE) PROFILE PAMPHLET.
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addition to outdoor events that the NSS sponsors, such as nature walks and
trips to nature areas around Singapore, the group is also active in technical
submissions on public policy matters.5" The NSS also engages in a
constructive dialogue with the government to preserve Singapore's natural
environment. 59 One such group in Singapore is clearly insufficient.
The highly-publicized National Council on the Environment
(NCE) is not an independent environmental group. The NCE was
established by the Singaporean government, and its office was originally
located inside the Ministry of the Environment Building."6 NCE's
chairman, its vice-chairman and a number of other persons on the board of
directors were appointed by the Minister for the Environment, while only
a maximum of four board members were elected by NCE members at its
annual general meeting."' In August 1995, NCE's board of directors
comprised thirteen individuals, in addition to the chairman and vice-
chairman, of which at least a solid majority (eight) have been appointed by
the government.
It is widely-accepted in Singapore that the NCE faced an image
and credibility problem since its launch in trying to reconcile its
independent status with strong government links."2 To rectify this
problem, and to clarify its true identity and role,563 the NCE restructured
itself as a company limited by guarantee with the hope of becoming an
umbrella body for the green movement in Singapore."' The NCE has
559 See ALLEN, supra note 412, at 267. For example, the group was active in encouraging
the Singaporean government to establish the Sungei Buloh Bird Sanctuary, and has
commented on other development projects. See id.
59 Interview with Dr. Wee Yeow Chin, Former President of The Nature Society
(Singapore) and Associate Professor, Department of Botany, National University of
Singapore (Sept. 26, 1995).
560 The National Council on the Environment was formed in November 1990 as a non-
profit organization. Its objectives were: (1) to promote greater public awareness of the
environment and urge the public to be more environmentally conscious and display a
greater sense of social responsibility towards maintaining a clean environment; (2) to
study, develop and improve environmental prevention and protection measures suitable
for adoption by the public; (3) to coordinate environmental prevention and protection
measures promoted by organizations; and (4) to engage business leaders in the proactive
process of environmental management. See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT,
PROFILE-NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT 1 (1995).
561 See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT CONST. art. VI (1990).
562 See Green Man Takes Up New Challenge, THE SUNDAY TIMEs (Singapore), Mar. 26,
1995, at 7.563 See NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT, 1994/95 ANNUAL REPORT 2 (1995).
56 See National Council on the Environment, Minutes of the 3rd Annual General
Meeting of the National Council on the Environment (Singapore, July 18, 1995) (on file
with the WM & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y R.)
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been renamed the Singapore Environment Council (SEC) and its office
has been moved out of the Ministry of the Environment building to a
separate building in Fort Canning Park. 65 Whether the SEC will succeed
at this goal remains to be seen, as some groups may not want to come
under the SEC's sphere, which is one of SEC's stated objectives. 66
Nevertheless, if the SEC hopes to establish any credibility with
Singaporeans, the group must, at a minimum, assure that its planning and
decision-making processes are free from government influences.567
Singapore must recognize the need for additional non-
governmental organizations to aid in efforts to educate citizens about the
environment and raise environmental awareness. Some commentators
stated that one measure that should be considered is giving encouragement
to participation by non-governmental organizations and local level
agencies such as the town councils and private organizations in the work
of promoting environmental education, conservation and urban
aesthetics. 68 One of the strengths of the environmental movement in the
United States is the wide variety of groups which articulate a variety of
interests and stimulate debate about important issues that might otherwise
565 This restructuring was announced officially on November 6, 1995, with the
restructured NCE called the Singapore Environment Council (SEC). See Dominic
Nathan, New Body to Coordinate Environmental Groups, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 7,
1995, at 1.
56 The Singapore Environment Council's Profile lists three objectives: (1) promoting
public awareness of the natural environment in Singapore; (2) coordinating
environmental promotion and protection undertaken in Singapore and organizing and
assisting other organizations, institutions, bodies and persons for purposes of
environmental protection; and (3) studying, developing, and improving measures for the
promotion and protection of the environment. See SINGAPORE ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL,
PROFILE 3 (1995).
567 The Singapore Environment Council's articles of association state that the Board of
Directors shall be not less than ten and not more than twenty: two-thirds of the Board of
Directors are appointed by the members, and one-third are appointed by the Board of
Directors. See SINGAPORE ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL, ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION §§ 34-36
(1995). No person is admitted as a "Member of the Council unless he is first approved by
the Board and the Board" has "absolute discretion as to the admission of any person." Id.
§ 5.
The Singapore Environment Council's three "Founder Members" were chosen
by the government, and these founder members appointed the first Board of Directors
which consisted of fifteen individuals. See id. § 36(1). See also Dominic Nathan, New
Body to Coordinate Environmental Groups, THE STRAITS TIMES, Nov. 7, 1995, at 1
(discussing the naming of three founder members appointed by government).
568 See K.F. Olszewski & Chia Lin Sien, National Development, Physical Planning and
Environment, in THE BIOPHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF SINGAPORE 185, 195-96 (Chia Lin
Sien et al. eds., 1991).
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go unnoticed 6 9
Although some might argue that these groups may pressure the
government about particular issues,570 such groups serve important
functions in the United States. These functions have been described as the
power distribution function, the participatory function, the function of
personal identification, and the social change function. 7 ' The groups
breath life into the debate on environmental issues, and show people how
all must be aware of environmental issues. Furthermore, the groups
bridge the gap between government policies and the people by holding, on
behalf of the people, a watching brief on issues relating to the environment
and the quality of life. 72 By encouraging more non-governmental
organizations such as those in the United States, whose goals encompass
increased environmental education and awareness, Singapore can take a
major step towards eradicating future environmental pollution, as these
additional groups will further educate Singaporeans about taking care of
the environment.
569 These groups include large national groups such as the Environmental Defense Fund,
the Sierra Club, and the Natural Resources Defense Council. In the United States
environmental groups are not limited to the national level. State and local groups include
the Alaska Center for the Environment, the Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay, the Council
on the Environment of New York City, and the Northern Rockies Conservation
Cooperative. See generally LINDA SOBEL ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES: A GLOBAL
GUIDE TO PROJECTS & PEOPLE (1993).
570 See Kirtida Mekani & Heike G. Stengel, The Role of NGOs and Near NGOs, in
ENVIRONMENT AND THE CITY 282, 296 (Ooi Giok Ling ed., 1995). The authors quote
Singapore's National Report for the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and
Development: "'[Western-style] high-pressure public lobbying by NGOs, particularly
through the media or street protests . . . has never been sanctioned by the Singapore
authorities ... the implied tone of aggression and conflict underlying such lobbying is
inherently inimical to Asian societies"', and then conclude that "Western-style activism
and extreme positions would not [be] tolerated by the Government" See id. (citation
omitted).
571 See T. CHELLIAH, REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT,
ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING PROGRAMMES AND POLICIES IN ASEAN-AN OVERVIEW 25
(1985) (describing volunteer citizen groups in ASEAN and other countries). The power
distribution function means that non-governmental organizations distribute power and act
as semi-permanent forums for the public. The participatory function means that the
groups provide a mechanism for self-help and widespread public participation. The
function of personal identification means that the groups allow individuals to identify' and
relate to a smaller unit, and the social change function means that the groups provide a
P7owerful mechanism for social change. See id.
See id. The author also notes that the special contribution of volunteer citizen groups
and non-governmental groups is to "act as checks and balances over the effects of
development programmes." Id.
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E. Enhanced Regional Cooperation on Environmental Issues
Singapore must continue to work with other Southeast Asian
countries to handle environmental pollution. The necessity of such
cooperation is illustrated by the August-September 1994 haze that covered
much of Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. 73 During this time, it was
difficult to breathe outside, and poor visibility affected aviation and
traffic. 74
In fact, the overall air quality deteriorated so much that it almost
reached hazardous levels. 75 This haze was the result of numerous forest
fires burning out of control in Sumatra and Kalimantan, Indonesia, as well
as the open burning of rubbish in Malaysia.576 One beneficial result of this
haze is that it acted as a catalyst for Singapore and other Southeast Asian
countries to understand that pollution recognizes no boundaries.5"
1. ASEAN as "One Eco-System"
As the emergency with the haze illustrated, Singapore and the
other Southeast Asian countries were ill-prepared to deal with
transboundary pollution. To protect the ecological network of life in these
countries, efficient systems are needed to ensure that such environmental
problems are dealt with rapidly and efficiently.
Towards this end, the ASEAN ministers agreed to set up an early-
warning and emergency-response system to cope with environmental
catastrophes.57 At their October 1994 meeting in Kuching, Malaysia, the
573 See Haze Worsens in Late Evening, THE STRAITS TIMEs, Sept. 27, 1994, at 9.
574 See id.575 See id.
576 See Tan Ooi Boon, Pollution Hits 'Unhealthy' Levels, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 25,
1994, at 3; Haze Worsens in Late Evening, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 27, 1994, at 19;
Paul Jacob, Indonesia Taking Measures to Control its Fires, THE STRAITS TIMES, Oct.
20, 1994, at 27 (discussing Indonesia's plans to take short, medium, and long term
measures to handle forest, coal and peat fires); Malaysians Partly Responsible for Haze,
Say Govi Ads, THE STRAITS TIMES, Oct. 26, 1994, at 16 (noting Malaysians also
contributed to haze problem by open burning of rubbish, and industrial and vehicle
emissions).
577 One Singaporean writer has summarized this situation as follows: "the bio-
environment recognizes no political boundaries. This means that programmes or
strategies proposed for its protection would require the concurrence and support of all
states concerned." Tham Seong Chee, Political, Legal and Moral-Ethical Dimensions in
Bio-Environmental Protection, in MAINTAINING A LIVABLE ENVIRONMENT 5, 6 (Lee Kok
Cheong ed., 1991).578 Singapore agreed to "help in whatever way it could, such as providing satellite
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ministers agreed to enhance cooperation to manage natural resources and
to control transboundary pollution within the region. 79 To do so, they
announced their intention to regard the region as one eco-system" ° The
ministers cited various examples where this one eco-system principle
applies, including destruction of coral reefs, illegal fishing, and haze
pollution."'
Although this idea of one eco-system has never been specifically
articulated before by ASEAN, as early as 1981 with the Manila
Declaration on the ASEAN Environment, the Ministers for the
Environment agreed to strengthen regional cooperation and collaboration
in the field of the environment."' A series of subsequent declarations and
resolutions in the following years, including the Bangkok Declaration of
1984,583 the Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources,584 the Jakarta Resolution on Sustainable Development,58 the
pictures and meteorological data." Ismail Kassim, Asean to Act Jointly on Environment,
THE STRAITS TIMES, Oct. 22, 1994, at 21 (quoting the statement of Mr. Mah Bow Tan,
Singapore's Environment Minister).
579 See ASEAN ENv'T COMM., INFORMAL ASEAN MINISTERIAL MEETING ON THE
ENVIRONMENT 3 (Kuching, Sarawak, Indonesia, Oct. 21, 1994) (press statement) (on file
with author) [hereinafter ASEAN PRESS STATEMENT]. See also Ismail Kassin, Asean
Ministers to Discuss Haze Problem at Meeting-Long-Term Solution Sought to Prevent
Recurrence, THE STRAITS TIMES, Oct. 19, 1994, at 19 (discussing efforts to boost
bilateral co-operation on environmental issues with Indonesia).580 See ASEAN PRESS STATEMENT, supra note 579, at 3.
581 See id. See also Ismail Kassim, Asean Agreement on Environment Protection-Entire
Region to be Regarded as One Eco-System, THE STRAITS TIMES, Oct. 23, 1994, at 1
(discussing the ASEAN decision to regard the entire region as one eco-system in its
efforts to control transboundary pollution and to enhance cooperation on the management
of natural resources).
582 See Manila Declaration on the ASEAN Environment, Association of Southeast Asian
Nations First Ministerial Meeting on the Environment, Apr. 30, 1991, 27 I.L.M. 596.
583 Bangkok Declaration on the ASEAN Environment, Association of Southeast Asian
Nations Second Ministerial Meeting on the Environment (visited Mar. 26, 1999)
<http://www.aseansec.org/function/agr-env.htm> (declaring desire to enhance regional
cooperation in the field of environmental protection).
584 Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (visited Mar. 26,
1999) <http://www.aseansec.org/fmction/agr-env.htm> (agreeing to endeavor to
establish national environmental quality monitoring programs, paying attention to "the
effects of pollution on natural ecosystems, and co-operation in such programmes for the
Region as a whole.").
585 Jakarta Resolution on Sustainable Development (visited Mar. 26, 1999)
<http://www.aseansec.org/function/agr-env.htm>_ (resolving to focus ASEAN
cooperative efforts on common resources of the environment, including the common
seas, land-resources and land-based pollution, and air quality).
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Manila Declaration of 1987,586 the Kuala Lumpur Accord on Environment
& Development,587 the 1992 Singapore Resolution on Environment and
Development,588 and the Bandar Seri Begawan Resolution on Environment
and Development89 all stressed the importance of regional cooperation on
environmental matters. As one commentator noted, "ASEAN integration
is steadily developing based upon the realization that the ASEAN states
share a common environment. 590
2. ASEAN Cooperation Plan on Transboundary Pollution
The ASEAN environment ministers met again in Kuala Lumpur in
June 1995 and further considered transboundary pollution, 9' adopting the
ASEAN Cooperation Plan on Transboundary Pollution (Transboundary
Pollution Plan). 92
The Transboundary Pollution Plan is divided into three parts which
deal with: (1) transboundary atmospheric pollution; (2) transboundary
movement of hazardous waste, and (3) transboundary shipbome
586 The Manila Declaration of 1987, Meeting of the ASEAN Heads of Government
(visited Mar. 26, 1999) <http://www.aseansec.org/fumction/agr-env.htm> (agreeing to
promote the principle of sustainable development and focus on the need for policy
uidelines to protect ASEAN's common resources and environment).
7 The Kuala Lumpur Accord on Environment and Development, Fourth ASEAN
Meeting of Ministers for the Environment (visited Mar. 26, 1999)
<http://www.aseansec.org/function/agr-env.htm> (agreeing on the need to initiate efforts
leading to concrete steps pertaining to regional environmental management).
588 Singapore Declaration of 1992, Meeting of the ASEAN Heads of Government (visited
Mar. 26, 1999) <http://www.aseansec.org/finctionlagr-env.htm> (agreeing to enhance
environmental cooperation).
589 Bandar Seri Begawan Resolution on Environment and Development (Bandar Seri
Begawan, Brunei, Apr. 26, 1994) <http://www.aseansec.org/function/agr-env.htm>
(agreeing to stimulate regional activities in the area of the environment).
590 MUNADJAT DANUSAPUTRO, TOWARDS AN ASEAN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 73 (1984).
591 At the meeting, the ASEAN member countries, other invited countries and
international organizations presented reports on their experiences in dealing with
transboundary pollution. See, e.g., UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, COUNTRY REP. No. 13
(Asean Meeting on the Management of Transboundary Pollution, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, June 14-17, 1995) (on file with author); SINGAPORE, COUNTRY REP. NO. 5(Asean Meeting on Management of Transboundary Pollution, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
June 14-17, 1995) (on file with author); THE MANAGEMENT OF TRANSBOUNDARY HAZE:
THE UNITED NATIONS ENV'T PROGRAMME'S (UNEP) RESPONSE, REP. No. 17 (ASEAN
Meeting on Management of Transboundary Pollution, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, June 14-
17, 1995).
592 ASEAN, ASEAN COOPERATION PLAN ON TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION, (Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, June 17, 1995) [hereinafter TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION PLAN].
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pollution.593 To control such transboundary pollution, the Transboundary
Pollution Plan sets forth objectives, strategies, activities and institutional
arrangements for each type of pollution.594 To prevent the illegal
transboundary movement of hazardous wastes, the Transboundary
Pollution Plan states that ASEAN members countries should: accede to
the Basel Convention, identify focal points of hazardous waste in each
ASEAN country, exchange information on hazardous wastes and control
procedures on the movement of the wastes, establish training programs on
hazardous waste management, and develop national legislation to control
hazardous waste in each ASEAN country, as well as its movement
abroad.595 The Transboundary Pollution Plan also lists extra-regional
support for the assessment and management of pollution to come from
other countries, including the United States. 96
The Ministers stated that the plan is a significant milestone in the
history of ASEAN environmental cooperation as it reflects the common
resolve of ASEAN member countries to join hands in addressing a
significant problem facing the region."' Singapore welcomed the plan
noting that the plan was a step in the right direction and would go a long
way towards minimizing the problem of trans-boundary haze. 98
Singapore may further extend this good neighborliness with nearby
countries.'" By enhancing its cooperation on environmental matters with
its neighbors,' Singapore can ensure that environmental pollution will
3 See id. at 2-3.
9 See id. at 8-9.
595 See id. The Basel Convention was concluded in March 1989 in Basel, Switzerland.
See Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and
Their Disposal (Basel), Mar. 22, 1989, 28 I.L.M. 657 (entered into force May 24, 1989).
Singapore subsequently ratified the Basel Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal. See Disposal of
Dangerous Wastes, THE STRAITS TIMEs, Apr. 5, 1996, at 48.
596 The United States will cooperate with developing "fire management programmes
including fuel models, fire danger rating system, fire prevention, prescribed fire,
atmospheric monitoring, and assessment of monitoring data." TRANSBOUNDARY
POLLUTION PLAN, supra note 592, at 15.597 ASEAN, Meeting on the Management of Transboundary Pollution 6 (Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, June 14-17, 1995) (joint press statement) (on file with author).
598 See Kalimullah Hassan, Asean Agrees to Specific Measures to Combat Pollution, THE
STRAITS TIMES, June 18, 1995, at 3 (discussing the statement of Acting Environment
Minister Rear Admiral Teo Chee Hean).
599 See PHILIPPE SANDS, PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW I 197-98
(1995) (discussing the principle of good neighborliness from Article 74 of the United
Nation's charter).
600 In fact, Dr. Tony Tan, Singapore's Deputy Prime Minister and Defense Minister,
articulated exactly this position in a speech on regional cooperation given in March 1996
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not adversely affect the country or its citizens6 Such cooperation is
imperative, °2 given that Indonesia is considering turning to nuclear power
for its energy needs6. 3 and that pollution-causing factories have moved to
Johor Baru, Malaysia after they were banned from operating in Singapore
because of their excessive pollution. 4
The recent passage of the North American Free Trade
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Dr. Tan said that "[c]onstructive co-operation is better than
destructive competition [and] 'prosper-thy-neighbor' policies are preferable to 'beggar-
thy-neighbor' policies." See Prosper-Thy-Neighbor Policies Key Tenet for Region: Tony
Tan, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 21, 1996, at 3. One positive example of such cooperation
are the notification and control procedures jointly adopted by Malaysia and Singapore to
control the movement of wastes between the two countries. See Notification & Control
Procedures adopted by Malaysia & Singapore for Movement of Wastes Between the Two
Countries, 1996, Department of Environment (Malaysia) & Ministry of the Environment
(Singapore) (on file with the author).
Furthermore, Singapore supports the three principles of sustainable development
(establishment of sustainable cities, implementation of clean technology, and maintaining
a sustainable marine environment) agreed upon by APEC. See Nirmal Ghosh, S'pore
Backs 3 Goals of Sustainable Development, THE STRAITS TIMES, July 13, 1996, at 21.
601 ASEAN has set forth a plan of action to direct such regional cooperation. See ASEAN
SECRETARIAT, ASEAN STRATEGIC PLAN OF ACTION ON THE ENVIRONMENT (1994).
ASEAN has developed several strategies to enhance operational and technical
cooperation on environmental matters, which include the following: (1) supporting the
"development of a regional framework for integrating environment and development
concerns in the decision making process"; (2) promoting "environmentally sound
management of toxic chemicals and hazardous wastes, and control of transboundary
movement of hazardous wastes"; and (3) strengthening "the information network on the
transboundary movement of toxic chemicals and hazardous waste. See id. at 2-6.
602 In one such example of cooperation, the World Commission on Environment and
Development recommended that nations enter into arrangements regarding hazardous
facilities by which they agree to: notify each other of the location and essential
characteristics of hazardous installations; prepare contingency plans for potential
accidents from these facilities; provide prompt alert, full information and mutual
assistance in case of accidents; establish criteria for the selection of sites for new
hazardous facilities; and establish standards for the liability and compensation for any
damage caused by transfrontier pollution. See OUR COMMON FUTURE, supra note 475, at
229-30.
603 See Indonesian Officials Favour Nuclear Plant, THE STRAITS TIMES, Apr. 23, 1996, at
17; Paul Jacob, Turning to N-power Risky but Inevitable: Suharto, THE STRAITS TIMES,
May 5, 1995, at 1.
604 See JB to Close Down Singaporean-Owned Factories Blamed for Causing Pollution,
THE STRAITS TIMES, July 9, 1995, at 21 (discussing Malaysian plans to act against
Singapore factory owners who move to Johor after being banned from operating in
Singapore). In one scenario, Singaporean and non-Singaporean companies could
purposefully locate in Johor Baru, Malaysia because of its perceived pro-industry
attitude, and these companies' air, water, hazardous waste pollution could reach
Singapore.
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Agreement. 5 between Canada, Mexico and the United States includes a
supplementary agreement on environmental cooperation,6" which
presaged regional agreements such as ASEAN's Transboundary Pollution
Plan, and may provide an example for Singapore and the other ASEAN
member countries to evaluate as they continue to cooperate on matters of
transboundary pollution. Another worthy example of cooperation on
environmental matters among neighboring countries is the International
Joint Commission between Canada and the United States, which was
established in 1909 to manage the Great Lakes region.0 7
3. Regional Exchanges and Regional Programs
While the Transboundary Pollution Plan represents cooperation
among ASEAN countries at the macro-level, other vital work must be
carried out at the regional level." 8 For example, regional exchanges
between government employees, legislators, educators and other
professionals, including scientists and lawyers, can help Singapore to
605 See North American Free Trade Agreement, Dec. 17, 1992, Can.-Mex.-U.S., 32
I.L.M. 289 (entered into force January 1, 1994). The Preamble to NAFTA states that the
parties are resolved to promote sustainable development and strengthen the development
and enforcement of environmental laws and regulations. See id. at 297.
60 See North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, Sept. 8-14, 1993, 32
I.L.M. 1480 (entered into force January 1, 1994). This agreement provides a framework
for the governments of Canada, Mexico and the United States of America to work
together to protect and improve the environment. Mexico and the United States of
America also signed an agreement establishing the Border Environment Cooperation
Commission and the North American Development Bank. See Agreement Between the
Government of the United States of America and the Government of the United Mexican
States Concerning the Establishment of a Border Environment Cooperation Commission
and a North American Development Bank, Nov. 16, 1993, 32 I.L.M. 1545 (entered into
force January 1, 1994). For a detailed report of the accomplishments of the Commission
for Environmental Cooperation, which was established pursuant to the North American
Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, see COMMISSION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
COOPERATION, 1995 ANNUAL REPORT 9-20 (1996).
607 See ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT 130 (Anne V. Whyte & Ian Burton eds.,
1980). See also PHOSPHORUS MANAGEMENT IN STRATEGIES FOR LAKES (Raymond C.
Loehr et al. eds., 1980) (containing proceedings from the International Joint Commission
cosponsored conference on technical, economic and institutional aspects of phosphorus
management strategies in lakes).
Another such group is The Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine Environment, a
council that includes members from the United States (the states of Maine, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts) and Canada (Nova Scotia and New Brunswick), formed
to maintain and enhance marine environmental quality in the Gulf of Maine. See THE
GULF OF MAINE, ACTION PLAN 1991-2000, 10 (1991).
608 See 1995 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 15, at 35.
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enhance regional cooperation on environmental matters. In such
exchanges, people could travel among the various ASEAN countries and
exchange ideas on environmental policy, technology and legal matters." 9
Singapore could establish a forum where such discussion might take place,
and a likely place is the Asia-Pacific Centre of Environmental Law
(APCEL) which is based at the National University of Singapore's Faculty
of Law. 10 APCEL is an excellent place for individuals from various
ASEAN countries to discuss environmental matters that affect all
countries.6"
Singapore has other organizations, formed with the support of the
government, that may also enhance regional cooperation on environmental
matters. For example, the Singapore Association for Environmental
Companies (SAFECO), works to foster the development of
environmentally sound company policies and business practices in
Singapore, and seeks to establish Singapore as a regional center for
environmental technology.612  Similarly, the Regional Institute of
609 This type of exchange has begun to occur. For example, the Ministry of the
Environment conducted "more than 10 regional environmental events for countries in the
region in 1995." 1995 POLLUTION CONTROL REPORT, supra note 16, at 36. Furthermore,
the Malaysia-Singapore Joint Committee on the Environment and the Indonesia-
Singapore Joint Committee on the Environment were formed in the early 1990's to foster
closer cooperation on environmental matters. See id. at 34.6 10 See FACULTY OF LAW, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE, ASIA-PACIFIC CENTRE
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL LAW, PROFILE PAMPHLET (1996) (noting that the objectives of the
APCEL include serving as a regional training centre for the teaching of environmental
law, organizing conferences, seminars and other programs on environmental issues and
promoting information exchange on international, regional and national environmental
law and policy).
611 There is a clear need for such discussion. See Lee Siew Hua, Fighting Poverty vs.
Care for Environment, THE STRAITS TIMES, Apr. 23, 1996, at 16 (At the 52nd session of
the UN's Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) in
Bangkok in April 1996, Singapore pledged to share its environmental know-how through
training courses, technical assistance and close teamwork with ASEAN countries to
"combat poverty without compromising the integrity of the environment."); Asia-Pacific
Region Most Disaster Prone, says FAO, THE STRAITS TIMES, May 15, 1996, at 11 (noting
that the Asia-Pacific region is the most disaster prone in the world because of
environmental degradation).612 See SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL COMPANIES, SAFECO PROFILE 2(1994). SAFECO's mission is: To promote environmental companies and environmental
technology in Singapore [so] that these companies can effectively regionalise making
Singapore into an environmental base and more importantly into a centre for
environmental technology and service. Id. In September 1995, Singapore hosted an
environment technology exhibition called "Environmex Asia 95" and "Watermex Asia
95". See Environment Technology Show, THE STRAITS TIMES, Sept. 5, 1995, at 20. See
also Call to Set up Agency on Environment Technology, THE STRAITS TIMES, Mar. 19,
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Environmental Technology, 6"3 based in Singapore, enhances regional
cooperation on environmental matters by providing assistance to "regional
policy makers towards better industrial pollution control" and "train[ing]
and develop[ing] an expert manpower pool. 61 4 The United States-Asia
Environmental Partnership can also help increase regional cooperation.""
Furthermore, along the lines of the environmental education
themes discussed in Part IV.D, educational exchanges may be established,
at both the tertiary and university levels, possibly during school vacations,
in which young people travel to and study in other ASEAN countries. In
these other countries, the students could participate in environmental
projects, such as field work or in an internship capacity (possibly with a
Ministry of the Environment policy-maker or scientist), to increase their
awareness of the interconnectedness of environmental issues in the
ASEAN region and the world.
V. CONCLUSION
Environmental pollution law and policies, although taking
somewhat different forms in Singapore than other countries, pose the same
fundamental question for Singaporean political leaders, business leaders,
private citizens, and non-governmental organizations. The question may
take different forms, but at its core it remains the same-how to control
pollution.
1996, at 22 (discussing call in Parliament for establishment of national agency to discuss
how to establish Singapore as a regional hub for environmental technology); Lee Siew
Hua, S 'pore Willing to Share Environment Technology, THE STRAITS TIMES, Jan. 18,
1996, at 29 (discussing Singapore's willingness to share its technology and experience in
protecting the environment with its Asia-Pacific neighbors); Dominic Nathan, New R&D
Boost for Environmental Industry Here, THE STRAITS TIMES, June 24, 1996, at 3
(discussing a new government-fimded research facility, called the Environmental
Technology Institute).
613 RIET's mission statement notes:
Recognizing that market-based instruments, such as internationally
accepted environmental management standards, backed by sensible
regulation and enforcement can provide a stimulus for sustainable
development, RIET's mission is to facilitate technical, economic and
industrial cooperation between Europe and Asia in the environment
sector by the promotion of best environmental practice and the use of
appropriate technolog;es.
See REIT 1994 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 280 at 5.
614 See REGIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY, ACCESS TO THE MOST
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY MARKET IN THE WORLD 3 (1995).
615 See supra notes 280 through 286 and accompanying text (discussing the United
States-Asia Environmental Partnership).
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All over the world political leaders, business leaders, and private
citizens are becoming increasingly aware that environmental pollution
respects no boundaries, and that the pollution that affects one country may
affect another. These people are also recognizing that it is much easier if
people from different countries work together, rather than separately, to
control pollution.
A leading statesman from Singapore recognizes that Singapore can
learn from other countries as it works to control pollution. Singaporean
Ambassador-at-Large Tommy T.B. Koh made a general plea for such
"mutual learning," pointing out that we are "living in an increasingly
integrated, interdependent and globalized community and economy" and
that we "can and should learn from each other and adopt each other's best
practices."616
The article has shown that Singapore has a clear goal of
implementing effective laws and establishing practical policies to control
environmental pollution. Pollution, whether it be in the form of water, air,
solid or hazardous waste, is pollution, and this is true whether it is in
Singapore or another country.
Indeed, Singapore has much to be proud of regarding its past and
present efforts to fight environmental pollution. Singapore can be proud
of the fact that it was an early pioneer of the environmental movement in
Southeast Asia, that its government is environmentally conscious,
committed to green issues, and works actively to control pollution.
But Singapore still has much to do to fight environmental
pollution. Along these lines, this article has made recommendations for
Singapore to better control environmental pollution. Many of these
changes center on changing the practical aspects of the way environmental
issues are dealt with. For example, the recommendations include
establishing a coordinating agency to deal with environmental matters, as
well as establishing EIA legislation modeled upon that of the United
States. Singapore also needs to encourage and increase recycling by the
public and businesses, and much of this effort involves providing the
opportunities and incentives such as those that have worked in the United
States. At the same time, efforts towards environmental education and
awareness, directed towards the public and government personnel, can be
increased. New NGOs, representing a wide variety of groups like those in
the United States, can act as catalysts for this environmental awareness.
Finally, Singapore can enhance regional cooperation with its neighbors on
616 TOMMY T.B. KOH, THE UNITED STATES AND EAST ASIA: CONFLICT AND CO-
OPERATION 107-08 (1995).
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environmental issues.
